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Chapter 10

Cost-effective- benefit
Analysis-Generation of
Alternatives

10.1 Introd uction

As mentioned in Chapter Six, system alternatives can basically be grouped into three cat-
egories: c manual, automated, and other technologies, such as photographic. In addition,
because of the various approaches and degree that can be taken with automation, the au-
tomation alternative can be further divided into a number of options. Based on the cases
reviewed and her knowledge, the author has tried to define three alternative programmes, i.e.
manual, semi-computerised and computerised, and identified the means and resources needed
for different programmes in the design of those network functions.

But which alternative is most cost-effective or feasible to the circumstance of the network
needs a careful diagnosis. While 'admitted not easy to do correctly, a cost/benefit analysis
can provide fundamental information on which to base a decision concerning the most cost-
effective alternative for any networks. Lancaster pointed out

" An automated system may be judged cost-effective if it performs either
at the same level of effectiveness as the manual system, but at reduced costs,
or at a higher level of effectiveness at a cost comparable to that of the manual
system. Unfortunately, the situation usually is notj his simple. Frequently the
automated system provides capacities that are almost impossible for the manual
system to provide. Thus an important element in the evaluation will be some
form of cost-benefit analysis involving identification of the benefits associated with
the automated system. If the automated system is more expensive than manual
system, the question then is whether the system benefits outweigh the costs. In the
long run, the objectives of automation should be to increase the capability and/or
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10. Cost-effective-benefit Analysis-Generation of Alternatives

effectiveness of the library, and ultimately, to increase accessibility /exposure per
dollar of expenditure."(p273)

Cost-benefits analysis in this research involves cost study and benefit identification and as-
sessment. The first section in this chapter will attempt to describe the cost analysis for four
functions and second section is dedicated to the identification of benefits. Finally the infor-
mation from both sources will all aid the cost benefit analysis by Analytical Hierarchy Process
CAHP).

, "

Cost analysis is the basic mode of study which provides information for other descriptive and
analytical methods including cost/benefit analysis.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to compare manual and automated systems on the basis of cost
alone. Although it is relatively easy to derive costs for an existing manual system, it can
be rather difficult to accurately predict the costs of a projected automa.ted system. Once
the automated system is installed, however, accurate cost figures can be derived from its
operation; but these cost figures may not be strictly comparable with the costs figures for
the manual system, because the new system may have changed the method of operation
and/or the range and scope of services offered. Thus one might be comparing the costs of two
different systems, one providing greater benefits than the other. Another problem is that,
once an automated system is installed, it is likely that no good cost or efficiency figures will
be found for the manual system it replaced.

In this project, attempts are made to work out least total cost. The least total cost method-
ology consider all of the cost to network to acquire and to maintain the system over a five-to
seven year period. (Mattews, 1981)

Most benefits of the four functions and benefits of computerised functions and computerised
network as a whole can be identified based on the objectives they intend to achieve. Some
of benefits can be quantified and some not. It is suggested that in a cost/benefit analysis,

'-- '.- ~- benefits-rieedsto be quaritifiedInto rnoneyvalue if possible (Matthews, 1981). For those
benefits which can not be quantified, qualitative analysis is required.

The cost-benefits analysis in this research, is ba.sed on AHP process. The reasons why the
author does not use cost a.nd benefit data directly from the two sources mentioned above can
be stated -as follows:

1. Cost data derived from the cost analysis are based on many assumptions. Without
further confirmation, it is unsafe to draw any strong conclusions;

2. Cost figure may be unreliable in such a rapidly changing market and rapidly changing
technologies;

3. Many benefits. especially those derived from user services, are difficult to be quantified.

AHP is a robust device which has a good tolerance of gross data and can generalise the data
in alternatives. AHP can avoid or at least buffer the difficulties existed in some conventional
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10. Cost-effective-benefit Analysis-Generation of Alternatives

cost/benefit analysis. Claimed as a new logic for organising complexity and measuring pri-
orities, AHP allows one to achieve a powerful economy of thought by bring all the factors
together in a hierarchical decomposition of the system, with the objectives functions repre-
sented in the higher levels and structure represented in the lower levels. One uses judgements
or other data to make careful quantified tradeoffs among the relevant criteria. This sets out
an accurate assessment of an overall position.

In the process, we prioritise the alternatives according to their benefits and costs. To do this,
we need to look at the alternatives in terms of what purpose they fulfil and how strongly and
also in terms of what it would cost to bring about these alternatives. (Saaty, 1980)

Therefore, cost analysis, identification of benefits by quantification and qualitative assessment
all assist in 1) setting priorities for the elements (benefits or cost elements) in each level of
the hierarchy according to their impact on the criteria or objectives of the next higher-level;
2) structuring multi-person, multi-criteria, multi-time period problems with uncertainty and
risk hierarchically.

The whole procedures of cost-benefit analysis can be illustrated in Figure 10.1.

When analysing cost requirement for purchase in CA, analytical resource allocation approach
is used to meet four effectiveness criteria (reasonable targets). This aims at working out
an overall network costs for acquisitions of stock and illustrating the usefulness of analytical
solutions derived from the mathematical models. Since the actual purchase cost of network
stock will remain the 'same between the alternative programmes, in other words, the com-
puterisation will not affect the actual purchases of stock, therefore, the result of the cost
determination for purchase will not be taken into account in the AHP process.

10.2 Cost Analysis for Network Functions

_r· .;

As it is mentioned before, cost analysis is the primary stage in assessing basic costs. Cost
analysis can be carried out and its data presented in a variety of ways. As Lancaster (1977)
mentioned, a complete cost analysis of a particular operation will involve:

1. The identification, perhaps by flowcharting, of all the detailed steps involved in the
operation.

2. The identification of all equipment used in each step.

3. The calculation of unit costs for each step, sampled over a reasonable time period,
and based on accurate production statistics. costs of staff time, and costs of equipment
utilisation.
No matter from whose viewpoints, designers' or managers' or librarians', the network
costs can be categorised as:

(a) service costs or system cost
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10. Cost-effective-benefit Analysis-Genera.tion of Alternatives

Figure 10.1: Procedures of Cost/Benefits Ana.lysis
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10. Cost-effective-benefit Analysis-Generation of Alternatives

Figure 10_2: Structure of Costs.for Network Activities
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(b) unit costs

The service or system costs are useful to illustrate how much a given activity is costing.
Unit costs usually can be calculated after the determination of service or system costs.

Since this research has mainly focused on the design and planning of the four major
functions, the costs involved in the four functions will be of major concern here as well.
The other network costs will be categorised as the other costs, which covers the costs
involved in other network functions, such as training program. Figure 10.2 illustrates
the total network function costs. And the costs of the four functions can be further
divided into the costs involved in network system, participating libraries and users etc.

For planning purpose, it is useful to compare the total costs of different possible systems.
For system designers and managers, the costs of day-to-day operations need to be com-
pared. For example, for ILL, requesting libraries need to know the comparative costs
of using alternative supply sources and different requesting methods. Finally, supply
sources need to know the comparative costs of different methods of handling requests
and supplying items, as well as to study their own efficiency of operation.

Not all costs will be incurred with each automation option. It is, therefore, necessary
to make a check-list of cost elements and enter the figures for each option. By adding
up all of the costs that might be incurred over a. five- or seven-year period, the true cost
of the options can be determined. The check-list should include:

a. Data. processing Personnel
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10. Cost-effective-benefit Analysis-Generation of Alternatives

b. Central site processing equipment
c. Data storage
d. Terminals
e. Telecommunication hardware
f. Software
g. Installation and training
i. Conversion of records
j. Telecommunications
k. Maintenance
1. Supplies
m. Use fees
n. Personnel costs

Elements b through i on the check-list are one-time costs; the rest are recurring costs.
(Boss, 1982)

Based on the above check-list, we, therefore, will be able to work out the least total
costs. As it is mentioned before, the least total cost methodology considers all of the
cost to network to acquire and to maintain the system over a five-to seven year period.

10.2.1 Cost Analysis for CA

Overview

As we all know, the network functions of communication; ILL, including delivery; and
interlibrary reference will place an additional costs into the already overburdened bud-
get. This cost must be alleviated in other ways, and one of the more impactive methods
of alleviation IS to reduce the costs of acquisitions (without reducing the total resources)
by introducing a CA program.
As in all simplified models, there are flaws in the representation. The savings in acqui-
sition costs may be offset by costs incurred in servicing ILL. Furthermore, the impact of
such buying policies on the publishing industry would no doubt affect the cost of books
acquired at higher levels of the network. (Williams, 1981)

Cost Components 'of CA

When analysing the components of costs·for CA, several classifications can be adopted.
But no matter what classification we decide to use, the full cost of co- operative acqui-
sition includes not only the purchase, but the staff costs of communication, selection
and acquisition.

According to the classification of variable and fixed costs, we can work out such a list
for the network being designed:

I Variable Cost
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10. Cost-effective-benefit Analysis-Generation of Alternatives

A) Acquisition & Subscription
(a) Book Purchase

• Chinese
• Foreign

(b) Periodical Subscription:
• Chinese
• Foreign

(c) Others(including other forms& media)
Total Purchase Cost

B) Processing:

(a) Technical Services .
(b) Co-ordinating discussion and meeting
(c) Collection Assessment
(d) Selection and Assignment
(e) Others

Total Processing Cost
Total Acquisition Cost

II. Fix Cost
A) Administration

(a) Network Management
(b) Individual Library Management related to CA

B) Maintenance .
C) Imputed Cost

Total Fixed Cost

Determination of Costs for CA (Purchase Costs)'

As far as the cost-effectiveness of CA (purchase only) is concerned, the costs involved in
assuring certain level of effectiveness measures can be divided into the cost requirements
for four criteria measures.

Based on the effectiveness criteria for CA defined in the preceding chapter and the
above division, we' can determine the total costs for network acquisition in the light
of cost-effectiveness. That is to say, if we devise a network acquisition policy, which
assure a reasonable satisfactory degree of user, we therefore, are able to work out the
cost requirement of the acquisition.

Figure 10.3 shows the flow of cost determination. The determination can be illustrated
by explaining the procedures of quantification of some ,values. Appendix E goes into
the details. '..

The total cost of purcha.se, therefore, can be estimated simply by multiplying the total
number of items (including overlaps and duplications) by average price.
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10. Cost-effective- benefit Analysis-Generation of Alternatives

Figure 10.3: Flowchart of Cost Determination for CA
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10. Cost-effective-benefit Analysis-Generation of Alternatives

Table 10.1: Cost Requirement of Forms & Languages

PerforMance Decision Chinese Foreign Chinese Forei9"n TotalCri teri a Variables Books Books Periodical Periodical

Material Total NUMberAcoessibility of Titles 3,135.e 96,2Se.e 4,851.3 ise, 4M. 0 294,636.3
Interl ibrary Total NUMber .
Loan(outside) of Tities 97.5 6,562.5 13 3,4413.0 11,511.13
Geograllhical OverlappingAccesslbility Degree 15,048.0 1?7,Hl0.5 56,196.8 32,300.0 280,644.8
Local Dupl icatedAvailability Degree 5,964.13 8,624.13 -- -- 14,5BB.0

SUb-total 24,147.13 281,974.13 61,1348.1 222,7ee 589,869.1
excludingILL

Total 3136,121 283,748.1 6131,380.1

Annexe 10.2 summarises the costs for four criteria measures of CA for different forms,
which is important for the trade-off's among those criteria measures. Based on the above
tables, we therefore can further sum up the total cost requirement for the four criteria
despite of the forms (Table 10.1). It shows the cost requirement and the proportion of
the total.

Table 10.2 shows the summary of the cost requirement for both different languages and
forms irrespective of the four criteria. Vle can see that an overwhelming majority of
budget will have to be allocated to acquire and subscribe foreign materials because of
the high price of foreign materials. Figure 10.4 illustrates the ratio of cost requirement
between

(a) Book: Periodical

(b) Chinese: Foreign

(c) Chinese Book (CB) : Foreign Book (FB) : Chinese Periodicals(CP) : Foreign Peri-
odicals

The rank of cost requirement can be seen as follows:

FB > FP > CP > CB

If we review the acquisition situation of those libraries in 1987, we can summarise the
costs in Table 10.3. The cost data presented is a sum of the data collected from 28
libraries. Again Figure 10.5 gives an illustrative picture of the acquisition costs.
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10. Cost-effective-benefit Analysis-Generation of Alternatives

~--.-~-----.-
-Table-fO.2: Total Cost Requirement

(Agricultural Science)

ACTIVITIES BUDGET PROPORTION OF
(EFFECTIVENESS) REQUIRHENT (Rjj) TOTAL ( RjjlRi)

MATERIAL
ACCESSIBILlr~ 294,636.3 0.4899
I NTERL lB~AR~
LOAN FRO 11,511.0 0.0191OUTSIDE

GEOGRAPHICAL 280,644.8 0.4667ACCESSIBILIH

PROBABILIH OF 14,588.0 0.0243DISSATISFACTION
I

Total 601,3813.1 1.00130

Figure 10.4: Ratio of Cost Requirement
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Figure 10.5: Acquisition Costs in 1987
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Table 10.3: Summary of Acquisition Costs in 1987

Tobl Stock 800,599 111,S59 13,942 3,120 929,520
Total Agri. 174,459 31',530 3,699 1,439 210,127Stock

Proportion 21.sx 2?3x 22.6x
Hew Ao1uisition 73,196 7,163in 198
Hew Agri.
Acquhition 10,977 2,374in 1987
Proportion 24.0:1, 33.1x

Growth Rate* 12.7x 10.9X
Growth Rate** 12.5>: 11.2x
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10. Cost-effective- benefit Analysis-Generation of Alternatives

_____Xigu~e __~0.6: Optimum Allocation of Budget

NUMBER OF ITEMS (x 1000)14;~---------------------------------------------'

8

10

6

4

2

o
CB FB CP FP

FORMS

- Desired No. of Items ~\~ No.of Items Acquired

By comparison, we can find that there exists some different pattern between two sets
of costs. For instance, the cost for foreign periodicals ranked first in the latter case (i .e.
actual acquisition in 1987) and the cost for periodicals were more than the estimated
cost requirement. But one pattern which remains stable is the ratio between Chinese
and Foreign material irrespective of the forms. Figure 10.6 & Figure 10.7 illustrate the
comparison between reasonable number of items and number of items acquired in 1987
by those libraries and cost comparison between those two as well.

The reasons why the estimated cost requirement for foreign book is becoming superior
to that for foreign periodicals may be explained as follows:

(a) The annual output of book (unique titles) is higher than that for periodicals;

(b) "Non-duplicated" (Duplicated rate=l.OO)and almost "Non-overlapped" (Overlap-
ping degree=1.04) policy is planned to be adopted for foreign periodicals but not
for foreign books (DR=1.03, OD=2.84 resp.) in the network design and planning.

Determination of Operating Costs and Least Total Cost at three Pro-
gr arn mes

The operating costs of CA can be divided into at least two types:

(a) those incurred in the local library

(b) t.hose incurred in the net work system
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_. . ...Figyre lQ:..7.:._~ctual Acquisition Budget in 1987

COST (Yen) (x 100)

250
200

o
CB FB CP FB

FORMS

_ Cost Requirement ~\\~ Cost (1987)

But the proportion of the costs incurred in both sites varies with the alternative pro-
gra.mmes since the structure of acquisition systems and proportions of the tasks involved
in both si tes vary.

No matter the acquisition systems in local libraries are manual or computerised, the
basic functions of an acquisition system are similar for most types of library, which
include 1) receiving recommendations of items to be purchased and establishing that
the items are already on order, 2) preparing order notes to be sent to booksellers,
maintaining a file of records of items on order or in process, 3) generating claims to
be sent to the bookseller for items not received, 4) mainta.ining the accounts, and 5)
accessionirig the items on arrival in the library and keeping sta.tistics.

As it is mentioned in Chapter Eight, the computerisation of acquisitions system includes

(a) Development of in-house program, which can be run in batch mode on the main-
frame computer of the library's parent organisation;

(b) Establishment of processing centre. equipped with computers, performing the func-
tions in a centralised mode;

(c) On-line accesses to network system, pu blishcrs or booksellers.

Here the review of Table 6.4 is needed. It lists the means and equipment used in each
steps for three programmes.

In a network en vironrnent , comput orisa i ion in C.-\ operation will involve in comput-
erisation of local library acquisition procedures first. then that of network acquisition
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system. Unfortunately, as it is mentioned before, it is extremely difficult to accurately
predict the costs of a computerised system. Nevertheless, attempts need to be made to
get some rough cost figures of the system. It has been recognised that the cost of ac-
quisition system can be further summarised as five elements: (i) labour, (ii) equipment,
(iii) consumables, (iv) computer time, and (v) system maintenance.

As we all know, acquisition is regarded as one of the activities in technical services.
Technical services are concerned mostly with inputs to the library. While the output of
acquisition manifested to the user is stock (collection). The procedures of CA can be
flowcharted at both local library level and network level (Figure 10.8).

As it is mentioned, labour cost is important in the determination of operating costs.
To gather the data related, a diary exercise was conducted over a period of two weeks
(1.11.87-15.11.87) in ZAU. The diary exercise was preceded by an analysis and cod-
ification of the actual ta.sks done by each member of staff involved in any acquisition
process. Annexe 10.2 shows the time duration of acquisition function per unit order in
each staff grade and labour cost of unit cost for ZAU.

No equivalent data can be collected for comparison since almost none of the libraries'
acquisition system in China has been automated. Nevertheless, there tends to be some
reduction of personnel in automated (computerised) acquisition systems, which is en-
visaged on the basis of western cases. Annexe 10.3 presents the number of staff involved
in acquisitions in the three programmes, which does not include the staff involved in
co-ordination and management of CA programmes. The reduction of labour seems not
dramatic in the computerised systems for some additional work will usually be done to
make full use of the capability of computers. As we know, it is extremely difficult to
acquire just enough computer capability to speed up work done manually without also
acquiring ca.pabilities that far exceed the minimal needs. Since many of these "extra"
features are highly desirable, libraries tend to use them. The cost of performing a single
task may be reduced, but total operating cost may rise because more work is being
done. This fact has caused the difficulties in comparison of costs only between manual
and computerised systems.

Based on the above identification of cost components, the author, therefore, fs able to
work out the detailed least total cost. In the calculation, annual hardware maintenance
normally costs up to 5% of the initial purchase price of a piece of equipment. Thus the
maintenance costs will be calculated under this assumption. The results of calculation
can be listed as follows:
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Figure 10.8: Procedures of CA
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Program One

One-time Purchase:
Typewriters
(18 Chinese, 300 Yuan each
& 14 English, 200 Yuan each )

Annual Fees:
Maintenance
Stationery
Personnel Cost (Annual Salary + 1/2 Overheads)

Total Annual Fees x 7
Estimated total Set-up & Operating Costs for 7 Years
Average Yearly Costs (7 Years)

(Unit cost for 36,500 orders per year = 3.50 Yuan)

Program Two

One-time Purchase:
Hardwares:
Discs
Terminals (5) (4,000 each)
Printers (2) (7,000 each)
Softwares
Personnel Costs for set-up

Annual Fees:
Computer time:
Estimated computer time spent on acquisition work
annually (network-wide)
Cost of computer time (100.00 Yuan per hr)
Cost of computer time per unit order (i.e. Y36504 ..;-
36504) .
Maintenance
Personnel Costs
Stationgry

Total Annual Fees x -;
Estimated Total Setting-up & Op~ra.ting Costs for 7
Years .'
Average Yearly Costs (7 Years)

Yuan

5,400
2,800
8,200

375
1,500

124,766
126,641

886,487
894,687

127,812.4

Yuan

5,000
20,000
14,000
15,000
7,900

61,920

365 hrs

36,500
1.00

1,750
109,080

1.000
148,330

1,038,310
1,100,230

157,175.7 .
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(Unit Cost = 4.31 Yuan)

Program Three:

Yuan
One-time Purchases:
Hardwares
Computer (CPU, Discs)
Terminals (28)
Printers (28)
Softwares
Telecommunication Interface
Personnel Costs for set-up (3)

100,000
112,000
196,000
50,000
14,000
11,880

483,880

Annual Fees:
Maintenance
Telecom Charge
Stationery
Personnel Costs

19,750
5,000
1,000

98,352
124,102

Total Annual Fees x 7
Estimated Total Setting-up & Operating Costs for 7
Years
Average Yearly Costs (7)·

868,714
1,352,594

193,227.7

(Unit Cost. = 5.29 Yuan)

10.2.2 Cost Analysis for ILL & UC

Overview

Costs for processing ILL requests are generally influenced by the following variables:

(a) Size of the network-number of demands per year, size of staff, and volumes in
total collection;

(b) Centralised or decentralised collection;

( c) Standards of service;

. (d) Processing time per request;

(e) Technological support, and

(f) Salary scales.

Perhaps even more than with success rate and turnaround time, cost as a performance
criterion is subject to varying interpretation and the peculiarities of loca.l circumstances.
Differences in local policies, personnel involved in ILL, methods and procedures em-
ployed, the nature of the material borrowed and loaned, and a variety of other factors
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directly influence the results of ILL cost studies. The widely varying answers to the ques-
tions of "What to measure?" and "How to measure it?", have resulted in cost studies
of ILL that seldom have relevance beyond the narrowly defined local environment. Be-
cause of the methodological flaws, there are frequently serious questions regarding even
that limited use of the results of costs studies.
Central to any cost analysis is the determination of what costs are going to be included
as "relevant." Organisations, left to their own devices, will seldom arrive at the same
conclusions regarding the relevance of specific cost elements to be included in a cost
study.

Components of Costs

I. Different Types of Costs for ILL

It is essential to distinguish different types of costs for ILL and document delivery.

According to PGI- UNSIST's classification (1987), the costs may be:
Direct: the costs incurred directly in ILL and document supply transaction, excluding
capital costs (such as acquisitions) and indirect or overhead costs (such as accommo-
dation and management). They should include consumables (such as paper for photo-
copying), depreciation on machinery, and possible depreciation on stock (to allow wear
and tear caused by document supply).
Total: the full costs, including overheads and indirect costs. In the case of ILL and
document supply, total costs would include the acquisition of material to meet demand,
an element of senior management costs (e.g. a portion of the librarian's salary would
~e attributed to document supply), accommodation overheads, and soon.

Distinction also has to be made between:
Visible Costs: the costs of forms, postage, paper, etc. and
,Hidden Costs: in particular the time of staff who are employed anyway and who devote
some of their time to ILL 'and document supply.
It may be useful to divide Direct costs into Visible and Hidden costs. Visible costs are
much easier to calculate.

Finally, it is useful to distinguish between
Fixed Costs, such as accommodation, equipment and stock; and
Running costs, such as telephone, postage, etc.

II. The Calculation of Costs'

When calculating costs, distinction needs to he made hetween
Service or system costs: the costs (usually annual costs) of the system or service, \v·hether
direct or total; and
Unit costs: the cost per unit transaction. The "unit" may be a request, a completed
transaction, or a fulfilled request: the last is the most meaningful measure and the best
for comparative purposes.
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In calculating unit costs per completed transaction or per fulfilled request, all costs,
whether direct or total, including those incurred for unfulfilled requests and uncompleted
transactions, have of course to be taken into account. It may also be worth calculating
separately the unit costs per fulfilled request and per unfulfilled request using only
those costs directly incurred in filling or not filling requests. If, for example, the cost of
unfulfilled request is good deal higher than of a fulfilled request, this may suggest that
acquisition should be extended.

Cost may be broken down into:

• Costs to the requesting library

• Costs to the supply source

• Costs to any central unit responsible for planning and management

• Costs to the system or nation

In calculating total costs, care must be taken in cases where the supply source passes some
or all of its costs on to requesting libraries, since some of the same costs are then incurred by
both and these must not be counted twice.

Determination of Unit Cost of ILL in three Programmes

t' -1 •

To determine the unit cost of ILL, it is essential to identify the processing cost both incurred
in local library arid network system. One important component in determining unit cost is
labour cost, which requires the identification of the task of ILL transaction. The tasks of ILL
in request library, resources library. and relay library can be identified by flowcharting the
procedures (Figure 10.9)~··A library can be either request or resource or relay library, which
depends on the nature of the request, i.e. local request, or ILL request. But one trend is that
the bigger the library is; the more likely resource library it is. As it is mentioned before, cost
analysis is perhaps the most undeveloped area in all of librarianship and information science.
It has been neglected because it is difficult, at least with the methods generally in use for
measuring labour costs.

An attempt was made to work out unit cost for request and resource library by different
transmission means, i.e. mail, telephone and telefacsimile. The data was collected by the
following:

1. Random Time Sampling in ZAAS for mail transmission;

2. Published Data; and

3. Assumptions.
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Figure 10.9: Procedures of ILL Transaction in Request, Relay & Resource Libraries
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Random Time Sampling was carried out by asking the staff to fill in a time sheet for two
weeks (Annexe IDA). Then time slip were assembled and the number of observations for
each task during the observation period were counted and totalled. The percentage of that
person's total time spent on each task was calculated.

The effective daily wage was calculated for each staff by dividing his annual salary by 224
working days per year. The average daily cost for each tasks was calculated.

Estimated material and equipment costs was derived by the survey and other cases.

Fringe benefits unit cost was calculated as 5% of direct wages. Overhead was added in the
effective daily wage. The total unit cost then equalled the sum of the labour, materials, fringe,
and overhead unit costs.

In Chapter Eight, the definitions ofILL~UC services in three programmes have been given and
the means adopted, equipment and resources incurred have been identified. Here the following
summary of assumption are made for the convenience of cost analysis in both request library
and resource library.

Borrow-In

1. Channel-Transmission Mode

• Mail or Telephone or Telefacsimile

2. Process ( See Figure 10.7)

• \Vhole process completed by Library Staff; or
• Part of the"process done by users themselves

3. UC is available and in the forms of either printed, or microform or MARC forms.

4. Only request on original documents and photocopies are considered.

5. Two other costs must be considered, i.e, staff costs in relaying the requests and recalling
users.

Loan-Out

1. Channel Only mailing of photocopies or original document is considered

2. Process ( See Figure 10.7)

3. The principle of "First-coming, First served", i.e. equal priority to ILL users and local
users will be adopted, and ILL requests will wait in the queue if the item is not available
at the moment of entering.
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Based on the above summary of assumptions, the results of unit costs for request library, via
three different transmission means can be presented in Annexe 10.5 (a,b,c) and results of unit
cost for resource library to supply ILL by mail can be presented in Annexe 10.5 (d]. The unit
cost for satisfying an ILL request is the sum of unit cost for borrow-in and loan-out.

Therefore, the total cost of ILL transaction will largely depend on the total number of request.

A cost comparison between three different transmission means was thought useful. Thus an
attempt was made to compare labour time, average turn-around time, transmission cost per
request, accuracy, reliability of transmission mode of those three mode (Annexe 10.6)

Cost Components of UC

In the network, two types of UC are thought to be priorities, i.e. Union lists of periodicals
(both Chinese and Foreign) and Union Catalogue for Foreign Publications.

Two major types of costs can be identified in a DC system:

1. Setting-up Cost, and

2. Consulting Costs

Setting-up costs include the following:

1) Manpower; 2) Materials; 3) Equipment and 4) Communication in the processes of cata-
loguing, compilation, production and maintenance of DC.

The detailed components of costs can be listed as follows:

Staff Time (Labour Cost)

Activities in

• cataloguing

• compiling

• printing or microfilming

• up-dating

• co-ordinating & organising

Material fj Equipment
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• cards or paper or films

• typewri ters

• microform camera & other facilities

• microform reader

• computer & printer etc.

The actual items involved depend on the programme chosen. The author was not able to
gather the data to derive unit cost per item catalogued during her survey. But some interview
were made to find out rough costs of existing UC and the amount of funds allocated to some
UC planned (including number of personnel involved and costs for printing in each cases).
These data help the author calculate the total estimated costs of UC. Since it is difficult to
distract the UC system costs from ILL system costs, the author decides to merge the costs
together and emphasis that the major usage of UC system is to assist ILL transaction. It is
noteworthy that the UC mainly dedicated to ILL tends to be simpler, in terms of compilation
and entry arrangement.

The following section attempts to work out set-up cost, annual fees and finally average yearly
costs of ILL-UC system in three alternative programmes.

Total Costs of ILL-UC System in Three Programmes

The possible costs have been identified in different ILL-UC systems. And thus the calculation
can be done as follows:

Program One

Yuan
One-time Purchase:
Photocopier (20) (5,000 each, but 10% Used for ILL)
Personnel Cost for UC set-up(5)
Costs of UC Production (printed or card)

10,000
16,920
10,000
36,920

Annual Fees:
Maintenance
Postage Charge
Personnel Costs (10.7)
Stationery

.5,000
700

36,208.8
1,000

46,328.8
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Total Annual Fees x 7
Estimated Total Set-up & Operating Cost for 7 Years
Average Yearly Costs (7 Years)

Program Two

One time Purchase:
Computer time for UC set-up (300 Hours)
Photocopier (20) (10% used for ILL)
Discs
Terminals (5)
Printers (2)
Microfilm Readers (14) (200 for each)
Microform Camera (1)
Microfilms
Software
Telephone facilities
Personnel for UC set-up (3)

Annual Fees
Computer Time for UC up-dating (15)
Maintenance
Postage Charge
Personnel Costs (8)
Telephone Charges
Stationery

Total Annual Fees x 7
Estimated Total Set-up& Operating Costs for 7 Years
Average Yearly Costs (7 Years)

Program Three

324,301.6
361,221.6
51,603.1

"Yuan

30,000
10,000
5,000
20,000
14,000
7,000
10,000
_2,000
15,000
5,000
11,304

129,304

1,500
3,550
500

27,072
500

1,000
34,122

238,854
368,158
52,597
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Yuan
One-time Purchase:
Photocopier (20) (10% used for ILL)
Computer (CPU+Discs)
Terminals (28)
Printers (28)
Softwares
Telecom Interface
Telefacsimile (2)
Personnel Costs for UC Set-up (4)

10,000
100,000
112,000
196,000
5,000
14,000
10,000
14,688

:461,688

Annual Fees:
Maintenance
Telecom Charge
Stationery
Personnel Costs (6)

22,100
5,000
1,000

22,032
50,132.

Total Annual Fees x 7
Estimated Total Set-up & Operating Costs for 7 Years
Average Annual Costs (7Years)

350,924
, 812,612
116,087.4

10.2.3' Cost Analysis for IR System

Overview,

.The cost of an IR service can be measured in terms of input of resources (funds). Under cost
we need to consider both the costs that are relative fixed-for example, equipment purchase
or rental for IR, developmental costs, costs involved in acquisition and indexing of present
database-and the costs that are relative variable. Variable costs are of two kinds;

1. The variable cost that is a function of the number of transactions;

2. The variable cost that is a function of alternative modes of operating the system.

As mentioned earlier, one barrier to the application of cost-effectiveness or cost-benefit anal-
ysis to information systems is that the realistic costing procedures for products and services
are generally lacking. \Ve must cost the operations of a system in same meaningful way if we
are to be able to measure economic improvements in tangible terms.

Elchesen (1978) tries to make a cost-effectiveness comparison of manual and on-line retro-
spective bibliographic searching. In the costs determination, he breaks the costs down into
the following components:
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1. Labour: Searcher and clerical salaries and over-head.

2. Information: Subscriptions to abstracting-indexing publications; data base connect-
time charges.

3. Reproduction: photocopying; material; off-line citation printing.

4. Equipment: Photocopier, terminal, acoustic coupler lease/purchase/amortisation.

5. Space: Maintenance of physical space for publications and equipment.

6. Telecommunication: Carrier charges for on-line access.

According to Echesen's conclusion, On-line searching is generally faster, less expensive, and
more effective than equivalent manual searching. Approximately five on-line searches may
be conducted in the two hours required to perform a single manual search. A typical on-
line search against one data base, cost approximate $26, as opposed to over $30 for the
corresponding manual search .... The average cost per relevant citation was less for on-line
searches ($0.65) than for manual searches ($0.86).

In her survey in China, the author ha.d attempted to apply the similar methodology to data
collection about the searching via CAB abstract journals, CAB database tapes and CAB
on-line. Failing in the collection of those detailed data, the author tried to gather some data
about average charges per search in respective searching and SDI modes (Annexe 10.7.).

Least Total Costs for IR System

The total estimated costs of different alternative system are worked out under the same
fashion as the other functions:

,.

Program One .

Yuan
One-time Purchase:
Typewriter (1 Chinese + 1 English)
Photocopier (1) (50% usage)

500
2,500
3,000

Annual Fees:
Maintenance
Subscription to Printed Retrieval Tools (20 Chinese
& 10 Foreign)
Personnel Costs (4)
Stationery
Postage

150
2,000

14,112
1,000
500

27,i62
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Total Annual Fees x 7
Estimated Total Set-up & Operating Costs for 7 Years
Average Yearly Costs (7 Years)

Program Two

One-time Purchase:
Computer Time for In-house Database Building (500
hrs)
Terminals(5)
Printers (2)
Discs
Software
Personnel Costs for Set-up (3)

Annual Fees:
Maintenance
Subscription to Databases
Personnel Costs (2)
Stationery
Postage

Total Annual Fees x 7
Estimated Total Set-upS; Operating Costs for 7 Years
Average Yearly Costs (7 Years) r<"'.

Program Three

One-time Purchase:
Computer (CPU+Hard Discs)
Terminals (28)
Printers (28)
Telecom Interfaces
Softwares
Personnel Costs for Set-up (3)

194,334
197,334
51,603.1

Yuan

50,000

20,000
14,000
5,000
20,000
11,304

120,304

4,250
36,000
5,616

. 1,000
500

47,364

331,562
451,866
64,552.3

Yuan

100,000
112,000
196,000
14,000
20,000
11,304

453,304
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Annual Fees:
Maintenance
Telecom Charge
Database Connection Time Charge
Stationery
Postage
Personnel Costs (2)

22,100
5,000

32,000
1,000
500'

5,616
61,216

Total Annual Fees x 7
Estimated Total Set-up & Operating Costs for 7Years
Average Yearly Costs (7 Years)

428,512
881,816

125,973.7

10.2.4 Least Total Network Costs

It is obvious that the initial investment for setting up a computerised system is rather high,
especially that for the on-line system. But in a long run, computerised system cost can be
reduced as the machine can be run for many years. And average yearly cost is not much
higher than a manual system since less personnel costs are incurred. (* The author believes
that there are some reductions in staff time when the operation are computerised or more
work can be done with similar number of staff). For example, the creation of a.cquisition
file can be used for cataloguing, circulation etc. Another noticeable phenomenon is that
the computer facilities can be shared between the functions and between the nodes. This is
one great advantage of networking. And in returns, the computer system has facilitated the
development of networks. We can see from from the table that if we automate one function
only, the average yearly cost is much higher than that if we automate those functions together
since the computer dud other set-up costs can be shared (Table 10.4).

If we analysis the costs table, we can find that

1. Acquisition system has higher costs than others-different from other services, acqui-
sition system involves the local libraries' acquisition operations. While local libraries'
acquisition operation is a day- to-day technical processing, which requires certain staff
time. The sum of such staff time in a network environment is much more than that for
other. services. If we only count the staff time iIlvolved in the communication, network-
level management and processing, the cost can be much less.

2. The actual acquisition and purchase costs of stock is not included in aquisition sys-
tem costs. The main reasons are two-fold: firstly this type of costs is irrelevant to
whatever alternative programmes were defined before. Secondly, a dedicated amount
of budget should be allocated to assure the acquisition and subscription of stock. As
it is mentioned earlier, a cost-effectiveness comparison, i.e. trade-offs between different
acquisition policies may be achieved by the formulations in Chapter Seven.

3. It should be pointed out that the cost data used are obtained from
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Table 10.4: Least Total Network Costs

Pr09raM On. Pr09raM Two I Pr09raM Thrtt
sn-up ANNUAL sn-up ANNUAL I sn-up ANNUALcons IUNNIH& con cons IUNNIN& con cons IUNNIN& cos

fA 8,200 126,641 61,920 148,330 483,880 124,102
127,812.4 157.175.7 193,227.7

ILL-OC 36,920 46,328.8 129,304 34,122 461,688 50,132
51,603.1 52,597 116,087-

IR 3.e00 27,762 116,304 43,116 453.304 61,216
28,190.6 59,730.9 125,973.7

SHAREDCOSTS

CA 8,200 126,641 38,500 147,360 230,680 112,792
127,812.4 152,860 145,746.3

ILL-OC 36,920 46,328.8 65,904 32,552 176,288 35,362
51,603.1 41,966.9 60,546

1ft 3,000 27,762 89,104 43,506 157,904 46,446
28,190.6 56,235.1 69,003.7
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• Survey data
• Published data (from either Chinese sources or Foreign sources)
• Derivation from some other cases, and
• Some assumptions.

The high degree of accuracy may be questionable, but the author believes that most important
cost components have be considered and there is no significant difference from the actual costs.
Moreover, the tendency is right, i.e. computer-based system has higher one-time cost while
manual system requires more staff time.

10.3 Identification of Effectiveness and Benefits Components

10.3.1 Overview :

It is recognised that networking and computerisation of networks are beneficial. To make a
cost-benefit analysis, detailed benefits need to be identified. The main benefits of four individ-
ual functions to the whole network system and network users are identified and summarised
under three categories, i.e. user benefits, participating library benefits and network system
benefits (Table 10.5).

Now the author intends to focus on the comparison of benefits derived from the alternative
programmes. Lancaster (1977) lists the major potential advantages of automating any kind
of operation (Table 10.6). _ ,

And Lancaster (1977) f~~ther c~~cluded that:

" The most obvious among a number of possible quantitative consideration
is the effect of automation on the number of transactions that can be handled
in a specific time; another is its effect on the volume of use. Automated system
have the capability of increasing library and network use. Some possible ways of
achieving this are:

1. Wide distribution of printed catalogues and bibliographies.
2. More efficient acquisition procedures.
3. More efficient catalogue procedures.
4. More access points in the machine catalogue, especially an on-line catalogue.
5. More effective use of the ca.talogue through more access points and built-in

redundancy to compensate for common human errors.
6. Improved record keeping (e.g. by knowing where a particular copy is at any

time)
7. Co-operative processing in acquisitions, cataloguing, etc., reduces unit costs

and number of duplicates required, thus freeing more money for book collec-
tion and public services."(285)
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Table 10.5: Benefits of Networking

User Benet it:
1. Increased NUMber ot Act~al Users
2. Increased Exposure ot Material to Users
3. Speed ot DOCUMent Delivery
4. Speed ot Response TiMe tor Literature Searching
S. StiMulation ot IntorMation Need by the services available
6. Increased Satistaction Rate

Participating Library Bentits:

1. Reduced Duplication ot Material, Labours and Resources
2. Expansion at Services without additional local Expenditures
3. Decrease ot Bibliographic Access TiMe

'. SysteM Bentits:
1. Increased Material Accessibility
2. Increased Fi 11 Rate
3. Reduced Duplication
4. Expansion ot Services......
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Table 10.6: Possible Benefits in Automation

1. Improve productivity
2. Reduce staff
3. Improve control
4. Reduce error
5. ' Improve speed

6. Increase range & depth of service
7. Facilitate co-operation
8. By-products
9. Improve dissemination
10. Reduce unit cost of co-operation

10.3.2 Benefits of Computerised Network and Individual FUnctions

According to the above analysis and common knowledge, the author thus can work out
the possible benefits for a computerised network and for individual functions (Table 10.7 &
Table 10.8). It is noted that the benefits listed cover both internal and external benefits. As it
is mentioned before, in most cost-benefits analysis, benefits need to be quantified if possible.
The following benefits can be chosen for quantification in cost-benefit analysis:

1. Personnel Cost Reduction

2. Improved Manpower Utilisation
Improved manpower utilisation leads to decreased need for positions to accomplish same
level of work.

3. Improved equipment utilisation

4. Operating cost reduction

5. User effort reduction

Therefore, some calculation can be done for personnel reduction. Table 10.9 presents the
personnel costs reduction for CA and ILL.

However, it is noteworthy that the cost reduction of both personnel and shared costs of
equipment have been taken into account in the calculation of total least cost: It must not be
doubly counted in the identification of benefits. Examining the benefits identified in individual
functions, we can see that many benefits are internal service benefits. Most internal benefits
are related to the operating cost reduction, improved internal efficiency and so on and most
of them have been counted in the total least cost. Thus it is more reasonable here to put
emphasis on the benefits of external services.
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Table 10.7: Possible Benifits & Effectiveness Consideration for a Computerised Network

Overall Costs in building and Maintaining the netwrok Must be balanced
against the benefits to participating libraries, which can be great:.
1. Makes autoMation technically and econoMically

feasibility in even SMall libraries
2. Sharing of expensive cOMPuter resources

(a) facilitates use to optiMUM capacity
(b) iMProves efficiency of Machine use

3. Ability and willingness of libraries to cooperate and share increase
4. Standardisation is proMoted
5. Provides iMProved ManageMent controls and data for decision-Making
6. Duplication of Materials and effort May be reduced through

(a) iMProved interlibrary loan procedures
(b) co-operative acquisition policies
(c) co-operative cataloging

7. Individual libraries May have iMProved control over
acqUisitions, circulations, and other procedures

Ettectiveness:"Measured against a wide range of quality and tiMe
considerations, depend on which activities are cOMputerised

;.(
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Table 10.8: Benefits & Effectiveness Consideration for Individual Functions

COMPuterised CA Functions

Benefi ts:
1. Productivity (No. ot Orders processed)increased per Starr2. Speed or Processing3. IMproved Control4. Reduction ot Statt Costs5. File being used tor other Functions6. Paper and paper handling reduced
Benefits MUSt· be balanced against costs, unitcosts per order in alternatives
Effectiveness Measured in terMS ot Efficiency,Capacity of Processing etc.

COMputerised ILL-UC Functions
Benefits: .1. IMproved Accuracv and Control2. Speed ot ProcessIng3. Productivity (VolUMe ot Loans, IteMS Catalogued)increased per Statr4. Statistics More cOMpleted and accurate.
Benefits Must balanced against costs, unit costsper transaction in alternatIves
Effectiveness Measured in terMS or EfCiciency,; Turn-around TiMe and Fill Rate

COMputerised IR Functions

BeneCi ts:

1. Productivity (No.oC Searches) increased perStarr2. Speed ot Services3. Reduction ot Staft4. Networking Cacilitated through resource-sharing5. User Effort reduced
Benefits MUSt be balanced against costs, unit costsper search in alternatives
Effectiveness Measured in terMS or Efficiency,Response TiMe and Relevance etc.
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Table 10.9: Labour Cost Reduction in three Programmes

Total Order = 365,04 per year
Total Transactions: 1.000 request~ per Year

Pr-ograM PrograM PrOgraM Pl"ogl'aM Pl'ograM Pl'ograMOne Two Three One . two Thl'ee

No.of IteMS CA ILL
pel' Start 960.0 1,106.2 1,216.8 93.5 125 166.7
Unit Laboul"Cost pel' 0.69 0.60 0.54 13.84 0.63 0.47Ol'deI"-(-Ilen) ..
> ,"fJ·, ~

EfficiencyIMproved base 145.6 256.2 base 31.5 73.2Pel" start
Cost saved base 1013.46 . 176.79 base 25.6 59.3pel' staff ,

Total LabourCost pel' 25~181.(6 21 902.4 19 712.16 84e1.e 636.0 370.0Year <1 4.766) <109,08"0) (9~,352)* (36.208.8)(27,072) (22.032)*
Cost saved base 31285.36 5~475.6e base 210.13 370.0pel' YUl' ( base) ( 5,686) ( 6.414) (base) (9.136.8) <14,176.8)

* The data in Blanket is calculated by thesalary of full position .
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10.4 Mechanism for Cost-benefits Comparison-AHP

10.4.1 Introduction

In general, decision making involves the following kinds of concerns: 1) planning; 2) generating
a set of alternatives; 3) setting priorities; 4) choosing a best policy after finding a set of
alternatives; 5) allocating resources; 6) determining requirements; 7) predicting outcomes;
8) designing systems; 9) measuring performance; 10) insuring the stability of a system; 11)
optimising; and 12) resolving conflict.

It must realise that during the comparison, much decision-making processes will be involved.
Claimed as offering a new logic, Analytical Hierarchy Process has been applied to forecasting,
decision-making, planning and system analysis. AHP is a straightforward and pragmatic
method, which has the following distinguished characteristics: 1) systematic, 2) easy of use,
3) flexibility, and 4) pragmatic.

The AHP is basically designed to: 1) set priorities for the elements in each level of the
hierarchy according to their impact on the criteria or objectives of the next higher level; 2)
structure multi-person, multi-criteria, multi-time period problems with uncertainty and risk
hierarchically. It is a particularly useful vehicle for allocating resources, planning, analysing
policy impacts and resolving conflicts, as it can deal in a standard way with such intangibles
as objectives, feeling, power, social values, and other common ideas in our society for which
we have no established measure. (Saaty, 1980)

10.4.2 Met hods

The method can be briefly described as follows: establishing hierarchies, and giving the
elements of one level, say, the third, of a hierarchy and one element, e, of the next higher
le~el,-comp~ring theelements of leve1"3 pairwise in their strength of influence on e. Insert
the agreed upon numbers, reflecting the comparison, in a matrix and find the eigenvector
with largest eigenvalue. The eigenvector provide the priority ordering and the eigenvalue is a
measure of the consistency of the judgement.

As it has been recognised, the design problem in this project is actually resource allocation
problems. To allocate a resource (mainly budget), we need to look deeper into what is needed
and how it should be allocated. A simple example would be to allocate the resource to several
alternatives. To do this, we must prioritise the alternatives according to their benefits and
costs. Thus we need look at the alternatives in terms of what purpose they fulfil and how
strongly and also in terms of what it would cost to bring out these alternatives.
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Two Hierarchies

To calculate the benefits of alternative we need to consider a hierarchy of objectives and
attributes of alternatives and the alternatives themselves to judge how much they each con-
tribute to the fulfilment of the objectives. The next step is to consider a hierarchy for the
cost of bringing about the alternatives.

Following the methodology, we need to establish two hierarchies. Based on the analysis
of system objectives and the components of network benefits and costs, two hierarchies,
therefore, can be set up (Figure 10.10 & Figure 10.11).

The following principles are thought to be useful in AHP:

1. Benefit Element-Identify all components for each benefit expected to be received as a
result of undertaking a project.

2. Cost Elements-Identify all components for each costs expected to be incurred as a
result of undertaking a project.

Examining the Table 10.5 and Figure 10.10 & Figure 10.11, we may discuss network benefits
in terms of user, participating libraries and network systems etc.

User benefits consist of the benefits derived from the accessibility and availability of services
to users improved, satisfaction level increased, ease-of-use of system improved, delay time
reduced and user effort input reduced etc.

System benefits consist of the benefits derived from system accessibility increased, resources
shared, duplication reduced and services expanded etc ..

The individual participating library benefits consist of staff time saved, duplication reduced,
..manpower and equipment utilisation improved etc ..

And the costs can be discussed in terms of set-up costs, operating costs and users costs etc.

The set-up costs consist of running costs, personnel costs of equipment, material and personnel
costs for set-up etc ..

Operating costs consist of running costs, personnel costs for operation and maintenances etc.

User costs consist of users effort needed and inconvenience caused to users and delay in services
etc.

Three different alternative programmes will bring out or lose the benefits discussed above in
different degrees. Generally speaking, the computerised network can reduce the staff time,
improve productivity, improve management controls etc. Benefits and effectiveness consider-
ation for a computerised network has been discussed earlier.

Before we prioritise the elements, it is useful to summarise the results of cost analysis and
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Figure 10.10: Hierarchy of Benefits of Networking
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Figure 10.11: Hierarchy of Costs of Networking
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benefit assessment in literal terms. Table 10.10 & Table 10.11! intend to make a comparison
of cost and benefits both attribute-wise and program-wise.

Priorities and Matrices

The hierarchies, as presented in the last section is more or less faithful model of a real-life
situation. It represents the analysis of the most important elements in the situation and of
their relationship. It is not a very powerful aid in our decision-making or planning process.
What we yet need is a method to determine the potency with which the various elements in
one level influence the elements on the next higher level, so that we may compute the relative
strengths ofthe impacts of the elements of lowest level on the overall objectives. The exercises
of costing and benefit identification provide important information at this stage. The actual
quantitative data together with qualitative judgement are powerful sources for prioritising.
Consulting the scale table (Annexe 10.8), for both benefit and cost hierarchies respectively,
we then can set up a series of matrix and place the priorities for the elements of each levels
pairwise according to their influence on the next higher level. The judgement matrices are
listed in Annexe 10.9.

10.4.3 Results and Discussion

In the calculation of both benefits and costs, CA outweighs the others. The user, participating
and network system benefits derived from computerised system all received high priorities.

As for costs, system costs in computerised system, operating costs in semi-computerised
system and user costs in manual system all received high priorities.

Therefore, the composite benefits and costs are derived from the calculation of eigenvector in
.. the matrices. Calculation was done by a Basic programme for AHP and the results (Annexe

10.10) are

Benefits (bi)
Costs (e.)

Program One
0.133
0.206

Program two
0.347
0.363

Program Three
0.519
0.431

The criterion used in cost-benefits analysis is to find Max h, that is, choose the program with. c,
largest benefit to cost ratio.

For this case we have

Program One
h = 0.6-16
C)

Program Two
h. = 0.956
'2

Program Three
h. = 1.20
C3
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Table 10.10: Cost & Benefit Comparison among Different Types of Attribute

CA , ILL-UC l IR
Set-up Ope rat User Set-up Ope rat User Set-up Ope rat UserCOSTS -ing -ing -ing

Manual Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base

Seni- Higher Highest Lower Higher Lowest Low Higher Higher LowerCOlilputerised
COlllputerised Highest Lower Lowest Highest Lower Lowest Highest Highest Lowest

INetwork Libraries User INetwork Libraries User INetwork Libraries UserSysteM SysteM SysteMBENEFITS:

Manual
Seni-
Conputerised Lower Higher Higher

Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base

Higher Higher High Higher Higher Higher

Conputerised Lower Highest Higher Higher Highest Highest Highest Highest Highest
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Table 10.11: Cost & Benefit Comparison among Alternative Programmes

CA ILL-UC IR
Set-up Ope rat User Set-up Ope rat User Set-up Operat User

COSTS -lng -lng -lng

A bit Highest LowestManual Base Highest Lowest Base Higher Lowest Base

Sellli- Base Highest Lowest Base Lower Lowest Base Lower Lowset
Colllputerised

Much Much
COlllputerised Base Lower Lowest Base Lower Lowest Base Lower Lowest

INetwork Libraries User INetwork Libraries User INetwork Libraries User
BENEFITS: SysteM SysteM SysteM

Manual Base Lower Lower Base Lower Higher Base Higher Higher
Sellli-
Colllputerised Base Higher Lower Base Higher Higher Base Higher Higher

eo"puterised Base Higher Lower Base Higher Higher Base Higher Higher
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The criterion favours Program Three.

Whether the network will adopt the Program Three or not need to take the following into
account:

1. The present economic and technological situation, i.e. economic and technological fea-
sibilities.

2. The future possible input (resources, manpower and budgets etc.)

Though computerised system is the most cost-effective system, the network may not able
to establish it in the near future due to financial and technological barriers discussed in the
preceding chapters. Therefore, it may be more reasonable for the network to choose Program
Two as the starting point of computerisation and strive for high-level computerisation when
conditions become mature.

10.5 Conclusion and Discussion

When all the variables affecting automated network systems are considered, it is very tempting
to say that no realistic comparisons can be made. What is needed is some definite statement
of just what criteria can be used to determine costs and how they are derived.

How well the system attains its intended goals within the desired limits of design, development
costs are usually initial costs only, but operating costs continue as the system functions. Op-
erating costs must include the cost of data preparation, computer run times, costs of program
maintenance, additional equipment costs, and cost of special forms or material needed.

Though the analysis favours the Program Three, the author believes that the Program Two is
more feasible and practical to be established in the near future for a network like ZALINET.

In the western, the use of computerised system in libraries, information centres, and network
is now comparatively commonplace and is no longer a controversial issue.

Over the past few years there have been many technological developments which have affected,
or will affect, librarians' use of computers. One ofthe major developments has been the advent
of comparatively cheap microcomputer systems, with increasingly sophisticated features which
can be used for a variety of library applications. Another major development has been the
decrease in cost and the increase in availability of telecommunications network. Many libraries
now use these networks to gain access to external services such as on-line shared cataloguing
svstems and the on-line search services. (Tedd, 19S4)

As for the situation in China, the advantages of microcomputers are appreciated by many
libraries and information centres, and many of them can afford to acquire one. Besides, the
establishment of telecommunication network nation-wide and region-wide is under way. But
for the time being, it may be easily accessed only by those libraries in cities. For a network
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like ZALINET, which covers lower level libraries, the initial telecommunication network may
be beyond the reach of some remote libraries.

After the cost/benefits analysis and evaluation of technological and economic feasibility, we
may draw some conclusions.

Firstly, computerised network, with nodes linked on-line, is an ultimate goal for the future
development in ZALINET since it is the most cost-effective alternative.

Secondly, semi-computerised network seems more feasible and practical to be established in
the near future. To set up such a system, the following should be borne in mind:

1. If the parent body of a central library has already acquire a fairly large general purpose
mainframe computer, it is suggested that the centre make use of the computer facilities
and programming staff. Adopting this situation is normally cheap in that the network
can share the expensive computer costs. However, the computer and programming
staff are not under the control of the centre and the network, and so frequently the
centre has to compete with other departments for necessary computer system resources.
Comparing the pros and cons, when the network is able to afford a reasonable size
computer and the data processing needs a big capacity computer, the network may
consider to acquire one for its own purposes.

2. It is more cost-effective if all the functions are computerised together. Centralised
technical services (e.g. processing of acquisition orders and DC), and centralised user
services (e.g. centralised DC services for locating ILL request and IR services) should
be concentrated on one or two centres.
The reasons can be seen that all the functions can share the costs of facilities and that
they can share the system output. Once a MARC file is created, it can be used in
acquisition, cataloguing, ILL etc.

Finally, when a semi-computerised system is under design and planning, the network should
start those functions manually first and during transit the network should pay attention to
the compatibility, further utilisation of the basis created and continuity.

Nevertheless, when the author suggests that ZALINET should have a semi-computerised
system and that computerised system is an ultimate goal, it does not necessarily mean that
the author believes that computer is a cure-aU. The author agrees with Mason (1971) for
some of his statements:

1. Computer do not make everything effortless;

2. Computer-based procedures do not usually save time over the manual procedures which
are replaced;

3. It is not easy to transfer the programs for computer- based systems between libraries;

4. It is not easy to combine individual library systems into a totally integrated system.
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Chapter 11

Data Collection and Validation

11.1 Introduction

During the stage of data collection planning, it is essential to figure out why collect data,
what to collect and how to collect data?

11.1.1 Purpose of Data Collection

Data collection usually involves measuring some research phenomenon, whether it is a process,
an object, or a human subject's behaviour. The objects of measurement will differ, of course,
from one research project to another, depending upon the purpose of the inquiry and the
availability of suitable instruments.

As mentioned above, data is important at four stages of networking design and planning.
At first stage, it describes situation (e.g. the present situation of agricultural library and
information system in Zhejiang province); in the second it test theories (e.g. Queueing The-
ory); when plugged into suitable models, it explains situations (e.g. trade-off between cost
and benefits in three alternative programme); and finally, it predicts( e.g. future performance
level).

At the hypothesis testing stage, it is sometimes necessary to obtain data from other sources
than the individual network in question.

The purposes of the data collection in this project were identified as follows:

1. Evaluation of the existing system;

2. Determination of objective and performance measures;

3. Identification of constraints to fulfilling those objectives;
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4. Estimation of parameters of the models; and

5. Testing and validation of the theoretical models.

These purposes will be discussed in more details in the latter sections.

11.1.2 Class of Data

The data concerning libraries, information centres and networks can be classified in various
ways.

Firstly they can be grouped under four main headings: resources, activities, operations and
background (Ford, 1969)

Resources

Labour, money, bookstock, seats, shelves and equipment are all resources which can be
counted in obvious ways.

Activities

The activities group includes the services of the library-lending, reference, photocopying,
etc. the "internal" activities-acquiring books, administration, etc; and the users' activities-
using the catalogue, consulting books and so on.

Operations

Operations are the links between resources and activities. At very least, we need to know
how much resource is absorbed by each activity.

Background

Background data is mainly concerned with potential demand and external factors that influ-
ence the actual demand.

Secondly they can be categorised into two groups, quantitative and qualitative da.ta.

11.1.3 Methods of Data Collection

At outset of problem solving, it is necessary to decide not so much how to collect the data,
as what data to collect. Once it has been decided what is relevant, there is frequently an
obvious way of obtaining the required information.

There are many analytical techniques for investigating libraries and information centres.
Among the conventional techniques are Questioning Procedures, Analysis Records, Perfor-
mance Evaluation and Cost Analysis. (Martyn and Lancaster, 1981)
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The particular methods adopted for the data collection in this project are the following:

1. Questionnaires

2. Interviews

3. Observations

4. Library records

5. Checking books 'and counting requests

6. Use of published statistics

7. Cost Analysis

How these methods are applied to the data collection will be discussed together with the
particular surveys, observations and library records in the latter sections.

11.1.4 Planning for Data Collection

Before data collection, a framework was worked out to help planning and to guide the process-
ing of data collection (Table 11.1). Different types of objects, falling into two broad categories,
i.e. Internal Efficiency and External Effects, require different approaches.

More specifically, based on the classification of four types of data, a detailed lists of data to
be collected were worked out before conducting data collection (Appendix F).

The needs for statistical analysis of some .data were realised. For instance, when modelling,
certain hypothesis were established. The raw data collected, especially for the purpose of
parameter estimation need to be processed and tested by some statistical analysis techniques
in order to test the hypothesis first and then plug the data into the models constructed.

For the convenience, the collection of these four types of data will be discussed under the
each surveys or other data collection activities. The following section will discuss the surveys
conducted by the author when she was in China for half a year.

Overall, the data collected were mainly from the province being concerned. However addi-
tional data from outside were needed to meet the purposes mentioned above.
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Table 11.1: Framework for Data Collection
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11.2 Description of Surveys

11.2.1 Surveys on Zhejiang Agricultural Library and Information Centre
Statistics

Purpose of the Survey

The purpose of the survey was to collect resource and some background data in order to help
in

1. Evaluating the existing system, in terms of resources available, and performance of the
service;

2. Determining some objective measures on the basis of analysing these data;

3. Identifying resource constraints to fulfilling the objective of these libraries & information
centers; and

4. Estimating parameters of the models, etc.

Methods and Results

The survey consisted of a questionnaire (main means) and interviews (supplements), which
covered the following categories of questions:

1. Types of libraries or information centres

2. Stocks (Chinese and foreign books, Chinese and foreign periodicals, and others)

3. Number of staff and structure of staff

4. Budgets, expenditures and incomes

5. Exchange of internal publications

6. Modern facilities and equipment

7. Types of UC kept and participated

8. User requests (including circulation, ILL & IR)

Questionnaires (Annexe 11.1) were sent to all the agricultural libraries at over prefectural
levels (28) in Zhejiang province, 22 of them responded and made up 78.6% response rate.
Interviews then paid special attentions to these libraries which did not response. Eventually, a
fairly satisfactory results were achieved to serve the purpose. The data collected are presented
under the following categories (Annexe 11.2):
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1. Types of library

2. Number of users (number of borrowing cards issued)

3. Number of staff

4. Book stock (Chinese and Foreign)

5. Periodicals (Chinese and Foreign)

6. Budgets (Total and proportion for library materials)

Several particular types of data are worth mentioning. First is the data about acquisition,
i.e. data about how many new items acquired or how many items (periodicals) subscribed a
year were collected. These data can be used as a 'minimum requirements for CA programme.

However, the author failed to gather the distribution data of items acquired subject-wise since
there was no such data available in the library records.

Second is the data about the collection overlap between libraries. It is, however, a time-
consuming job and the author could only afford to collect the overlap data about foreign
language periodicals and new acquisitions among six libraries, CNRRl, TRl, ZAAS, ZAU,
ZlSIT and ZL (Annexe 11.3).

The data collected in this category serves the following purposes:

1. To help derive the data about number of titles accessible in the whole system, i.e. the
coverage of collection;

2. To evaluate the existing overlapping degree of collections .

. Besides, two operation type of data were thought useful:

1. Budget
The total budgets and the proportion of budgets for library material at each node were
deliberately collected in order to set up budget constraints. Furthermore, the data
about the investments for compilation of UC and for setting up IR centre or services
were gathered by interviewing some organisations.

II. Staff
Data about number of staff in the libraries and the distribution of them at different
section were collected.

A similar category of data were collected under the survey on Zhejiang Public Library Statis-
tics. The data can be regarded as background data since public library system is supplement
to the network. Data was collected by copying a detailed statistics disclosed in the "Exhi-
bition on the Development of Zhejiang Public Library". The data was plotted according to
Bradford Distribution. A profile can be seen that the public library system is fairly established
(Figure 11.1).
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Figure 11.1: Bradford Distribution of Stocks in Zhejiang Public Libraries
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11.2.2 Surveys on ILL Demands & Services

Purpose of the Survey

The following purposes of the surveys were identified:

1. Evaluating the present situation of ILL in the system examined (e.g. scale, willingness,
ways & channels etc.);

2. Determining the effectiveness measures (e.g. probability of satisfaction, turn-around
time);

3. Determining the costs for processing ILL request; and

4. Determining the scale, structure and policy of ILL.

The following data were decided to collect in this survey:

1. Scale of ILL and number of transactions

2. Satisfaction of the transaction

3. Resources involved

4. \Vays ofILL

5. Channels of ILL transaction

6. Average turn-around time

7. Responses to the cases when handling ILL request

8. Processing time for ILL (both borrow-in and loan-out).

9. Demands and requests on ILL

10. Comments on the present status of ILL services.

Methods

The methods used to collect the data of this category were the following:

1. Questionnaire

2. Interviews

3. Library Records
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4. Published Statistics

A questionnaire entitled as "Survey on ILL Demands & Services" was designed to serve the
purpose (Annexe 11.4).

It is obvious that the questionnaire aimed at finding out the present situation of ILL and the
efficiency, time and cost data of ILL transactions.

Besides, the data about number of ILL transaction were collected under "Survey on Library
and Information Centre Statistics" .

In reality, it was rather difficult to gather enough data from the system the author inves-
tigated on. Therefore, some data were added from outside system by visiting the libraries,
interviewing library staff and analysing some published data etc.

Results

Annexe 11.5. summarises the results of the surveys both in the system being designed and in
other systems. From the results, we can see the following trends:

1. The scale of ILL, i.e. number of libraries transacting with, varied greatly. Generally
speaking, apart from the national library and some existing informal network, most
libraries were only carrying a small scale of ILL service, in terms of transactions handled
and libraries conta.cted;

2. In the system being designed, percentage of satisfaction ranged from 37.5% to 87.5%
for loan-out, 'and from 30.0% to 88.9% for borrow-in. The libraries contacted with
were not restricted to those in the system being designed. While the other system
investigated seemed to have a higher percentage of satisfaction (50.0%-99% for loan-out
and 48.1%-93.1% for borrow-in);

3. As for ways of ILL, most libraries had their "library staffs to carry out the whole pro-
cess". Still in some libraries, "the whole process were completed by users themselves";

4. Regarding channels of ILL transaction, mailing predominated and "interchangeable li-
brary card issued" was a common phenomenon of ILL in China;

5. As far as average turn-around time is concerned, over twenty days were not uncommon;
However, delays in the National Library are minimum since they handle the request
within the same day of arrival;

6. Responses to the cases when handling requests varied from library to library:

(a) if the item was not in collection, many of them rejected the request. But sti1l some
relayed the request to other libraries;
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(b) if the item was on-loan by the local user, many libraries rejected the ILL request,
and some had the request wait in the queue. But none of them would recall the
local users;

(c) if requests for the same iterns posed simultaneously by local users and users of other
libraries, some of them adopted "local user priority" policy, some "ILL request
priority" policy and some "First- come _:.,First-served policy".

Two questions were not answered to the satisfaction, i.e. resources involved and average
turn-around time (detailed processing time). For the these categories of data, many libraries
had no such records. The reasons were obvious: 1) many libraries had no dedicated staff
dealing with ILL and the devotion of their time depended on the number of transactions
arisen, which again varied greatly from time to time; 2) ILL services were not yet compulsory
in many libraries thus no formal devices were established to record detailed data. And in
fact, it was not appropriate to ask about processing time in such a questionnaire manner.
Realising that, the author carried out a observation for processing time, which was discussed
in the last chapter and more details will be given under cost data later.

In addition to the questionnaire method, Library Records were used to calculate the average
turn-around time, satisfaction rate and geographical location of resource libraries.

Here the author intends to take the survey in ZAAS as an example. The author was permitted
to access the library record (written forms) of ILL in ZAAS. The forms recorded 1) the name
of requester, 2) bibliographical data of the document requested, 3) da.te of requesting and
replying, 4) results of transaction (satisfied or not), and 5) cost of photocopying. Two samples
were taken to work out the satisfaction rate and average turn-around time.

Annexe 11.6. presents the results of the survey. Some reflection can be made from the results:

1. Satisfaction rates were reasonably high;

2. The more recent year (1987 comparing with 1984) had higher satisfaction rate;

3. The location of resource libraries concentrated on Shanghai, Beijing and Hangzhou. But
a higher dependence was placed on the libraries in Shanghai than Beijing and locality
(Hangzhou); *(Shanghai is nearest biggest city to Hangzhou);

4. Average turn-around time (25 days) was not so different from the other cases; and

5. The users were charged for the cost of photocopying only. Thus the costs increase as
the number of pages photocopied increase.

11.2.3 Surveys on UC Compilation

Purpose of the Survey

The survey intended to find out the following types of data:
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1. Types and forms of UC existed in the system investigated;

2. Number of participating libraries

3. Coverage of the UC

4. Resources involved

5. Number of copies produced and circulated (Printed)

6. Time period to complete the UC

The above data will help:

1. Evaluating the existing situation of UC compilation;

2. Determination of set-up costs for UC compilation;

3. Carrying out cost-effective analysis of UC compilation and allocation.

Methods and Results

There were two major sources for the data collection:

1. Surveys by Interview and Questionnaire

2. Published Data

One questionnaire was specially designed to find out the data listed above (Annexe 11.7).

Such data were not available in the systems the author investigated on. Therefore, some
libraries or organisations at a higher level, or some libraries which have compiled UC, were
chosen as the object for investigation. The questionnaire also served as the list of question to
help conduct some interviews.

The data about the number of UC for locating requests at each node were not available.
Annexe 11.8. summarises the results.

11.2.4 Surveys on IR Services

Purpose of the Survey

Again the purposes were obvious: evaluating the existing situation of IR services, determining
the cost of IR services etc.
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Contents of the Survey

The survey aimed at finding out the following data:

1. Types of IR services (manual or computerised, off-line or on-line, SDI service or RS
services)

2. Number of topics searched annually

3. Response time and other effectiveness measures

4. Charge for searching

5. Staff time per search

Methods and Results

The following three sources are major sources for data collection concerning this topic:

1. Interviews and Questionnaire

2. Library or Information Centre Records

3. Published Statistics

Some of the data under this heading were collected under the "Survey on Library and Infor-
mation Centre Statistics". One category was devoted to collect the data about IR services.

But the data about how many IR request there were in the whole system was rather incom-
plete. So the User Estimation Model constructed (see Chapter Nine) can be used to estimate
the number of requests and predict the future requests under consideration of the number of
scientists and users.

The request and efficiency data about either manual or on-line or off-line IR were also intended
to be collected in order to make a cost-effectiveness comparison between them.

11.2.5 Surveys on User Information Needs and Behaviours

Purpose of the Survey

This survey intended to find out the information about users; information need and behaviour,
with particular reference to those co-operative functions.
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Contents and methods

Two questionnaires were designed to meet this end:

1. Instant Questionnaire (Annexe 11.9.)

2. Questionnaire of Users' Information Needs and Behaviour (Annexe 11.10)

I. Instant Questionnaire

This questionnaire intended to find out the following information:

1. User's need on different forms of information

2. Availability of items, or probability of satisfaction

3. Reasons of dissatisfaction

4. Need for ILL services

5. Reasons for not enquiring on ILL

Based on the above information, we may obtain a rough picture of user's need and the
performance of library services in the system investigated.

The questionnaire was deliberately designed as simple and concise as possible so that the
readers would be patient enough to fill in when they leave the library. During the survey, the
author distributed the questionnaire to 8 different types and levels of libraries and asked the
library staff to place them along the issue desks. When the readers were leaving, he could
be asked to fill in the form by the library staff. The results were fairly satisfactory. Annexe
11.11. presents the data gathered in the survey. From the table, we can see the following
trends:

1. Users came to library for reading more than borrowing;

2. Users borrowed or read more books than periodicals;

3. The averge availability was fairly good (91.4%)-this may implies the low information
need and utilisation.

4. The major reasons of unavailability were "Items not in Collection" and "Items on-loan";

5. A high proportion (41.770) of users did not demand ILL services;

Among major reasons are
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1. ILL services were not available-user might have not been aware of the existence of the
services since they were not compulsory or not advertised etc;

2. No UC services were available to find out the location information;

3. It took too long to get the document requested;

4. It was too troublesome.

II. Questionnaire of Information Need and Behaviour

The survey intended to find out the frequency of use in

1. Language of documents;

2. Types of documents;

3. Subjects and orientation of documents;

4. Decades of documents (Publishing Date);

5. Approaches to finding a clue and other data;

6. Causes of dissatisfaction;

7. Percentage of research or teaching time spent on consulting and reading documents;

8. Responses to the unavailability of document (i.e. when item is on-loan);

9. Responses to the inaccessibility of document (i.e. item is not in collection).

85 copies of the questionnaire were distributed to the research staff in CNRRI. To assure
a high response rate, the author chose the head of each department as the first points for
distribution and then the head distributed them to the staff concerned. This was because
that the internal delivery system for mail wa.s not efficient enough. By this way, the author
was able to obtain a reasonable higher response ra.te (56.5). Nevertheless, because of the
nature of agricultural research, some researchers traveled around from time to time and it
was difficult to get hold of them.

The results are summarised in Annexe 11.12.

Here, the following important findings can be derived:

1. Language-Chinese material accounted for a majority proportion of information needed.
Among foreign language materials, English and Japanese ones were dominant;

2. Language and Form-Chinese periodicals ranked the first and then foreign periodicals
the second;
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3. Subject-"Subject of one's own" ranked the first and then "relevant subjects" the sec-
ond;

4. Decades of the material-Recent material (1980S) ranked the first.

5. Clues of Reference-"Abstract and Index journals" ranked the first and then "New
Books & Periodicals," and "Citation and Reference of Papers" the second and third
respectively;

6. Causes of Dissatisfaction-"Not in Collection" ranked the first; then "Failure in finding"
the reference needed;

7. Time spent on consulting information-:Majority spent around 10-20% of their research
time consulting information;

8. User Responses to the Unavailability-Majority wished to make a reservation and recall
the borrowers;

9. User Responses to the Inaccessibility-Majority wanted to "suggest the library to ac-
quire and subscribe the items" and many desired on ILL.

The above findings are certainly valuable information in the practices of design and planning
of network functions and in the establishment of performance criteria of those functions.
For instance, from the survey, we can learn what materials users demand most, in terms of
language, type, subject and time period. How good is the availability of local libraries? These
are all very important information for the design of CA.

11.2.6 Survey on Views from Library Directors

Purpose of the Survey

As we all know, before design and planning network, it is crucial to analyse the motivation
of networking. No networks can be effective without the true willingness from the individual
libraries. Preferences and proposals about networking from decision-making level are obvi-
ously valuable guideline to analysts and designers. But bearing in mind, gathering opinions
from library staffs and user communities are as essential and important as that.

This survey aimed at finding out the attitudes, viewpoints from libra.ry directors. The fol-
lowing issues have been particularly focused on:

1. Points of view about the way of relief in the situation of rapid growth of publications,
inflation, tightened budgets and increased demand;

2. Outlook on the establishment of a formal network;

3. Opinions about the favourable conditions of, and constraints to networking;
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4. Points of view about the influence to and impact on the libraries and information centres·
by networking;

5. Preference to the scale, type, level and configurations of network;

6. Preference to the candidate(s) as a co-ordinating organisation of network;

7. Proposals about the co-operative activities which should be carried out in the network;

8. Opinions about the source of funds;

9. Proposals about the connection between nodes; and

10. Comments on the present status of ILL services in China, etc.

Methods

Under this theme, interview method was adopted. Before interview, a list of eleven questions
was prepared. Among these questions, some was open-ended, some yes-no questions and
some structured questions. The intention was to explore as much information of interests
as possible. Ten library directors, from libraries of different types and levels were chosen to
be interviewed. Appointments were made through telephone. Most interviews took roughly
thirty minutes to go through. During interview, it was necessary to guide these directors to
stick the questions of interviewer's interests.

Results

Annexe 11.13 presents the question list together with the summary of the results. Based on
the analysis of the summary, we may derive the following important findings:

1. Networking has been thought as an efficient way of relief (of economic difficulties in
libraries), but not necessarily the first and only choice.

2. Many of them were not so optimistic about setting up a large scale and formal network
in the near future.

3. \Vith critical views on China's present situation, many of them felt that there were
more constraints than favourable conditions for networking. Among main constraints
are recognition, technological, financial and administrative constraints.

4. Generally speaking, the attitudes towards the networking from various level of libraries
were somewhat different. They can be summarised as follows:

(a) The libraries possessing big collections were afraid of being taken advantages and
being overburdened. They intended to close the door to other small libraries.
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(b) Some middle-size libraries had the concept of "small-scale peasant economy" in
management. They were only willing to co-operate with bigger libraries and get
more benefit from them.

(c) Some small-size libraries put too much dependence on the big libraries without
trying their bests.

5. Concerning influence of networking on individual libraries, most of them thought that
networking would put on "too much work-load on library staffs". As for impact, "im-
proving the effectiveness of library or information centres" was regarded as the most
important impact;

6. The viewpoints about the structure of network were asked in terms of the following:

(a) Types of network
Most of them (50%) preferred the subject network of same sectors (e.g. Agricul-
tural Research Library and Information Network).

(b) Administrative and Geographic Scale
Many of them (50%) preferred provincial network.

(c) Levels
Many of them preferred three levels consisting of provincial, prefectural and county
levels.

(d) Configurations
Majority (70%) preferred hierarchical configuration.

7. Regarding co-ordinating organisations, many of them emphasised on the important
role of the agricultural departments of provincial governments. And many preferred the
establishment of executive group, with full-time staff in charge and committee consisting
of directors of big libraries.

8. As regards with co-operative activities (network functions), ILL services, compilation of
union catalogues, CA, widespreading exchange of material and IR services all received
high preferences. And they are listed in a decreasing order of preferences.

9. As far as the funding is concerned, many of them thought that network should be funded
by both participating libraries and government investments.

10. As for the connection among nodes, many of them preferred the establishment of cen-
tres throughout national, provincial, prefectural levels, contacting with nodes in other
prefecture, provincial through centres.

11. As far the comments on the present status of ILL services in nation-wide or region-wide.
Most of them thought that the present situation was not satisfactory at all.

As mentioned above, apart from the data collected from the system being concerned, addi-
tional data either from outside or from other categories of sources, were needed.
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11.3 Additional Data Collection (for three important types
of data)

11.3.1 Background Data

Purposes

The purposes were obvious:

1. Identification of the environmental factors;

2. Identification of the potential capacities of the network being designed;

3. Identification of potential user needs;

4. Identification of possible constraints; .

5. Establishment of performance criteria and measures.

Types of Data and Methods

Major sources of data collection were the following statistics and publications:

1. Zhejiang Agricultural Statistics

2. Statistics of China's Agricultural Research Institutes

3. Statistics of Provincial Agricultural Information Centres (libraries) in China

4. Various Publications

5. Bibliographies

The data collected from the above five sources were extensively used in the preceding chapters,
especially in Chapter Five and Chapter Ten.

The data gathered from the first three sources are mainly resource data (budget, personnel
and stock etc.).

Besides, the following background data was thought particularly useful to gather:

1. Total number of titles universally available (Annual World Output)

The data about number of titles of Chinese books, Foreign books, and distribution
of books among subjects, Chinese periodicals and Foreign periodicals on Agricultural
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Sciences or relevant subjects were collected from National Bibliographies, Book News
and some published papers etc. Appendix E described the sources of data in more
details.

II. Bradford distribution of some specific subjects
The data were collected by some published paper and bibliographies. The data were
used to help set up desired proportion of periodicals, reasonable target for subscription,
in terms of rank (vide Appendix E).

III. Potential users of network

The data about potential user distribution among categories and geographical location
were collected from some published statistics. All the staff in agricultural field and
agriculture related field were regarded as potential users.

IV. Subject coverage of the network-to-be
It was decided according to the nature of organisation covered. The network-to-be cov-
ered a broad range of subjects including agriculture, a.nimal husbandry and horticulture
etc.

V. Geographical distribution of nodes
Data was collected from the statistics.

VI. Communication means
The situation (descriptive) of telecommunication system was investigated by visiting
the Zhejiang Telecom.

VII. Total budgets for some parents organisations in the system

A statistics disclosing the total budgets (research) for the research institutes, was con-
sulted. Then a picture of the financial situation of these institutes and how much we
can expect from these budgets to improve library and information services was gained.
For example, according to some principles, universities in China are suggested to spend
5-10% of their budgets on libraries. In reality, most of them are spending around 5% of
budget or even less. This is a phenomenon needing attentions.

VIII. Personnel distribution of parents organisations

. Again, the statistics disclosed the personnel distribution. In order to design a network
capable of meeting various needs, it is important for the designers to know the net-
work users(including potential users), in terms of population, subject orientations and
profession structures (vide Appendix 6.1.).

11.3.2 Request data and Loan Period

Purposes

The main purposes of collecting this type of da.ta can be stated as follows:
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1. Identification of users' needs quantitatively and qualitatively;

2. Estimation of parameters for mathematical models;

Types of Data and Methods

Request da.ta are usually regarded as activity data and the following data were collected:

I. Number ofrequests on information of Agricultural Sciences in 10 sub-classes (distribution
from 29 nodes)

The data was collected under the following categories:

1. Chinese Books

2. Foreign Books

3. Chinese Periodicals

4. Foreign Language Periodicals

5. Proportion of Collections

6. Proportion of Demand

II. Number of request for ILL and IR services

To give an example, the author here intends to describe the collection of the first type of
data, i.e. number of request in different class. As for the groups of collection, they can be
determined by various ways: its level of usage or the original sub-classes or the level of usage
in a specific class. The data were collected by taking some samples and counting the due
date label of the books. Class S was chosen as the sample and the libraries' card catalogue
were used to pick up the books of every "fifth" items on the catalogue. And then the dates
stamped during one year (August 1986-July 1987) on the date due label were counted.

The status of the items was decided as follows: number of items not available at the time of
counting; number of items loaned, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 times. When counting the total times of
the loan, the status of "not available" was counted as a.t least once. Annexe 11.14. presents
an example of data collected in JHAS.

The following data were derived:

1. Average request of each title in a specific sub-class at each node;

2. Average request of the titles in a specific sub-class in the system;
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3. Average request of all sub-classes at each nodes;

4. Average request of all sub-classes in the system;

5. Proportion of demand;

6. Proportion of book stock.

Again, as an example, Annexe 11.15 summarises the average request on Chinese Agricultural
Books from the data of 28 libraries.

The data derived was to estimate the parameters in both formulas for "Material Accessibility"
and "Probability of Dissatisfaction". In the former, it is regarded as average demand from
each node on each title of a group which is accessible. In the latter, it is defined as average
arrival rate (.\) on each title at each node. During the counting, the duplications (l.e. number
of copies of a title) were purposefully counted so that the average duplication of ea.ch title
were able to be derived.

The data about loan period was useful to estimate the parameter of the return rate in the
queueing system, i.e. local availability in this project. If we analyse the data of unavailability
rate and loan period, we, therefore, can derive the value of probability of dissatisfaction and
return rate, which are useful to estimate the parameters in queueing system. The former
can help set up a performance measure (by trade-off between desired objective and reality)
while the latter can help derive the average return rate, which can be plugged into model for
analytical or optimising solutions.

Results

Annexe 11.16 presents an example of the request data from individual library and summary
of request data of 28 libraries.

Annexe 11.17 summarises probability of dissatisfaction and loan period from 28 libraries.

As mentioned above, a major usefulness of the above data is to estimate the parameters in the
model. To assure the minimum bias and error, it is essential to carry out statistical analysis
for these data and to test if the standard error is reasonably sma.ll and if the data conforms
with the empirical distribution (e.g. Poisson Distribution). The detailed statistical analysis
will be discussed in a later section.

11.3.3 Cost Data

Purposes

One wry obvious purpose of collecting cost data in this project was to carry out cost analysis,
and eventually cost-effect he-benefit analysis.
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Types of Data and Methods

The following types of data were identified:

1. Costs associated with CA-Purchases of Stock

(a) Average price of books (Chinese and Foreign) and periodicals-sampling and pub-
lished data;

(b) Cost requirements for achieving certain level of effectiveness measures;
(c) Total costs of acquisition (Agricultural Stocks);
(d) Costs of acquisition in previous year (1987);
(e) Budget available for present year;

2. Costs associated with acquisition processing

(a) Set-up costs (equipment, resour~es) for different alternative programmes;
(b) Running costs for operations;
(c) Staff costs for processing
(d) Unit cost for services

3. Costs associated with lLL-UC system

4. Costs associated with IR system

(3) and (4) all consist of the same cost components as (2).

Unfortunately, the data about cost of CA, ILL-UC, and IR services by Manual or Off-line or
On-line were not all. available in the network being designed. Some data had to be collected
in the libraries and information centres at some higher level, but they were still incomplete.

Detailed presentations of cost data and descriptions of data collection were given in the
last chapter. Here the author will emphasises on the problems and difficulties in the data
collection, especially that of processing costs.

Among the major difficulties in collecting cost data are:

1. Existing manual services had incomplete cost figures about the services, in terms of
investment and resources incurred;

2. Almost nowhere the cost data about computerised system can be collected since few
computerised systems, in terms of library automation, MARC bibliographical systems
and computerised IR services, existed in China;

3. When collecting data about processing time for acquisition, a. diary exercise was con-
ducted. It was difficult to convince the library staffs that data recorded was not to
check individual's work efficiency.
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Most Chinese library staffs were not familiar with survey methods in general and not
to mention this type of self-observation. Thus, the author was only able to conduct a
small scale of data collection through the co-operation from the library staffs in ZAAS
& ZAU.

4. Similar difficulties appeared in the data collection of ILL processing time.

The general problems and difficulties will be discussed under the heading of Difficulties in
Data Collection. Some problems from statistical analysis' points of view will be discussed
under the heading of statistical analysis.

11.4 The Estimation of Parameters

As the author emphasised in the preceding sections, one important purpose of data collection
is to estimate parameters of the mathematical models. Once a mathematical formulation is
developed, it is almost always the case that data are necessary for estimating unknown inputs
and parameters of the models.

Before the data collection, the author worked out a plan of data collection to meet the demand
of parameter estimation.

For each formulation, a table was prepared with two broad categories, i.e. parameter to be
estimated and raw data to be collected. The former includes variables, goal and constraints
to be estimated (Annexe 11.18).

The collection of these raw data has been described and discussed in the preceding parts.

Data 'Collection is a important but tough job. It suffers from various barriers. The following
section is to discuss the problems in the data collection of this project.

11.5 Problems in Data Collection

11.5.1 Psychological Barriers

There were four major types of psychological barriers to the exercise of data collection. They
were recognition, acceptance, familiarity and fear.

Firstly, in most cases, the object being investigated, including library directors, library staffs
and users did not fully recognise the importance of data collection in 1) improving their per-
formance; 2) providing information for planning new services and management; 3) improving
satisfaction of services etc. This situation were caused by the various factors, such as back-
wardness in library management and technology, library tradition and unfamiliarity of survey
methods etc.
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Secondly, because of the unawareness of the importance, many of them might not accept the
idea of data collection and refuse to co-operate.

Thirdly, though some of them realised the importance and decided to co-operate, they might
not be able to co-operate well because of the unfamiliarity to these survey methods.

Fourthly, many of library managers were not very keen in improving their performance or
had fears of disclosing data about their performance and resource situation. Individual staff
had some fear of being checked upon their performance and efficiency. And library directors
and staffs had the fears of disclosing the secrecy of the libraries. Nevertheless, many of them
did not actually know what data were secret. For the sake of safety, they would rather not
say too much.

11.5.2 Traditional and Technological Barriers

In the past, most libraries did not record the data about their acquisition, circulation and
catalogue etc. Recent years, many of them have started recording these data. However, some
of them were not clear about the usefulness of these data. And some of data were collected in
such a way that data was not very useful or the derivation from these data is time-consuming.
In many cases, data recorded was rather incomplete. The possible causes were because that
data collection was a time-consuming and costly job and that there was the lack of modern
technology to facilitate the job, such as computers.

11.5.3 Limitations in the Data Collection from the Author

The above barriers all impaired the capability of the author to collect complete and desired
data. Besides, there were following further limitations:

Time

It was a ambitious plan to collect such wide varieties of data. within half a year. And it would
be even more ambitious if scale, sample and time period for each survey were of certain sizes.
Thus some compromise had to be made for each survey. Some of them might not be to the
standard of Statistician.

Space (Distance)

Potential nodes of the network scattered everywhere in the province. Travelling to every
corners was not feasible, if not impossible. Nevertheless, the author did make efforts to visit
four capital towns of prefect ures and three capital town of counties. Different types of libraries
were visited. Besides, travelling outside the province was necessary to collect some valuable
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information at some higher level libraries and existing networks (informal), such as Beijing
Library, ISTIC, Shanghai Library and North-western library network etc. Long distance
travelling was made to the cities of Beijing, Shanghai and Xi'an but no more could be afford
to.

Money and Personal Capability

The author was funded a limit amount of money by the employer, CNRRl. It was difficult
for the author to travel around and to distribute too many questionnaires, of which the latter
needed printing assistance *(Chinese typewriter is much more complicated than English one.
To type, a professional typist is required) and postages. In addition, because of the limitation
of individual's capacity, such an ambitious plan and time-consuming job were far more than
one person can load. However, to buffer the above difficulties, the author tried to adopt
methods to save the expenses, for instance, delivering questionnaire to directors first and
asking them to distribute in the libraries.

Authority

Being an individual researcher, from a non-authoritative body, the author was faced with the
problem of the lack of authority when contacting with these libraries and information centres.
Thanks to the introductory letter from the employer of the author, the author was able to
visit and contact the library directors and staffs. However, at the beginning, many of director
were puzzled about why the author came to collect these types of data. After a detailed
explanation, many of them were clear about the purposes of the author but wondering how to
pass the explanation to their staffs and users. After necessary discussion with directors and
library staffs, the author was able to persuade them to distribute the questionnaires on their
own behalf, by stating the purpose of improving their own services. The author believed that
in this way, the users would co-operate better.

Because of the barriers, limitations and difficulties discussed above, the sufficiency, quality,
reliability and accuracy of the data inevitably were affected. Statistical analyses of some data
are necessary but some problem will remain throughout the analyses.

As mentioned earlier, the raw data usually needs to be processed and tested in order to test
the hypothesis and plug into the models constructed. The following section is to discuss the
hypothesis to be tested, the types of raw data to be statistically analysed, the techniques of
statistical analysis applied. and the results of statistical analysis etc.
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11.6 Statistical Analysis

11.6.1 Reasons for Statistical Analysis

In general, statistical techniques may have many purposes. Descriptive statistics consists of
methods and procedures for summarising, simplifying, reducing, and presenting raw data, to
communicate the essence of the data to another. The purpose of such methods is essentially
reportorial, as with the presentation of summary data to an administrator. The aims of
inferential statistics are somewhat more ambitious. Inferential methods and techniques are
used to make predictions, to test hypotheses, and to infer characteristics of a population from
the characteristics of a sample. The frequency distribution is a means of imposing a degree
of structure and order on numerical research data. Before data are organised, they are called
raw data. In frequency distribution, raw numerical data are often ordered and arranged in
an array according to their numerical values. Normally, the arrangement is from the least to
the greatest observation (i.e. in ascending numerical order); however, the data can also be
placed in descending order of magnitude. (Busha and Harter, 1980)

In this project, both descriptive and inferential statistics are applied in order to

1. Give a general picture of user request, resources (budgets) and price of documents etc
by descriptive statistics;

2. Derive the mean of raw data, which can be further used to estimate the parameters;
and

3. Test hypotheses (e.g. difference between the distribution of raw data (request) and
theoretical Poisson Distribution) by inferential statistics. And frequency distribution is
used to describe the Poisson Distribution.

More specifically, the following hypothesis related to the modelling of both descriptive and
mathematical models was made before the data collection:

1. Different subject classes of titles may have different average number of request (network-
or system-wide);

2. There may be a difference among the average number of request from different libraries;

3. Request [arrival) distribution in the system may conform with the empirical Poisson
Distribution; and

4. The derived average processing time (distribution) from the observations made may be
used to represent the real situation for a population etc, With the chosen criteria, the
samples (i.e. observations made) are sufficient.

Two major data, l.e, request data and processing time data fall into the category which needs
statistical analysis. The following sections will give account to this purpose.
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11.6.2 Statistical Analyses of Request Data

From the raw data, the average number of requests of 11 subclasses of Chinese and foreign
books were calculated and further summarised. (vide Annexe 11.16). Two sets of data were
input into the computer to carry out statistical analysis by Microsta. The following statistical
analysis were conducted:

1. Descriptive Statistics

2. Frequency Distribution

3. Analysis of Variance

4. Chi-square & Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics was used to those commonly-used measures including sum, mean, stan-
dard deviation, and standard error etc .. Annexe 11.19 presents the summary of descriptive
statistical data on 11 subclasses (both Chinese and foreign books) from 28 libraries.

Frequency Distribution

Frequency Distribution was used to give some picture of the request. An example of the
print-out of frequency distribution is attached in Annexe 11.20. And the Aggregated Fre-
quency Distributions are calculated. The treatment gives an illustrative picture of request
distribution.

Analysis of Variance

The technique of analysis of variance can be briefly as follows: taking all the observations
in samples from several populations (corresponding to several treatments), one breaks the
variability about the overall mean into components, one associated with the actual population
variability and the others associated with variations in sample means caused by the various
factors involved.

The purpose of the analysis of variance in this project was to test the first two hypothesis
mentioned above.

One-way ANOVA, Randomised Block ANOVA and Two-way ANOVA were carried out by
the computer program and suppress treatment means are presented in Annexe 11.21 (a ..b.c.).
And Annexe 11.21 (d) summarises the results of ANOVA. For the case of the request data on
Chinese books, analysing the result of one-way ANOVA and consulting the table of Percentage
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Points of the F-distribution, we can see the value of Fo.os is 1.83 when V1 = 10 and 112 = 297.
The result from the statistical analysis of the request data, F = 17.615, which exceeds Fo.os.
Therefore, there are significant differences among the 11 treatments, i.e. average requests
on different classes. Then if we look at the result of Randomised Blocks ANOVA, the F
ratio for Treatment and Block are 17.665 and 1.031 respectively, of which the former exceeds
Fo.os (1.83), when 5% is the chosen significance level. Tha.t means that there are significant
differences among 11 Treatment, i.e. request on different classes. While the latter is less than
Fo.os (1.52). That means that there are no significant difference among Blocks, i.e. average
requests from different libraries. Again, in the case of the request data on foreign books, the
same conclusion can be drawn: there are significa.nt difference among requests on different
classes, but no significant difference among the average request from different libraries when
5% is the chosen significant level.

Chi-square Statistics-Goodness of Fit test & Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

Both techniques were used to test the Goodness of Fit between request data and the theoretical
Poisson Distribution. The theoretical Poisson Distribution were obtained by entering the
mean rate of occurrence, Xl and X2. And the program then displayed the probability and
cumulative probability for each value of Xl and X2. Annexe 11.22 shows the output of the
theoretical Poisson Distribution.

It is noticeable that the majority of the data have such a trend, that is, the "zero" group in
the raw data was greater than that in theoretical distribution, but vice verse for "once" group.
If we analyse the "zero" group, we can make such an assumption that in this group there
are two sub-groups, of which one will never be borrowed in the future, i.e. the dead books,
and the other are potentially borrowable. Vie can ignore the former groups when carrying
out Chi-square test. But how we divide this group into two should be based on a recognised
and reasonable methods. To solve this problem, a special Poisson Distribution called Zero-
truncated Poisson Distribution was used. Therefore, t.he zero-group could be estima.ted by
some simple caJcula.tion as follows:
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The Chi-square test is normally applicable in situation in which determination of population
parameters such as the mean and standard deviation is not an issue. Rather, the data in ques-
tion fall naturally into discrete categories and are summarised in what is called contingency
table. Individual entries in the table are called cells. The computer programme carries out
the Chi-square test by entering obsvered frequency and predicted probability and giving out
the value of Chi-square. Annexe 11.23 (a) shows an example of Chi-square test. And Annexe
11.23 (b) summarises the test results for the request data on both Chinese and foreign books
from 28 libraries. The former are the results of original data, and the latter the results of
zero-estimated data ..

Consulting the table called Percentage Points of the Chi-square Distribution(I), we see that
at 0.05 level at Sdf and 6df, the values of X2 is significant if they are larger than 11.07 and
12.59 respectively. We can see some of the original data did not show a very good conformity
with the theoretical Poisson Distribution under Chi-square test. The number of set data
significant and insignificant by Chi-square test are summarised in Annexe 11.24. Again they
present the results for original data and zero-estimated data respectively. It is noted that the
data by zero-estimation gave better goodness of fit.

Beside Chi-square test, Kolmogorov-Smirnov Tests were used to test the same sets of data.
The computer program carried out the tests and gave the value Dmax and two critical values
at 0.05 and 0.01 levels. Annexe 11.25(a) presents an example of K-S test. The most of the
original data gave a good fit with the theoretical Poisson Distribution, which can be seen in
Annexe 11.25(b).

To sum up, the statistical analysis of request data proved that average number of requests
were different from class to class, but no significant difference of average number of requests
existed among the different libraries, and that the request (arrival rate) did not conform the
Poisson distribution well but the zero-truncated data did. Therefore, the average or mean
values derived from. the zero-truncated data can be (or have been) plugged into the models
without influencing the reliability of the models and the results derived from the models.

11.6.3 Statistical Analyses for CA an ILL processing time

In the data collection of both sets of data, a diary-like self observations were conducted, which
has been described in the previous chapter. In order to derive the average time duration for
each tasks of CA, the author gathered data about four staff dealing with acquisitions during
a period of four weeks. For a similar purpose, i.e. to derive percentage time devoted to each
tasks of ILL transaction, the author collected data about two staff handling request for a
period of two weeks. In the latter case, less objects were involved because of the fact that
ILL services had less workload than acquisitions. The data derived was the mean of around
90 observation. The standard error for each entry of data were calculated and presented in
Annexe 11.26.

95% is chosen as the level of confidence, which means that mea.sures derived from the random
observations could be expected to fall within calculated limits 95% of the time. Using the
formula L = 2</P9Tii for determining the allowable error in the sample mean, L, at 95%
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confidence, we can determine L = 0.046 for such a sample (90 observations). If we choose
90% as confidence, the allowable error for this sample equals 0.063. Checking the standard
error listed in Annexe 11.28., the results of mean duration for each task gave accuracy within
±6.3%.

As for the data for ILL transaction, around 50 observations were made. The standard error
for each tasks are presented in Annexe 11.27. If we chose 90confidence, the allowable error
for this size of sample is 0.085. Checking the standard error of mean percentage of time for
each task, they all gave accuracy within ±8.5%.

The results of the statistical analysis proved that the average time duration for ILL and
CA could represent the real situation since there were no statistical significance among the
samples.

11.6.4 Statistical Analysis and Validation

Before the theory and its implications can indicate anything to us concerning a particular
real-world system such as library circulation desk, however, the basic assumptions underlying
the model must be valid in that empirical system (as in any other operations research model).
In particular, the queueing model previously described assume that the distribution of arrivals
to the system can be described by a Poisson distribution and that the service times can be
described by an exponential distribution. These assumptions must be verified by collecting
and analysing real-world data.

The validation of queueing system has been tested by the request data collected in the system
being investigated. And the discussion of Chi-square and K-S tests for this purpose was given
in the preceding section. The results has shown that the modified distribution confirmed with
Poisson distribution.

11.6.5 Discussion

From the viewpoints of Statistics, some data may be lack of representatives and accuracy
because of either inadequacy in sample size, in terms of number of observations in one library
and number of libraries involved in observation, or the lack of randomness. The major causes
were these barriers and difficulties the author was confronted with during data collection.

11.7 Summary

Data collections are important in the process of modelling. Quantitative and qualitative data
collected will play different parts in the construction of descriptive and mathematical models.
However, a careful plan is crucial to the success of data collection. The reasons of collecting
data, types of data to collect, methods of collecting them and needs for statistical analysis
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must all be identified and borne in mind throughout the process of data collection.

In this project, enormous efforts were made in the data collection. The data collected can
largely serve the purposes mentioned above. However, dissatisfaction remains and was largely
caused by the barriers existed.
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Chapter 12

Summary and Synthesis (Review)

12.1 Introduction •

In this Chapter, the salient points of previous twelve chapters will be reviewed and summarised
under three broad heading: theoretical considerations, prologue of the study, core of the
study (design and analysis of design). The design of network is concerned with a broad
range of paired or related issues, such as overall system function and individual functions,
network organisation and individual libraries, and present situation and future development
etc. Those disparate issues need to be pulled together and the relationships among them need
to be fully understood throughout the project. It is certain that a synthesis of those issues is
very important. Thus attempts are made to synthesise some separate issues after reviewing
individual chapters.

12.2 Theoretical Considerations (Part One)

In this part, three major issues were considered as essential and integrated components of the
project. And the theoretical considerations of those issues are important guidelines to the
practices of network design and planning. The three issues are:

1. Problem Area, i.e. Theme-Co-operation, Resources-sharing a.nd Networking (Chapter
One)

2. Problem Areas and Approach-Design and Planning of Information System (Chapter
Two)

3. Approaches-Review of Methodologies (Chapter Three)

In a similar manner, all three broad issues were discussed and described by
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1. Identifying definitions;

2. Exploring the theories and states-of-the-arts;

3. Identifying the components of these issues; and

4. Reviewing the previous studies.

But each issues has its own salient points to be emphasised. The following sections are to be
devoted to individual issues.

12.2.1 Co-operation, Resource-sharing & Networking (Chapter One)

Definitions

The definitions of these terms are enormous. But the interpretation and emphasis varied
greatly. It is easiest to consider library co-operation, resources sharing and networking as
"generic" and mostly synonymous. A preferred definition, (reflected by the author), to cover
all these three terms, are: "two or more libraries or other organisations from either same
geographical areas, or same subject fields or same profession interests, pulling together, share
the resources and accomplish what they can not do, or cannot do as well, separately".

The author's emphasis was on the organisational characteristics of the network though some
technological aspects were inevitably involved in as it is time of dramatic technological
changes, which have impact on the organisational structure of networks.

Three Major Factors of a Library Network

Three major factors of a network were identified by Kent (1978) as:

1. Types (configurations) of Network

2. Types of Sources Material

3. Operations (Functions) performed

The advantages and disadvantages of each configuration are examined and discussed. But
upon a closer examination, few if any networks are of a pure type. In reality, many library
and information networks have or intend to have a. mixed configuration in one system. The
determination of configuration, in terms of management, largely depends on the existing
administrative structure of the system being designed.

As for the second and the third factors, they can be decided by the system objectives, service
orientations and user needs etc.
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The Impetus for Networking

The impetus of networking can be summarised as follows:

1. Growth of the Knowledge Record

2. Fragmentation of established Disciplines into new sub-fields and Emergence of Interdis-
ciplinary and Multidisciplinary Subjects

3. Rising of User Expectation (Demand)

4. Rising of Costs in the Collection of Information

5. Alternatives to Print in storing and transmitting Data

6. Advances in Communication Technology

1,2,3, and 4 have caused two recognitions: Recognition One is that no single library can be
wholly self-sufficient in the faces of demand for a broad spectrum of bibliographic require-
ment in support of user needs; And Recognition Two is that impossibility of funding from
governmental or non-governmental sources a multitude of libraries duplicating a good deal of
their efforts.

Therefore, economic and time pressures are forcing organisations to share rather than dupli-
cate information and other resources.

New technology provide the possibilities and capacities of processing huge batch of biblio-
graphical data.

Objectives of Network

Different networks have their own specific objectives to reflect the requirement of decision-
makers, needs of users and the performance of individual libraries.

Nevertheless, Kent (19i6) tried to identify general objectives of resource sharing network as
ones to provide a positive net effect

1. on the library user in terms of access to more material or services, and or

2. on the library budget in terms of providing level service at less cost than if undertake
individually.
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Network Functions

An array of network functions is performed by the existing networks. The number of fre-
quently cited functions exceeds twenty. Those functions can be grouped into two: "goal-
oriented" and "means-oriented". The former attempts to accomplish the primary goals of the
network while the latter contributes support to the accomplishment of the goals.

However, it will be too ambitious for a network to cover too many functions.

Barriers to Networking

Notling (1969) gave a very comprehensive summary of various barriers under four broad head-
ings: 1) Psychological, 2) Lack of Information and Experience, 3) Traditional and Historical
Barriers and 4) Physical and Geographical Barriers.

Many countries and networks suffer from similar barriers. Nevertheless, the degree of se-
riousness varies. Some other barriers appearing in certain countries, or networks, are not
necessarily shared by the others.

Governance of Network

Governance of network plays very important roles in formulating network goals and objec-
tives, setting up policies, and overcoming the barriers to networking etc. The categories of
governance are decided by various factors. And no formula exists for choosing governance
structure, which largely depends on the category selected.

12.2.2 Design and Planning of Information Systems (Chapter Two)

Concepts

In the broadest sense, a system is a set of interacting components, with its environment
outside. Decided by its nature, information system handles information of any kind, with
interlinked entities and processing.

System Design of Information Systems

It is recognised that there exist no generally accepted procedures for information systems
design. But there are some cardinal principles to be borne in mind throughout the design,
that is, having a clear pictures of the rationale and objectives of information system being
designed, the needs of user community, and the existing infra.structure. A good system design
tries to foresee all interactions, and to avoid unwanted ones.
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Under this heading, several researchers' description of system design were reviewed and im-
portant parts were cited as theoretical guidelines. It was hoped that they could help the
author work out her own design procedures.

Design and planning a complex information system-Network

The development of (advanced) networks of library and information services was categorised
by Slamacka (1970) and Rouse (1976) into two principal approaches:

1. By beginning with existing systems and services, and improving their efficiency;

2. By formulating new objectives and functions for a to-be-designed system.

The procedures for a to be designed system follows the sequence of three phases:

1. Assessment of the market;

2. Design of Information Services; and

3. Design of the Information System.

"The redesign of system involves the second and more often, only the third.

The design and planning should pay attention to two types of methods to induce the efficiency:
technical and organisational methods.

Four network planning elements were identified by Fiels and Drescher (1987) as: motivation,
setting of planning process goal, identification of key stakeholders and their involvement in
planning, and decision making process to be employed.

The design and planning of network, including redesigning, calls for more specific methodolo-
gies.

12.2.3 Review of Methodologies (Chapter Three)

12.2.4 Introduction

The importance of methodology in the research WNe emphasised: the core of research.

The decision about methodology should be based on 1) knowledge of basic research methods;
2) careful literature search; and 3) recognition of problems stated.
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This chapter reviewed basic research methods, the methodologies applied in the previous
studies and so on.

The research methods were classified according to different criteria: a) types of approaches,
i.e. non-quantitative and quantitative approaches, b) different phases of system development,
and c) different stages of systems approach etc ..

Non-quantitative Approaches

In this section, the definition, types and characteristics of non-quantitative approaches were
identified.

Around nine methods regarded as conventional research methods, can be used to cope with the
non-quantitative problems. Among the most frequently used methods are survey, observation,
descriptive and comparative study, and case study etc. Non-quantitative problems are those
falling into social, behavioural, psychological and political categories.

Special attentions were paid to the applications of non-quantitative approaches to network
studies. And the purposes of launched studies were identified and summarised.

It is discovered that the category of descriptive and comparative studies predominates in the
previous studies including description of total systems, or individual components of systems,
or description developed through observation or survey techniques. And some example were
given when discussing these studies.

Quantitative Approaches

In this section, operations research and statistical techniques are of major concerns.

Definition and concepts of operations research were given. Further introductions about OR
were made by discussing its components: i.e. model, processes, and model-building. The
important role of good model and model-building was emphasised: the essence of operations
research. And the characteristics of a model in OR is identified as a mathematical, and
necessarily an approximate, representation of reality.

There are varieties of OR techniques. In this project, the conventional techniques were identi-
fied, such as Decision Theory (e.g. Utility Function). Resource Allocation (Linear, or Integer
Programming), and Queueing Theory (e.g. Stocha.stic Process) etc ..

The possible application areas in library and information world were summarised by Leirnkuh-
ler and examples were given in each application areas.

Empha.sis was placed on the application to network studies. The applications can be versatile
since library networks offers fertile ground for contributions by developers of mathematical
models.
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In the review, important works were described, in terms of problem areas, models constructed
and techniques applied. The major contributors include Doggan, Nance, Rouse and Rouse
etc. The application areas were identified as planning, design, evaluation, prediction and
decision-making of network overall systems or individual functions.

Both advantages and limitations of operations research were identified. Bommer assessed the
situation of OR application in library and information world and stated four major reasons
why OR has failed to achieve its potential. Rouse(S.H)'s comments a.greed with Bommer's
assessment. On top of that, he suggested the possible solution to the problems confronted.

Some Special Considerations

Two important issues were thought needing special attentions. They were 1) Performance
Criteria and Measures, and 2) Cost-effective-benefits Analysis.

1. Performance Measure
One important role of performance criteria and measure was recognised: providing a
quantitative assessment of system outputs (services).

The objectives of performance criteria were identified. Williams (1976) suggested eight
network factors, i.e. reliability, flexibility, accessibility, availability, acceptability, effi-
ciency, effectiveness and quality control. /

Nevertheless, there exist problems and limitations of performance measures. Among
major limitations a.re

1. There is no recognised objective standard.
2. Most measures are relative;

3. It is difficult to design measures serving assessment of both general and particular
aspects of performance; and

4. No performance measures can give a complete picture, etc.

II. Cost-effective- benefit Analysis

The concepts of effectiveness, costs and benefits of an information service were clarified.
Five types of cost studies identified by Roberts, were described.

1. Cost Analysis
2. Cost Distribution and/or Cost Allocation Studies
3. Unit Costing and Timing Uses Cost Analysis
4. Cost-effectiveness Analysis
5. Cost-benefit Analysis

The five types form a hierarchy of increasing complexity and diversity of application.
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Cost analysis is the basic mode of study which provides information for the other descriptive
and analytical methods.

It is realised by the author that cost-effective and cost-benefit analysis are the ultimate
interests of the project. The former is system oriented: which of several alternatives performs
best according to the effectiveness criteria specified and does so at a given level costs. And
the latter is also a systematic comparison between the cost of carrying out a services and the
value of that services.

Remarks

As the author stated before, the main purposes of reviewing basic research methods and
methodologies applied, is to seek for suitable research methods and to help design the method-
ology of the author's own. The author believes that the review is fairly comprehensive and it
is certainly a valuable guideline to the project.

12.3 Prologue of the Study (Part Two)

Before the design and planning, the purposes and objectives and decision problems of the
project need to be stated. The approaches to the problem areas need to be decided, which
may be based on 1) the theoretical guidelines; 2) characteristics of network; and 3) decision
problems in the project. Moreover the existing infrastrcuture of the system being designed and
its environmental factors need to be examined. Two chapters were dedicated for the above
purposes. Chapter Four identified the problem areas and sought for suitable methodology
while Chapter Five examined the system and environment in a critical manner. Those two
chapters provide a prologue of the study. The following sections are devoted to the summary
of both separately.

12.3.1 Methodology applied to the Study (Chapter Four)

It has been realised by the author that it is of importance to clarify the purpose and objectives
of the project before the decision about methodology to be applied is made.

The objectives can be summarised in a simple sentence: i.e., the author intends to design
and plan an agricultural library and information network in China, in other words, to seek
a cost-effective-benefit network model suited to Chinese circumstance. A decision was made
about the approaches to be adopted-the systems approach. which takes the form of both
descriptive and mathematical models.
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Design and Planning

To guide the practice of design and planning, the overall design procedures were identified
and flowcharted.

The design procedures are applicable to both approaches. The non-quantitative approaches
are applied to describe, identify and evaluate some qualitative factors and assist the quan-
titative approaches. While the quantitative approaches are expected to set up operations
research models and to test the hypothesis.

Besides, two devices were worked out to assist the overall design and planning. They are
Top-bottom and Two-level planning.

In the Top-bottom planning, three levels were identified-program, structure and function
policy levels. Therefore, the Top-bottom and Bottom-top flows of design and planning aim
at answering the following questions: in what mode, with which structure, and by which
policies, the network and network functions will perform most cost-effectively? The underly-
ing philosophy in this device is embodied in the overall design and the design of individual
functions.

In the two-level hierarchical planning, two levels of trade-offs were emphasised, i.e. resources
allocation among co-operative activities and resource allocation among different criteria (de-
sired levels) within one activity. Many trade-offs need to be made at two levels, such as
trade-off between effectiveness- benefit criteria and costs, between cost requirements and bud-
get constraints etc.

The whole project may be summarised as taking the cost-effective-benefits of the services as
overall criteria, and cost-effective-benefit analysis as an processing tool to determine 1) what
is the best model? 2) which alternative programmes will be run? and 3) what is reasonable
resources allocations among and within co-operative activities.

Non-quantitative Approaches

In this section, the issues to which the non-quantitative approaches are applied, are identified.
They are the following issues:

1. Description & Evaluation of L&I Systems in China

2. Description of ZALINET

3. Some Design Issues

(a) Determination of Configuration of the Network:

(b) Identifying the Objective of Xetwork:
(c) Identifying Environmental Factors;

(d) Identifying the Resource, Nodes, Links and Users;
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(e) Defining Performance Measures; and
(f) Identifying the Constraints, etc.

The discussions of each issues included the particular methods adopted, the components of
each issues and the chapters dedicated to the issues. And the detailed descriptions were left
for the later chapters.

Quantitative Approaches

Modelling procedures were identified and flowcharted. Brief discussions of each steps were
given.

The procedures were embodied in the formulation of the following issues:

1. Mathematical Modelling in Formulation of Individual Objective Functions

• Optimal Resource Allocation-CAP
• Cost-effectiveness of ILL-DC Services
• Cost-effectiveness of IR Systems

2. (Mathematical) Modelling in Overall Network Trade-off

In the discussion of each issues, the particular techniques and problems to be solved were
outlined. And specific chapters devoted were indicated.

These mathematical models mainly serve the purposes of trade-offs. The complete quantita-
tive solutions are left until the numeric data become available. Nevertheless, the derivation
of some analytical and hypothetical solutions were made and examples were -given. And
qualitative conclusions were drawn based on the analysis of the models.

Data Collection

The usefulness of data (both published and survey data) was appreciated and generalised.

The classification of data was identified. The methods of data collection and statistical
analysis were outlined.

Conclusion

The methodology consists of a variety of methods, such a.sdescriptive analysis, survey meth-
ods, mathematical programming, and eEB analysis etc. And it is the combination of nOI1-
quantitative and quantitative approaches, and the combination of descriptive models and
mathematical models and hybrid models.
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12.3.2 General Overview on Library and Information Systems in China
(Chapter Five)

In the preceding sections, most cases reviewed are from the western situations. Whether
the theories and techniques employed are applicable and how they can be adapted to Chi-
nese circumstances need a careful diagnosis of the existing system, its environment and its
background etc.

This chapter was intended to give a critical overview of the Chinese system and their envi-
ronmental factors.

General Description of China

The general description of China covered its geographical scale, population, administrative
division, transportation, agriculture, science and technology and economic situation. The
most distinguished characteristics of China are its vast land, big population, less developed
economy, and high dependence on agriculture in its economy.

In agriculture, there exists various unfavourable conditions. However, the reform of rural
economy has been inspiring and has already brought out great impacts.

Structures of China's Library and Information System

The present situations of the overall totality were examined under the following headings:
1) organisations, 2) information resources, 3) dissemination, 4) personnel, 5) services, 6)
utilisation and 7) co-operation.

The overall totality are regarded as environment and background to agricultural library and
information system.

I. Organisational Structure
The organisational structure of the system is rather complicated, which consists of more
than nine sub-systems. Among the main sub-systems are public, academic (research),
university & college library systems and sci-tech information institutes.
These sub-systems have been erected either on a series of administrative levels or on
administrative organisations. As for organisational structure, some are composite star,
some are ring mixed with star and some are hierarchical.

The varied structural characteristics complicate the infrastructure of Chinese library
and information system. It mixes all the standard configurations.

There was lack of co-ordinating body across the sub-systems until 1987. However, the
complicated administrative relationship has restricted the present co-ordinating body
(interlibrary co-ordinating organisation in ISTIC) from exerting its full effects,
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II. Information Resource

As for information resource, China is faced with the following severe crisis: a) low
coverage, b) high degree of unnecessary duplication, c) bias towards to the information
resources at research levels, and d) low utilisation etc.

III. Dissemination Structure

The publication of periodicals can be regarded as typical indicator. In the process of
information dissemination in China, the research institutes and information institutes
play important roles.

The subject bias of information dissemination is given to applied science and engineer-
ing. And intellectual bias is given to research level.

"Internal publications" (not open to public subscription) occupy an overwhelming pro-
portion of publications. This is a rare phenomenon in the world.

More and more attentions have been paid to the publication of secondary sources since
early 1980s.

IV. Personnel Structure

In China, recent years, both quantity and quality of librarian and information workers
have been improved.

A high proportion of university graduates is desired and it happens in both the systems
of university library and Chinese Academy of Science.

However, there has been a shortage of qualified librarianship and information science
personnel. The training and education of this subject to staff is necessary.

V. Services Structure

The changing trends in China's library user services was viewed as a) changing from
single function to multiple functions, and b) expanding from document services to in-
formation services.

The present services covered almost exhaust the check-lists of some developed countries.

Present Stat us of Co-operation in China

The concept of co-operation, resource-sharing and networking in China. are not new. The
history of networking can be traced back to the late 1950s. Nevertheless, networking were
paralysed due to the "Cultural Revolution".

Since 1976, library services in China enter a period of recovery and progress. The exam-
ples given in this section illustrate the progress made, such as the compilation of "Chinese
Thesaurus" through joint efforts, the establishment of committee to assume the role of co-
ordination and so 011.

With an critical overview, the development of co-operation, resource-sharing and networking
in China is admittedly left behind. Major constraints are from the following:
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a. Technical b. Administrative
c. Financial d. Motivation

Overview of China's Agricultural Library and Information Systems

The development of agriculture, and the reform of rural economy have brought out dramatic
changes, which have raised increased demand on information and challenged some existing
incompatible performance of agricultural library and information systems.

Faced with new challenges, it is important for library and information systems to readjust
and improve their services. A effective system calls for scientific allocation of information
resources, and effective dissemination and services.

This section aims at giving a critical overview of present situation of China's Agricultural and
Information systems, in the same manner as did for totality, but emphasis was given to the
necessity, impetus, favourable conditions and constraints of networking.

Major characteristics of the system can be summarised as follows:

1. Mixed nature of system organisational structure;

2. Bias in the distribution of information resources geographical area-wise, sector-wise and
organisation -wise;

3. Predominance of "internal" mode for publications; and

4. Inadequate control in co-operation and networking.

I. Organisational Structure
The libraries and information centres can be characterised according to their patron,
l.e, parent organisations. Five sectors were identified: 1) Research, 2) Education, 3)
Administrative, 4) Production, and 5) others.

The system consists of four horizontal levels, i.e. national, provincial, prefectural and
county levels and five vertical sectors mentioned above. However, the links between
these various libraries and information centres are loosened and communications are
difficult due to the complex administrative relationships.

As for internal structure, university libraries contain information units while research
libraries are contained in the departments 01' institutes of sci-tech information.

II. Agricultural Information Resources

In agricultural library and information system, there exists similar problems to the
totality, such as low coverage, unnecessary duplication, bias towards information at
research levels and low utilisation etc.

Figures and examples were given when discussing coverage, duplication degree, distri-
bution and utilisation.
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III. Dissemination of Agricultural Information
A set of statistical data collected by Jiang and his colleagues was translated and repro-
duced to give a general picture of agricultural information output in China.
Majority of periodicals concern general and agricultural engineering subjects. And
agricultural research institutes playa major role in the process of dissemination.
However, with the reform taking place in the rural economy, more attentions have been
paid to practical, technical and marketing information, which was largely ignored in the
past.
Large numbers of secondary sources have emerged since early 1980s, of which a big
proportion is translation-oriented. It would be more sensible if Chinese agricultural
abstracting services focus on domestic literature and provide a good supplement to
world agricultural abstracting services.

IV. Agricultural IR System in China
For the time being, manual IR still predominates in China. However, the establishment
of computerised IR systems are under way, and their scales are expanding. In this sec-
tion, some figures and examples were given to illustrate the picture of the development.
As for China's Agricultural IR system, four major steps were taken, i.e. 1) importing
foreign tapes, such as CAB, AGRICOLA, & AGRIS etc., 2) compiling Agricultural
Thesaurus of Subject Terms, 3) building domestic agricultural databases and databanks,
and 4) setting up AGRIS centres. And the future of Agricultural IR system is promising.

V. Co-operation between agricultural libraries and information centres

Various interlibrary co-operative activities are carried out among some agricultural li-
braries and information centres.

One fairly established activity is the exchange of material. Nevertheless, two major
problems exist. They are ,

1. A lack of formal organisation
2. Only small scales of co-operations are exercised.

Types of Agricultural Libraries and Information Centres, and Their Users

In this section, the agricultural and agricultural relevant libraries and information centres
in five categories were identified. Their status of development, orientation of services, and
contribution to agricultural information were discussed. Meanwhile, attempt was made to
identify their users, users' needs and behaviour.

1. Research Sector ~
In research sectors, four types of libraries and information centres were identified from
national to prefectural levels. Their orientation and responsibility are decided by their
administrative levels, specialisations and geographical locations etc.
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National centre (STDIC-CAAS) aims at developing into a solid back-up for other lower-
level libraries and information centres.

Specialised institutes play very important roles in promoting the research and produc-
tion in their locality. Their libraries and information centres are expected to become
subject centres and provide effective services to satisfy users' demand on subject infor-
mation.

Information institutes containing libraries in provincial academies of agricultural sci-
ences are one of the strongest candidates of a provincial centre due to their stock status,
their important roles in agricultural research, education and production in the province.

Information divisions in prefectural agricultural research institutes are developed to
facilitate agricultural research, productions and technological extension in the locality
(including six to seven counties).

Types of users in research sector were identified as 1) researchers, and 2) non-researchers
(including administrators, technicians, experimental worker and others). Their infor-
mation needs and behaviours vary, which are related to their intellectual levels, research
experiences, foreign language ability and speciality etc.

II. Education Sector

Two main types of educational bodies were identified, l.e. agricultural universities or
colleges (high education) and agricultural schools (vocational schools).

Generally speaking, agricultural university and college libraries have been stocked with
larger collections than others. And they are ideal organisers of the training courses for
their colleagues from other sectors. Compared with university libraries, they are more
specialised. More books about elementary knowledge and pra.ctical skills are stocked
due to the cha.racteristics of education.

Three major types of user were identified, i.e. students, teachers, and others (including
administrator, technician, experimental farmers). Information needs and behaviour
from those three types are very different. They may require information of similar
subjects, but different levels and purposes.

III. Administration Sector

One major type of organisation was identified in this sector-agricultural departments
at three levels (provincial, prefectural and county), which are policy-making' or pre-
policy-making bodies.

At provincial level, three divisions serve the purposes of information provision, i.e. 1)
Archival Offices, 2) Reference &. Internal Publication Divisions and 3) Libraries, of
which the first one is better established.

The officers in the departments rely on three major types of information sources; 1)
official publications. 2) reports from production fronts; and 3) foreign &. domestic liter-
ature. They have built up their own channels and networks to acquire the information
needed. which seems reasonably efficient.

VI. Production Sector

Two major types fall into this category-e-State-run Farms and Specialised House-hold
farms.
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Libraries and information services in this sector are the least developed in China. Li-
braries (probably only reading-room) are usually stocked with insufficient collections.
And the nearest possible access to a bigger collection for both types offarms are county
public libraries, technological extension stations and county agricultural departments.
Unfortunately these libraries or information services themselves have difficulties in sat-
isfying the increased information demand due to their limited collection.
The major user group in this category are farmers, technical personnel and administra-
tors.
To satisfy the information needs of these groups, the three sectors mentioned above,
have taken some effective measures but much more are needed.

V. Others
Five types of libraries or information centres were identified and described under this
heading. They are

1. Libraries and information services in technological extension centre and stations;
2. Agricultural sections in public libraries
3. Agricultural Divisions in provincial and prefectural institutes of sci-tech informa-

tion;
4. Libraries or information services in township enterprises and in the respective ad-

minitrative bodies;
5. Agricultural library association and agricultural sci-tech information association.

The above have played important roles in the provision of agricultural information. It
would be desirable if they could be more easily accessible by more users, in terms of
reading, borrowing and retrieving etc.

Finally, the user groups, their information needs and services to them, were summarised.

12.4 Core of the Study (I) - Design

,
This part is divided into two sub-titles, i.e. design and analysis of design.

Design includes four chapters concerning the overall design and the design of four individual
functions, i.e. CA programme, ILL-UC and IR systems. Analysis of design consists of two
chapters, i.e. CEB (Cost-effective-benefit) analysis. and data collection and validation.

Overall design is concerned with the issues at system level, i.e. network level. While the
design of individual functions took the similar fashions for each, which can be summarised as
follows:

1. Review of the history, the state-of-the-arts, and present situation of the particular net-
work functions in both advanced countries and China;
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2. Identification of definitions for particular functions and principles for their design;

3. Identification of design issues, including objectives, key components, configurations and
methods etc;

4. Exploration of impacts of new technology on the particular functions and definition of
the particular functions in three alternative programmes;

5. Construction of models, both descriptive and mathematical, for the particular functions;

However, as Chapter four pointed out, the mathematical model in this project mainly serve the
purposes of indicating trade-offs and help to draw some analytical and qualitative solutions.

In this research project, CEB analysis was adopted to generate the alternatives-which alter-
native programme is most cost-effective? Chapter Ten described the process of cost analysis,
benefit identification, and finally the generation by Analytical Hierarchy Process. In the
chapter of data collection, descriptions were given to the particular surveys, observations and
other data gathering exercise and statistical analysis.

12.4.1 Overall Design (Chapter Six)

This chapter aimed at describing design issues at network level and establishing the overall
design logic and structure. Based on those work, an attempt was made to give a brief
description to the network being designed, i.e. ZALINET.

Following the procedures identified in Chapter Four, this chapter embodied the following
procedures at network overall system level:

1. Identifying objectives;

2. Identifying nodes, links and resources;

3. Determining network structure;

4. Establishing overall performance criteria and measures;

5. Identifying alternative programmes;

6. Identifying governance, policies and standard; and

7. Determining network functions.

The embodiment under each heading covered the following contents:

1. How important are the particular issues?

2. What are the procedures for identification and determination?
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3. What are to be considered when identifying and "determining the particular issues?

4. What are the results of identification and determination?

5. How are these results linked with the issues in the following chapters, Le. the design of
individual functions?

Objectives

The establishment of high-level overall objectives were proposed to reflect the national objec-
tives, the need of users and the performance of individual libraries etc.

Identification of Nodes, Link and Resource

This was based on the identification made in Chapter Five. Altogether, over fifteen types
(from five sectors and three levels) of libraries and information services were identified. And
their link and resources were also identified and assessed.

Determination of Network Structure

The determination of network structure was suggested to base on 1) knowledge of basic
configurations, 2) existing infrastructures, and 3) technologies applied. Thus the configuration
of the China's Agricultural Library and Information Networks should be composite star, in
terms of management.

The Establishment of Performance Criteria and Measures

The establishment of performance criteria and measure is usually thought as the first stage
of modelling. Attempts were made to set up overall performance criteria and measures for
the network. At this level, five criteria were identified, including Accessibility, Availability,
Timeliness, Reliability and Cost-effectiveness etc.

Identification 'of Alternative Programmes

Cost-effective-benefit comparison between manual and computerised system were thought
vital in such a time of technological change. The technological advancement in the world and
the Chinese situation were examined. Then three alternative programmes were identified and
defined.
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Governance

The governances in Chinese circumstance mainly fall into the first category of six, identified
by Stevens, i.e. governance by governmental agency.

Network Functions

Based on the review of various functions performed by existing networks and networks in
design in both advanced countries and China, more than a half dozen functions were chosen
as major functions for the network being designed, of which four were decided to design in
detail. It has been realised that it is vital to understand the relationship between functions
in the process of design.

Brief Description of ZALINET

The embodiment of the design procedure was also illustrated by a brief description of the
network being designed. The following aspects were covered:

1. Geographical Scale

2. Types of Nodes

3. Governance

4. Co-ordinating Body

. 5. Objectives

6. Types of Functions of the Network

7. User Groups and Information Needs

12.4 ..2 Design of CA Programme (Chapter Seven)

The structure of the chapters dedicated to the design of individual functions were outlined in
the beginning of the summary of the Core of the Study (I)-Design. Thus here the author
intends to make a summary along this structure.

General Considerations

1. Introduction
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Under this heading, both the history and present situation of CAP in the advanced
countries and China were reviewed; definitions were clarified; key elements of CA were
identified and methods of CA were reviewed.
History of CA programme can be traced back to late 1940s in USA and late 1950s
in China. The existing CA programmes vary in terms of their scale, formality and
methods.
The main impetus to CA programmes are increased output of information and tightened
budgets in libraries etc. And benefits of CA can be summarised as increased accessibility,
cost-effectiveness, reduced duplication and waste etc.
The major obstacles to CA may stem from 1) user habit, 2) local autonomy, 3) insti-
tutional difference, and 4) conflict between the responsibilities of a library to its own
users and those which undertakes as a member of network in economical aspect etc ..

II. Definitions and Concepts
Three terms were identified as the most frequently used terms to describe the concepts
of co-operations in collection development. They were 1) Information Resource Allo-
cation, 2) Co-operative (Co-ordinated) Collection Development, and 3) Co-operative
Acquisition. It was decided that CA would be used for the most of cases.

III. Design Issues
Six elements identified by Fiels were thought useful principles of the design. Among
them are Firm Commitment, Interlibrary Communications and Physical Access to Ma-
terial etc.

IV. Methods of CA
Two main methods were identified. They are subject specialisation and frequent con-
sideration about filling gap by network executive committee.

Optimum Distribution of AIR-Descriptive

Under this heading, geographical characteristics of agricultural production was regarded as
one very distinct characteristics, which have influenced the existing patterns of information
resource distribution. The future information re~ources allocation should take this into ac-
count.

Three principles were worked out to guide the information allocation. Some justifications and
examples were given to support these principles.

Based on the principles proposed, the infrastructure of AIR centres nation-wide can be rec-
ommended as four levels, i.e. national, regional, provincial and city (town). The possible
candidates of centres at each levels were identified and the locations (cities) were illustrated.

As for a province-wide information resource distribution. some more specific principles in-
cluding political issues and strategic allocations were proposed.
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Some strategic allocations and responsibility assignments were made and suggested to follow.
They include

1. The assessment of the collection strength and subject bia.s of the libraries and informa-
tion centres;

2. The identification of geographical characteristics of information resource distribution;

3. The differentiation of sectoral characteristics of information resource distribution;

4. The identification of resources already available a.nd future possible input.

Based on the identification of design issues and principles in information resource distribution.
A brief description of CAP in ZALINET was given, in terms of objectives, co-ordinating body,
funding, commitment, interlibrary communication, physical access, and standardisation etc.

Model of Optimum Resource Allocation-Mathematical

Four performance criteria have been identified to describe how well the CAP will operate.
They are 1) Network Material Accessibility, 2) Cost- effectiveness of ILL from other systems,
3) Geographical Accessibility, and 4) Local Availability.

Mathematical expression of objective functions were formulated for these four objectives.
And the usefulness of these single objective functions were found as objective tools for cost
analysis and trade-offs. The mathematical models can serve two major purposes. An example
was given to prove the usefulness of analytical solutions derived, by which some qualitative
conclusions were drawn.

12.4.3 Design of ILL-UC System (Chapter Eight)

Introd uction

The importance and impetus of ILL in a network environment were recognised. And the
rapid growth of the ILL services were noted. UC was regarded as useful a.ssistance to ILL
services and other services as well. Due to the recognition of the close relationship between
two, these two functions were put together.

ILL System

I. Overview

ILL in libraries are not new phenomena. in both advanced countries and China. In the
western countries, a. more dedicated approach has appeared, i.e. document delivery.
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Line summarised the main features of existing interlibrary loan practices in such aspects
as UC, direct requesting, centralisation, regional organisation, circulation of requests
and subject specialisation etc.

Overall, ILL has advanced a great deal in recent years in both advanced and developing
countries, but the situation is far from being perfect: it appears that satisfaction rates
often do not exceed 70%; supply time of 3 weeks or more are norm rather than exception;
and costs seem likely to be generally high.

The findings from the survey by Line et al, about ILL in developing countries, such
as severe shortage of funds for libraries, unsatisfactory photocopying equipment and a
shortage of photocopying supplies, poor postal services, lack of foreign currency etc.,
are also found in China.

II. Design Issues

Again the design issues consist of definitions, objectives, policies, governance, compo-
nents of ILL system and relevant factors, structure and scale, and methods etc.

The main elements of an ILL system were identified as a) collection of documents, b)
means of locating documents, c) procedures for requesting documents and supplying
documents, d) communications.

Relevant factors identified by Line are a) Geography and Population, b) Constitution,
c) Stage and Nature of Development, and d) Education and Research etc.

Again the basic models identified by Line hardly exist in reality by their own alone.
Each model needs to be supported by other models.

?

The types of transaction were categorised as a) Two-body, b) Three-body, and d) N-
body Transactions, which were decided by the availability of UC. And, main tasks of
ILL were identified for request and resource library respectively.

uc
I. Overview

UC or union lists are to be found extensively- in the world. It is very common that
in many countries union catalogue are compiled only for foreign material. Overall,
union lists of serials are much more common than UC of monographs. Published union
catalogue, especially in microform can be seen in a lot of cases. In advanced countries,
computer-held UC seems likely to supersede other UC systems.

II. UC Systems in China

Several UC are availably at national level, and most of them are in printed form. And
since 1985, the design and implementation of first nation-wide union catalogue database
system of Chinese Sci-tech periodicals have been under way. More than 10,000 titles of
Chinese journals held by fifty-six participating information institutions throughout the
country have already been stored in the database.

III. Design Issues
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Design Issues identified included definition, objectives, components of compilation and
maintenance of UC.

The decision to establish a union catalogue usually involves two types of assessments,
i.e. assessment of the circumstance and assessment of financial and technical resources.

The objective of the UC is to facilitate access to collections, thereby making the maxi-
mum use of resources.

In this project, compilation (production) and maintenance were regarded as two major
issues of design. The establishment of editorial centre was thought important in the
organisation of UC compilation.

As regards with maintenance, it is mainly concerned with up-dating of UC, which is
crucial in the design. Different media of UC permit different degree of convenience for
up-dating. Among them, printed version is most difficult to be up-to-dated.

Concerning location of UC, the ideal locations of a, single national, or regional or network
UC is in their ILL centre if one exists, or strongest library in a network. This makes
for better control and management, and assures the continuity.

Impacts of Technology in ILL- UC Systems

Line (1980) categorised the main technological changes likely affecting ILL into two, i.e.
possible changes in the pattern and form of publication and changes in locating, requesting
and supplying documents.

As for the first category of change, it seems doubtful if conventional publication will be
superseded for material for which there is a substantial market.

While regarding the second category of change, the greatest impact is likely to be that of
computer technology. It can be used to construct and maintain union catalogues, and to
publish them, in hard copies or more usually on Computer Output Microform (COM).

It is realised that the degree of impacts will be decided by several factors, including appropriate
computer system, effective on-line systems and so on.

Model of China's Agricultural ILL- UC System-Descriptive

When proposing and design a model for an ILL- U C system in China, Chinese circumstances
should be borne in mind.

1. National and Regional AgriculturallLL-UC system as Back-ups for Local Networks

Overall, an National ILL-DC network consist of a national centre, planned /decen-
tralised/regional/ ILL systems and planned/decentralised /with hierarchical/local ILL-
DC systems.
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This is a top-bottom infrastructure viewed from the national level administration. From
a local network's point of view, a bottom-top planning is necessary. Under an unified
CA programme, the network is assured to have a largest possible stock with minimum
unnecessary duplications. Thus majority of requests should be satisfied within the
network. While unfulfilled requests will then be sent to regional or national centres.
The reasons to have regional co-ordinating centre were stated. They can be first back-
ups to meet the demands on subject information and to reduce the workload placed
upon the national centre. And they are immediate access to reduce the turn-around
time and costs for postage etc.
The importance of UC was examined: certain scale and forms at certain levels are
essential for the network.

II. Description of ILL-UC System in ZALINET
Under this heading, the concern is given to the ILL-UC System within the network being
designed. In a similar fashion to that for CA programme, objectives, co-ordinating body,
funding, standardisation, structure of ILL-UC system ,...ere determined.

III. Identification of Components in three Programmes
The means, resources, equipments involved in both ILL and DC at three programmes
were identified and defined.

Modes of ILL-UC System-Mathematical Model

The purposes of mathematical models were emphasised, such as a device for trade-offs. And
the process of formulation was described.

I. Performance Criteria
The effectiveness criteria identified include fill rate, user satisfaction rate, and turn-
around time. However, these performa.nce measures are incomplete without costs.
Therefore, what any system should achieve is maximum cost-effectiveness.

II. Presenting Problems
The key decision problems in this mathematical model is to determine whether UC is to
be produced or not and whether it will be kept centrally or locally. Three assumptions
were made. They are a) UC locally accessible, b) UC centrally accessible and c) Non-
UC available. The assumptions have led to three categories of ILL transaction: a)
Two-body, b) Three-body and c) N-body Transaction.
The total turn-around time in three cases were formulated, which consisted of processing
time. waiting time, transmitting time and delivery time etc. There were various trade-
offs, such as that between handling efficiency and staff time allocated (cost), between
local availability and cost and so on. The measures to reduce turn-around time were
suggested.
Once the network decides to compile a UC. it is necessary to take a. cost-effective
consideration about a) form, b) variety, c) coverage, and d) degree of availability,
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A cost-effective model was formulated by goal programming. And the underlying philosophy is
that nodes with higher arrival rate, higher handling efficiency, easier accessibility and cheaper
staff costs will have the priority to keep a UC and carry out UC consulting services.

12.4.4 The Design of IR System (Chapter Nine)

Introduction

Lancaster (1979) listed the history of methods for physical implementation of IR system
from pre-co-ordinate indexes in completely manual mode (Pre-1940), to online computer
system (1970S) and to completely paperless systems (1990S). The prediction for 1990S, l.e.
completely paperless systems seems too optimistic.

However, the list indicates only the decades in which the major development in a particular
types of system occurred.

In advanced countries, the computer-based IR systems have developed rapidly. Initially,
computers were used to process searches in batch mode; while the general availability of on-
line access to database is inevitable technological consequence of applying computers to the
processing of bibliographical and referral information.

Three sectors were identified in on-line information industry. They are the producers of
databases, the service suppliers or vendors, and the users of the systems.

Fairly recently, the advantages of microcomputers in IR, i.e. low cost, ease-of-use and ease-
of-control etc. were appreciated. The main problem was the lack of suitable packages for IR.
Many microcompu,ter now have communication facilities and can serve as terminals to larger
systems.

Compared with advanced countries, China is left behind. The initial trial of computer-based
IR systems in China occurred almost one decade later than those pioneers. While the degree of
widespreading is even more left behind. The difficulties in the processing of Chinese characters
have been great barriers to the development. And other problems faced include the lack of
unified programme and planning, shortage of budgets and qualified technical personnel and
low utilisation of the services etc. Nevertheless, through ten years efforts, much progress has
been made.

With much attention and efforts in the development of computer-based IR systems in China,
we should not misinterpret the situation and assume that China's IR system can be transferred
from conventional manual mode to computer-base mode widely soon. The improvement of
manual services is still necessary at this stage.
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Design Issues of IR System

Definitions of several concepts in IR system, such as Database, On-line IR and SDI etc. were
identified and clarified. The components of IR systems identified by Lancaster (1979) were
adopted.

The design issues include objectives, policies, structure, mode and types of services, hardware
and software consideration.

Two major groups of factors, i.e. database factors and factors associated with the exploitation
of database were also identified as design issues.

The effect of networking on IR services were recognised: sharing expensive resource, includ-
ing database, hard copies of references, and new technologies (i.e. hardware, software and
telecommunication) etc.

Descriptive Model of IR Systems in China

1. National Sci-tech IR System

National Sci-tech IR System in China is proposed a modified star configuration. Re-
gional or Ministerial subsystems are prepared to be established as long as the conditions
(e.g. telecommunication) permit. Based on these sub-networks, the national sci-tech
IR network can be expected to form.

A detailed plan, consisting of three stages, were prepared by ISTIC. They are the stages
of off-line services (five years), online retrieval systems (five years), on-line retrieval
network (five years).

II. National Agricultural IR System

National Agricultural IR System is a sub-system of the National Sci-tech Computerised
IR System. The descriptive model presented its objective, and system structure, includ-
ing organisational structure, the structures of hardware, database, software, telecom-
munication and system functions.

The organisational structure will be modified hierarchical, which is decided by its ex-
isting infrastructure and other factors. The national centre will be equipped with a
main-frame computer, and the regional and provincial centre are suggested to acquire
compatible computer systems. Several databases are proposed to build up. Among
them are Foreign Agricultural Sci-tech Databases, Chinese Agricultural Bibliograph-
ical Databases, Fact and Numeric Databases, Agricultural Bibliographic Catalogue
Databases and Agricultural On-going Research Project Databases etc.

The system functions will consist of multi-lingual storage and retrieval, multi-media
transmission and multitype of services etc.

The importance in application of microcomputers in the system was emphasised. And
the subscription to CD-ROl\l databases was suggested.

III. Provincial Agricultural IR 1fodel
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Under this heading, the roles of provincial centres in Agricultural IR System was dis-
cussed since the national Agricultural IR network will eventually links up the national
centre with those centres. Provincial centres include libraries or information centres
in provincial academies of agricultural sciences, agricultural universities and national
specialised research institutes. The fulfilment of the tasks assigned by the national plan
will bring out a solid material foundation for provincial IR systems.

Based on the design issues and the roles identified, a description of IR system in ZA-
LINET was given in following aspects: a) objectives, b) configurations, c) mode of
searching, d) types of services, and e) installation of IR centres etc ..

IV. Identification of Components in Three Programmes.
Again, the resource, means, equipment involved in three programmes, i.e. manual IR
system, Off-line IR system and On-line IR system were elaborated.

Mathematical Model of IR Systems in China

I. Performance Criteria and Measures

Three levels of criteria, i.e. effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and cost-benefits, were cho-
sen.
Lancaster's definitions for some effectiveness mea.sures, such as recall and precision,
response times, user efforts were a.dopted.

II. Modelling
The factors affecting the marketing of sci-tech information were identified and used to
estimate the number of potential users of IR system.
A cost-effective model was constructed to decide the most cost-effective mode, and
optimum number of IR centres and their locations.

12.5 Core of the Study (II) - Analysis of Design

12.5.1 Cost-eft'ective-benefit Analysis (CEB)-Generation of Alternatives
(Chapter Ten) .

Introduction

Definitions of three alternatives programmes at both network level and function level were
identified in the preceding chapters. These alternative programmes need a. careful CEll analy-
sis in the practice of design and planning. This chapter was devoted to describing the process
of analysis.

Cost a.nalysis and benefit assessment have provided information to assist the cost-benefit
analysis processed by AHP.
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The comparison between manual and computerised system, however, is not ea.sy at all, Fre-
quently the automated system provides capacities that almost impossible for the manual sys-
tem to provide. It is rather difficult to accurately predict the costs of a projected automated
system.

Cost Analysis for Network Functions

Under this heading, cost analysis, as a ba.sic mode of study, provides information for CEB
analysis. Cost analysis can be carried out and its data presented in a variety of ways.

Usually cost analysis of a system involves the identification of the system functions, the com-
ponents of functions and the resource incurred for each components. For planning purpose,
it is useful to compare the total costs of different possible systems. For system designers and
managers, the cost of day-to-day operations need to be compared.

A checklist of cost components in computerised systems was identified. The lea.st total cost
methodology was applied. This methodology considers all of the costs to network to acquire
and to maintain the system over a five- to seven year period.

Under succeeding headings, the cost analysis of individual functions were made.

I. Cost Analysis of CA
Cost components of CA were identified: the full cost of CA includes not only the
purcha.se, but the staff costs of communication, selection and acquisition.
The determination of purcha.se cost wa.sbased on the the assumptions concerning cost-
effective. By assuming certain reasonable targets of effectiveness measures, the cost
requirements for four criteria, thus can be calculated.
The assumptions of reasonable targets were based on the analysis of the data from
three major sources: a) published data and statistics, b) survey data, and c) analytical
solutions of single objective functions (Formulations).
The steps of determination were identified and flowcharted. Detail explanation were
given in the appendix by clarifying the terms and the procedures of the calculation.
Several sets of data collected in the surveys were used, such as request data (including
request distribution), costs data and so on.

The results of calculations took two forms, i.e. sum of cost requirements for four criteria
measures despite of forms (book or periodica1s) and sum of cost requirement for different
language and forms irrespective of the four criteria.
Examining the results, we can see that an overwhelming majority of budget will have
to be allocated to foreign materials because of the high price and other reasons. The
rank of cost requirement is as follows: F B > F P > CP > CB.

Determination of labour costs for operations wa.sba.sed on a diary exercise preceded in
ZAU. Before data collection, the ta.sks of CA operation were identified and flowcharted
at both network and local library levels. Only the data about manual operation were
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collected since few libraries automated their acquisition procedures. Results were cal-
culated based on the duration of processes, salary rate (unit cost per minutes) and so
on.
The author believes that there will be some staff time reduction in the automated
acquisition operations. Assumptions, therefore, were made for number of staff involved
in three different programmes, showing a reduction of staff time and costs.

As for the total costs, the detailed cost components for each programme were identified
under two headings, i.e. one-time purchase and annual fees. And costs were calculated.

II. Cost Analysis for ILL-UC
The factors influencing the costs for processing ILL requests were identified and com-
ponents of costs were specified.

Two sets of cost studies, i.e. the determination of unit cost and least total cost were
carried out for three programmes. It was realised that labour cost was an important
component in determining unit cost. To help calculating labour cost, the tasks of ILL
transaction in either request or resource or relay library were identified and flowcharted.
A self-observation method was used to gather the data about time distribution of each
procedures. Attempts were made to work out unit cost for request, and resources library
by different transmission means, which were based on a) Random Time Sampling in
ZAAS for mail transmission, b) published data and c) assumptions.
Cost components of UC system were identified as setting up costs and consulting costs.
The author failed to collect the data to derive unit cost per item catalogued or compiled.
Nevertheless, some data collected were useful to the calculation of total cost.
The total least costs for ILL-UC systems at three programmes were calculated.

III. Cost Analysis for IR System

The costs components were identified. The author had intended to apply Elchesen's
methodology to the data collection about searching via CAB abstract journals, CAB
tapes and CAB on-line services. Failure in collecting those data, the author tried to
gather some other cost data and hoped to gain some pictures of the costs of IR services.

At the same fashion as did for the other functions, the total estimated costs of different
alternative system were worked out.

IV. Total Network Costs
Total network costs were derived by summing the total costs of four functions for three
alternative programmes.

The results disclosed that the initial investments for setting up a computerised system,
especially on-line system were rather high. But the average yearly cost was not much
higher than their manual equivalent since the running costs was almost the same 01'

even less.

Automating functions separately will be much more expensive than automating them
together since computers and other set-up costs can be shared.

Of the four functions, acquisition function requires highest costs.
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Identification of Effectiveness and Benefit Components

The benefits of networking functions to whole network and network users were identified and
summarised under three main categories, i.e. user benefits, participating library benefits and
network system benefits.

Generalised benefits of automated systems summarised by Lancaster were adopted in this
project. Among the benefits quantifiable are personnel cost reduction, improved manpower
utilisation, improved equipment utilisation, and operating cost reduction etc.

It must be avoided that the personnel and operating cost reduction would be doubly counted
in the benefit assessment since they have been counted in the cost calculation. Thus, the
identification and assessment should focus on user benefits and other external service benefits

Mechanism for Cost-benefits Comparison-AHP

1. Introduction
Brief introduction to AHP and reasons of choosing it were given: claimed as a new logic
for organising complexity and measuring priorities, AHP is a robust and tolerant device
for gross data. It allows one to achieve a powerful economy of thoughts and thus avoid
the difficulties existed in some conventional cost/benefit analysis.
AHP method brings all the factors together in a hierarchical decomposition of the
system, with the objectives and functions represented in higher levels and structure
represented in the lower levels.

II. Method

Methodology was described under the headings of "hierarchies, priorities and matri-
ces". Two hierarchies, i.e. benefit and cost hierarchies were established. The network
benefits were mainly embodied by the benefits of individual functions and integration
of functions, which consisted of user, participating library and network system bene-
fits. While costs of network were composed of the costs for different functions, which
included set-up, operating and user costs etc. The further components of three types of
benefits and costs were identified.
A literal summary of the results of cost analysis and benefit identification was made to
help prioritise the elements of the hierarchies. The process was made by determining the
potency with which the various elements in one level influence the elements on the next
higher level and then computing the relative strengths of the impacts of the elements
of lowest level on the overall objective.

III. Results and Discussion
The composite benefits and costs were calculated by a computer programme (BASIC-
AHP). The criteria used in cost/benefit analysis is to find maximum bi/cj, that is, choose
the programme with largest benefit to cost ratio.

By calculation, the criteria, favoured Program Three. i.e. Computerised Network. How-
ever the author tended to propose Program Two for the network being designed due to
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the consideration of its financial and technological situation.

Conclusion

It is very tempting to say that no realistic comparison can be made until all the variables
affecting computerised network system are considered.

In the western, the use of computerised system in libraries, information centres and networks
is now comparatively commonplace. And China's libraries and information services have the
tendency towards computerisation though the present economic and technological situation
has slowed down the pace of computerisation.

The advent of comparatively cheap microcomputer systems, with increasingly sophisticated
features and the development of telecommunication network has made computerised library
and information network more realistic.

Thus the following conclusion were made:

1. A computerised network is the ultimate goal for the future development in ZALINET;

2. A semi-computerised network seems more feasible in the near future. And it would
be more cost-effective if the existing facilities were utilised and all the functions were
computerised together;

3. Before a semi-computerised system is implemented, the network should operate these
functions manually first.

Nevertheless, the author does not mean that the computer is' a cure-all; computer has limi-
tations and disadvantages.

12.5.2 Data Collection and Validation (Chapter Eleven)

Introduction

Three headings, i.e. purposes of data collection, class of data and methods of data collection.
were dedicated to answer the questions of why collect data, what data to collect, and how to
collect data.

Both general purposes and specific purposes of data collection by this project were identified.
The latter were discussed under each surveys.

Four major headings of data, i.e. resource, activity, operation and background were identified.
A detailed plan under the four headings was made before data collection.
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There are various techniques of data collection. Among the conventional techniques are
questioning procedures, analysis of records, performance evaluation and cost analysis etc ..

Around seven particular techniques were adopted in this project, such as questionnaire, in-
terview, observation, use of published data etc.

For convenience, data collection were discussed under particular surveys made.

Description of Surveys

Description of Surveys took such a format as a) Purpose of Survey, b) Methods, and c) Results
and Discussion.

I. Survey on Zhejiang Agricultural Library and Information Centre Statistics

Purposes of the survey were identified, such as evaluating the exsiting system, setting
up resource constraints and so on.

Methods were discussed and results presented. The main device was a questionnaire
with around eight questions related to library resources (stock, budgets, equipment and
personnel etc) and the situation of co-operation. In addition, interview and visiting
libraries were used as supplement to meeting this aim. .

Data collected from 28 libraries were summarised under the following categories: 1)
Types of Library, 2) Number of Users, 3) Number of Staff, 4) Stock (Book and Period-
icals), and 5) Budgets etc.

Discussion was given to several important sets of data, such as that of new acquisition,
collection overlap, budgets and number of staff etc.

II. Surveys on ILL Services and Demands

Purposes were identified. Questionnaire, interview and library records were used to ex-
plore the data relevant to around ten questions. The nature of data was both qualitative
(e.g. comments on ILL 'services) and quantitative (e.g. Number of requests handled in
a particular library).

The detailed results were presented and discussed. Among important finding are

1. Most libraries investigated carried out only a small scale of ILL services;

2. Satisfaction rate were not too disappointing;

3. Mailing predominated in the channels of ILL transaction; and

4. Over twenty days of turn-around time were not uncommon.

III. Survey on DC Systems

Similarly, purposes were identified. Survey and published data were used to explore six
issues including types of DC compiled, resources incurred and so on.

The author failed to collect the wanted data in the system being designed. To make up
for this, other systems were investigated.
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IV. Surveys on IR Services

The contents of the survey were specified. Three major sources were identified as major
sources for data collection. They were questionnaire, library or information centre
records and published statistics. Again the system being designed failed to provide
such data. Other systems were investigated. Unfortunately what were obtained was
still incomplete.

V. Surveys on Users Information Need and Behaviour

Purposes of surveys were obvious: finding out the user information need and behaviour,
with special reference to exploring the necessity of CA program and ILL services.

Two questionnaires were used to serve the purposes. The instant questionnaire was used
in a larger scale due to its characteristics, i.e. easy to distribute and answer. While
the questionnaire of "Information Need and Behaviour" intended to collect data and
information about nine major issues. Research staff were the object being investigated.

The findings from these two questionnaires were presented. And they are valuable infor-
mation to be accounted of in the practices of design and planning of network functions
(e.g. CA and ILL), and establishment of performance criteria of those functions.

VI Surveys on Attitudes from Library Directors

It was realised that the opinions from decision-makers, library staffs and user commu-
nities are valuable guideline to analysts and designers. Interviews were made to find
out the attitudes, viewpoints and proposals of library directors from ten different types
and levels of libraries.

Ten major issues were chosen for interview. The findings were presented. And some of
proposals were adopted in this project.

Additional Data 'Collection for Three Important Types of Data

1. Background Data

The purposes were identified: identification of environmental factors, potential users
needs and so on.

Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected from several published statistics
and descriptive papers. The data gathered were extensively used in the thesis. The
following background data were thought useful:

1. Resource data of parent bodies or upper level organisations;

2. Annual world output (publications) relevant to agricultural sciences;

3. Bradford distributions of some specific su bjects;

4. Number and types of potential users in the network being designed;

5. Subject coverage of network;

6. Geographical distribution and communication means; and

7. Resource distribution of parent organisations.
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II. Request Data, Request Distribution and Loan Period
This type of data was thought useful to identify users' needs and estimate parameters
for mathematical models, especially queueing system.
Request data of collection were collected by counting the due label of the books. Data
were presented along different sub-classes of agricultural sciences and popularity classes.
Several sets of data could be derived from raw data, which then could be used to
estimate parameters of mathematical model (e.g. Material Accessibility and Probability
of Dissatisfaction).
Example of data presentation and summary of data were placed in Annexe.
Request distribution data (along popularity classes) were used to determine the purchase
costs in CAP.

III. Cost Data
Cost data was mainly used to carry out cost analysis and eventually CEB analysis.

Detailed cost components were identified. But no detailed discussions were given since
they were discussed in the preceding chapter, i.e. CEB analysis.
The difficulties in collecting cost data. in particular were discussed. And general prob-
lems and difficulties were left for a later section.

Estimation of Parameters

One purpose, i.e. estimation of parameters was emphasised. Tables were prepared to indicate
the parameters to be estimated and raw data to be collected for each formula.

Problems in Data Collection

Three main types of problems were felt in the exercise of data collection. They are psycho-
logical barriers, traditional and technological barriers, and personal limitations.

Psychological barriers include recognition, acceptance, familiarity and fear.

Library record are a.lmost new in most Chinese libraries. They could not yet give a complete
and useful picture of library services. There are lack of modern technologies to facilitate the
data collection for the purposes of library management.

Personnel limitations include the aspects related to lime, space (distance), money, personal
capability and authority etc ..

Generally speaking, application of survey methods and library records in China are usu-
a.lly faced with various difficulties due to the unawareness of importance of data collection.
unfamiliarity with survey methods and the lack of modern technologies etc.
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Statistical Analysis and Validation

General reasons for statistical analysis were identified and stated: descriptive statistics is es-
sentially reportorial while inferential methods are used to make predictions, to test hypotheses,
and to infer characteristics of a population.

Both descriptive and inferential statistics were applied in the project and specific purposes
were identified. Statistical analyses were carried out for request data and processing time
(cost data).

The hypotheses in the construction of theoretical models were reviewed and summarised.

I. Statistical Analysis of Request Data
The particular techniques used were descriptive statistics, frequency distribution, anal-
ysis of variance and Chi-square and Kolrnogorov Test.
Descriptive statistics summarised and simplified the raw data. Frequency distribution
gave an illustrative picture of request distribution (Poisson Distribution). Analysis of
Variance was used to test if there were significant differences among the request on
different classes and- among the requests from different libraries. Both Chi-square and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test were used to test the goodness of fit between request data
and the theoretical Poisson distribution.
The results from the analysis of variance indicated that there were significant difference
among the requests on different classes but not the average requests (per item) from
different libraries.
Chi-square test of original data did not gave a good fit with the theoretical distribution
but that of the zero-truncated data did. While in K-S test, most original data gave a
good fit.

II. Statistical Analyses for CA and ILL Processing Time
F-test was used and standard errors were calculated for each task (mean time duration
for CA and mean percentage of time for ILL). And 90% was chosen confidence level. No
significant difference were founded in both tests. Thus the mean from the obssnzations
can represent the whole population.

III. Discussion
The barriers and difficulties confronted made the author unable to collect data with
adequate sample size (in terms of number of observation in one library and number of
libraries involved).
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12.6 Synthesis

12.6.1 Consistency in Objectives, Policies and Organisations

The physical configurations may vary between functions as long as the maximum efficiency
and cost-effectiveness are assured. However, the consistency and integration in objectives,
policies, organisation etc. should be achieved,

The overall high-level and low-level network objectives were outlined in Chapter Six, and
the objectives of individual functions in respective chapters. It was realised that it is vital to
make sure the consistency between the overall objectives and function objectives, and between
overall objectives and the objectives of participating libraries. Those sub-objectives should
reflect and work towards the overall objectives.

It is believed by the author that the introductions of these four main network functions are
desirable. They will greatly improve the efficiency and effectiveness of network and individual
nodes; CAP provides a increa.sed pool of information resources (increased accessibility) to
satisfy various information need. ILL system supports the fulfilment of the objective of
CAP and an efficient ILL system should not offset the benefits derived from CA, in terms of
costs and time. UC system facilitates the ILL transaction and thus improve the exposure of
information to users. IR system provides the awareness of information to users thus stimulate
their information consciousness and information need. Again CA programme and ILL- UC
system are the support to satisfy those increased information need.

In this project, the relationship between functions have been explored and each functions has
been examined in terms of common costs and benefits. It becomes increasingly possible to
achieve consistency between function policies and organisations, and to design an integrated
system, in terms of technology and resources.

For each function, a sub-co-ordinated body was suggested to be established. Those bodies may
or may not located in the same centre, or together with the network committee or executive
body. The communications between sub-co- ordinating bodies and network committee and
between different sub-co-ordinating bodies are essential. Unified policies should be established
to instruct the performance of individual functions.

12.6.2 Trade-offs

In CEB analysis, three major types of costs and benefits were outlined to reflect the relation-
ships between 1) network overall system and functions, 2) different functions, 3) network and
participating libraries, 4) network and users, .5) participating libraries and users.

The allocation of resource among functions was suggested to be ba.sed on the CEB analysis
against network system, participating libraries and users. There will be a trade-off between
cost requirements (for certain effectiveness targets) and actual budget level, which may lead
to a reduction in effectiveness levels. Again within the function, different policies reflect-
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ing various performance criteria compete budgets and priorities. Thus some trade-offs are
required.

The generation of alternatives was based on cost/benefit analysis by AHP. The criterion
favoured computerised program. The budget and technological constraints led to a trade-off
between levels of effectiveness and costs. Therefore, a semi-computerised program seemed
more feasible and practical. But computerisation is an ultimate goal.

12.6.3 Relationships between System Design, and Investigation, System
Analysis & Implementation

As the author stated, this research project is aimed toward design and planning. But de-
sign can not be done in a vacuum. It has to be based on the investigation and analysis of
the situation of the old system, the desired functions and components of new system and
environmental factors etc. If we follow the development cycle, i.e.

IINVESTIGATION I-I ANALYSIS I-I DESIGN I-I TEST I-IIMPLEMENTATION I

we can find that the design phase actually overlaps much analysis phase. In other words,
design is inescapably intertwined with the two preceding phases.

In this specific research project, design should be based on the following investigation and
analysis:

1. Theoretical Considerations

• To explore the state-of-the-art of co-operation, resources-sharing and networking
and identify the functions and components of networks;

• To provide guidelines about the state-of-the-art and principles of system design
and planning;

• To describe basic methods for research;

• To specify the design issues for each desired functions.

2. Background and Situation

• To examine the situation of the existing system
• To assess the market for networking;

• To identify the environmental factors of the network;

• To explore the technological and financial possibilities.

Implementation of the system design is the ultimate goal of system development. And im-
plementation is not just the final phase. It actually must begin when the whole systems
approach starts and continue throughout its duration. The designers have to ask and answer
such question as these:
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1. How can the mathematical models' parameters be measured?

2. How much will data collection cost?

3. How politically, economically and technologically realistic will the results be?

4. How long will the results remain valid?
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Chapter 13

Conclusion and Discussion

13.1 Introd uction

The theme of this project has been the modelling of China's (provincial) agricultural library
and information network for the purpose of design and planning. It has entailed the following
sub-themes:

• Library and information networ~"-()rganisational, logical and physical structure of the
system;

• Design and planning a system-approach;

• Chinese Circumstances-characteristics of the system;

• Agriculture-subject area of the system;

• Provincial-geographical scale of the system, and

• Others

The above sub-themes will be discussed and concluded under the following headings:

1. The state-of-the-art of networking;

2. The "systems approach";

3. Investigation and analysis (including part of data collection);

4. Design and analysis of design; and

5. Data collection for analysis, prediction and validation.

Finally, recommendations about further research will be made.
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13.2 The State-of-the-art of Networking

The impetus identified in Chapter One and other chapters have led organisations to share or
to plan to share rather than duplicate information and other resources. This trend is being
adopted in China also though, China is still backward in the development of networks. Net-
working in China is confronted by various psychological, technological and financial barriers,
which will be discussed in a later section.

The appropriate motivation is very important to the success of networks. The network ob-
jectives, structures, functions and governance should be decided according to the particular
circumstances. In this project, they are related to the Chinese situation, agricultural charac-
teristics, geographical scale and technological possibilities etc.

However, being systems, networks have their generalised characteristics, which need to be
identified. And the design and planning of such systems have certain common approaches.

13.3 The Systems Approach-Design and Planning

The design of methodology is the core of the present kind of research. The theme of this thesis
has determined that the "systems approach" is appropriate methodology to apply. System
design is an important phase of the system development cycle and it overlaps with the system
analysis phase, while system analysis, design and model building are inseparable notions. The
review of methodologies in Chapter Three has also shown that the systems approach is a right
choice. The review provides a set of suitable methods for making this methodology workable.

The author also agrees with Liston and Schoene that there are no generally accepted proce-
dures in the art of information systems design. The establishment of a private methodology
is needed.

The overall methodology in this project can be described as a principles of methods which
together assist in the construction of descriptive, mathematical and hybrid (logical) models.
Both descriptive and mathematical models are seriously deficient when taken singly, some
blending is necessary. Descriptive models are usually easy to construct and to comprehend
but they lead to some ambiguities. In contrast, mathematical models usually avoid ambigu-
ities but lead to complications. The review indicates that the advantages of applying both
descriptive studies and operations research to the information world and to networking in
particular are enormous. However the first category-the descriptive predominates. The ap-
plication of OR models after the 19iO'S decreased largely because they become increasingly
complicated. In the construction of models, survey methods, observations, statistical analysis
and mathematical modelling etc are all useful in approaching different categories of issues.

The procedures of the methodology include data gathering [invest igat lon ]. analysis, design
(modelling) and validation etc. Two devices, i.e. top-bottom flow and two-level hierarchical
planning have led to a systematic logic in the process of design and planning.
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13.4 Investigation and Analysis

It is realised that to design an agricultural library and information network for China, the in-
vestigations should at least cover the following three broad objects, 1) Chinese Circumstances,
2) Existing Networks, and 3) Technological Possibilities in Advanced Countries.

13.4.1 Chinese Circumstances

Environmental Factors

China is an advanced developing country. Its economy, science, technology and education etc.
have developed rapidly since 1976. This advance further facilitates the development of library
and information systems, such as the establishment of documentation and information centres.
The construction of new buildings for libraries and information institutes; the growth of co-
operation, resource-sharing and networking on various scales and so on are all in progress.
The importance of networking has begun to be appreciated.

Nevertheless, various unfavourable conditions have impaired the speed of progress in network-
ing. The unfavourable conditions include the following:

1. Geography £3 Population-Extensive territory and large population-an especially large
agricultural population (over 70%);

2. Science & Technology-Still relatively undeveloped;

3. Economy-Agriculture especially has not yet achieved its full potential in the develop-
ment of the economy;

4. Developmental Status of Library £3 Information Systems-low collection coverage, low
efficiency, low utilisation of services and backwardness in information technology;

5. Transportation £3 Communication-Both underdeveloped;

One must not be too discouraged by these unfavourable conditions. The author is quite
optimistic about the future of networking since China has the following favourable conditions:

1. Social System-China's social system is based on public ownership, which is of great
advantage to networking;

2. Awareness-Both the authorities, and present library and information systems now
recognise the importance of co-operation, resource-sharing and networking;

3. Economy, Science f9 Tf_clmology-All are continuously and stably developing;

4. Information Technologies- They have received attention from different levels of author-
ities, libraries and information services. The applications of computers are spreading
widely and rapidly.
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Assessment of the Market for Networking

This project has constructed a provincial model, Zhejiang province being taken as an example.
The investigation carried in the system being modelled included survey, observation, and use
of statistical data and published papers etc. The investigation has explored the market
(possibility) for networking. It can be concluded by the following discoveries.

I. Situation of Libraries and Information Centres

The resources of most libraries and information centres are inadequate, in terms of stock
and budget. Modern facilities are lacking, especially in those libraries at the lowest
administrative level. There exist big gaps among libraries, in terms of stock, budget
and equipment. For example, the composite performance index defined in this thesis
varies greatly among the libraries and most of them are rather low. This implies that the
staff efficiency and the book stock could not satisfy (potential) users' information needs.
(vide Survey on Zhejiang Agricultural Libraries and Information Centres Statistics)

This situation has led the libraries to seek solutions. Most library directors realise that
networking is one of most effective ways of relief though some of them are not optimistic
about the establishment of a formal network in the near future. The reactions are quite
different between big libraries and small libraries. (vide Interview about Attitudes of
Library Directors)

II. Users' Information Need

As for users' information needs, it is noted that the information needs of each group
of users have been increasing. This increase are simulated by the increased availability
of secondary sources, IR services and modern technologies; by developments in agricul-
tural research, education, production and marketing; and by the radical reform in rural
economic systems etc.

The existing information resources in individual libraries show serious inadequacy in
satisfying the increased information needs. Users desire ILL services to satisfy those
unfilled requests by their local libraries. On the other hand, a large number of users
need to be alerted to existence of information by the effective information services,
such as IR and current awareness services (vide Survey on User's Information Need and
Behaviours)

13.4.2 Advanced Networks

Networks in some advanced countries have developed greatly. The following trends may be
noted:

1. Towards a high degree of computerisation with on-line via telecommunications:

2. Towards multi type networks. i.e. a network including various types of libraries. aca-
demic, public and special libraries;
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3. Towards multi-functional networks, i.e. a network for cataloguing, interlibrary loan and
information retrieval etc;

4. Towards regional and local networks; and

5. Towards commercialisation.

13.4.3 Technological Possibilities

The investigation has also explored the possible technologies employed in libraries, information
services and networks to perform various functions in the advanced countries. Based on this,
the possible future development for China's libraries, information services and networks, in
terms of information technology, may be predicted and proposed.

It is obvious that the impacts of new technologies on the information world are dramatic,
especially that of computers. Computer will continue to increase in power and decline in cost,
methods of data transmission will become cheaper and more efficient, new storage devices
will permit vast quantities of text to be held in a readily accessible form, and terminals will
fall in price to a reasonable low point. These developments, highly probable, will produce the
communication "structure" to permit the substitution of electronics for many activities and
institutions now operating largely through print on paper.

The technological constraints to networking are still great in China. However, it is certain
that the application of microcomputers will greatly facilitate automation in Chinese libraries,
information centres and networks. Future networks will be computerised to a high degree
though the immediate outcome may be only partially cornputerisation at low level. It is
important for Chinese information industries to be aware of the technological development in
the world, and to avoid unnecessary repetitions in terms of hard, vare and software design.

Nevertheless, the computer is not a cure-all. Many development may be slower than has
sometimes been predicted and their economic implementation may prove difficult and will
certainly take time.

The investigation and analysis have provided fundamental information for the design and the
analyses of the design.

13.5 Design and Analysis of Design

It is believed by the author that to design such a complex system, an overall and systematic
plan is needed. The overall design of the network should be prior to that of the individual
functions. And the functions should be designed with their relationships and integrations in
mind.
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13.5.1 Overall Design

The identification of the following elements were found crucial to the network design:

1. Objectives of the Network

2. Nodes, Links and Resources

3. Network Structures

4. Overall Performance Criteria and Measures

5. Alternative Programmes to fulfil the Objectives

6. Network Functions

Based on the identification of the above, a brief description can be given to ZALINET:

ZALINET is a multitypefprovincialfagriculturallibrary and information net-
work, which includes over 28 nodes. Its configuration would be a composite star in
terms of management. Its ultimate objectives are to improve the effectiveness of
participating libraries and thus to promote agricultural decision-making, research
achievements, production levels, education quality and marketing. It will perform
CA, ILL, UC and IR functions, etc ....

13.5.2 .Design of Individual Functions

The author believes that the choice of those four functions as the major network functions
is the correct one; they are among the most conventional network functions and they are
obviously very important to the system being designed.

Though the design issues identified, and approach applied in the design of those four functions
are at a similar fashion, the individualities in their objectives, their structures and their
alternative programmes must be distinguished and their relationships must be understood in
the practices of the design, bearing in mind that most networks have mixed configurations.
It may be hierarchical for the ILL function but centralised for CA processing.

CA Programme

CA programme is proactive-its goal is to have the item there before it is requested. Recently,
in the western countries, a number of major efforts have refocused attention on CA and its
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potential impact on library services. Concurrently, new technology has begun providing more
powerful tools and methodologies in support of CAP.

It is believed that the principles proposed for the distribution of information resources have
reflected the reality. In China, both nation-wide and region (province )-wide, there exist
distinguishing geographical characteristics in agricultural production, research, education and
marketing; and also of distribution patterns of agricultural production forces, it is therefore,
reasonable to suggest 1) treating a region (area) as a unit; 2) co-ordinating the different
professional systems and 3) managed in a central mode.

In assigning responsibility for collection and allocation of information resources, more specific
measures needed to be taken. Among them are

1. The assessment of the collection strength and the subject bias of libraries and informa-
tion centres;

2. The identification of geographical characteristics of information distribution;

3. The differentiation sectorial characteristics of information resource distribution; and

4. The identification of resources already available, both human and material and future
possible input etc.

Four performance criteria, i.e. Network Material Accessibility, Cost-effectiveness of ILL from
other systems, Geographical Accessibili ty and Local Availability are all important. And their
mathematical expressions provide very useful trade-offs, which allow the network adminis-
trators to work out a reasonable acquisition program with 1) optimum collection size; 2)
optimum rules for acquiring or borrowing; 3) optimum allocation of limited funds between
collection size and duplicated copies both among libraries and within libraries; and 4) opti-
mum allocation of collection among network nodes and subjects.

ILL and UC System

Without an effective ILL system, CA programme cannot be effectively implemented. ILL is
of great and growing importance. The improvement of satisfaction rates and speed for ILL
will depend heavily upon the UC and holding lists.

The ILL transactions considered in this project include both those internal to the system
being designed and those external to the system.

To design the ILL function for a local network, it is important to take a bottom-top approach,
i.e. from local to higher level back-ups. This will lead to a more local user-oriented model.
The CA program usually decide the scale and nature of interlibrary loans both within and
outside the network. In turn, CA should be formulated or reformulated according to the
availability and accessibility of other back-up systems, i.e. national and regional ILL devices.
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The proposed ILL infrastructure for a local network and its two upper level back-ups, i.e.
national and regional centres, has taken the following into account:

1. The existing patterns

2. Design principles

3. Cost-effectiveness

The decision about form, variety, coverage, and degree of availability of UC services should
be based on the cost-effective analysis.

The performance criteria of ILL-UC system identified in this project are thought important
in the design. Among them are satisfaction rate, turn-around time, cost of ILL, and cost-
effectiveness of UC availability etc.

The satisfaction rate ofILL largely depends on the network material accessibility, geographical
accessibility (CA programme) and the availability of UC. Turn-around time is related to a
number of variables. The trade-offs should be taken between cost and the following:

1. Increased staff time for ILL handling and improved handing efficiency;

2. Increased duplication of copies; and

3. Introduction of a UC service.

IR System

The importance of IR is obvious: it is to satisfy the need to locate documents dealing with
a particular subject or capable of answering a particular question. This function is closely
related to the document delivery function, in many aspects for known documents which are
likely to stem directly from IR activities previously conducted.

Overall, in China, on-line access to international hosts should be expanded and a national on-
line sci-tech IR network is an ultimate objective. However, for the time being, what Chinese
library and information systems should emphasise are the following:

1. Improving conventional IR services;

2. Building up Chinese databases and databanks, and introducing foreign databases under
an unified plan;

3. Popularising the use of microcomputers in libraries and information centres;

4. Introducing CD-ROM technology.
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To support the fulfilment of the ultimate objective, the central government should facilitate
the development of national and regional telecommunication systems.

As a sub-system of National Sci-Tech IR system, the National Agricultural IR system should
be developed with its subject characteristics, i.e. broad coverage (e.g. from crop cultivation
to animal husbandry to fishery) and two levels of operation (research and practice). Under
an unified plan, specialised agricultural libraries and information centres contribute the parts
of information on their subjects to the overall agricultural databases.

The agricultural IR system in a province should be centralised by setting up provincial cen-
tre( s). It should make full use of national systern( s), in terms of forwarding searching request
via international terminals, on-line access to national databases, subscription of tapes and
utilising the software packages designed by national system for in-house use etc. In other
words, repetitions should be minimised.

It is very important for libraries and information centres to acquire compatible hardware and
software, with national systems and with other participating nodes.

The performance criteria of IR system have three levels, i.e. Effectiveness, Cost-effectiveness
and Cost-benefits. Those criteria are useful in the comparison of three modes of IR services
and in the decision about how many IR centres are desirable.

13.5.3 Cost-effective-benefit Analysis

It is believed by the author that cost-effective-benefit analysis can provide fundamental in-
formation on which to base decision concerning the most cost-effective alternatives for any
networks.

Admittedly, it is not easy to perform the analysis correctly because of either the lack of
standard methodologies or the unavailability of required data.

It is found that AHP can avoid or at least buffer the difficulties arising from some conventional
cost/benefit analyses since it allows one to use judgement or any other da.ta to make careful
quantified trade-offs among the relevant criteria.

In this project, the AHP process is based on careful cost analysis and benefit assessment.

The author believes that it is reasonable to categories the cost into three, i.e. that of network
system, participating libraries. and users .. The identification of their cost components are
necessary. Similarly. benefits can be grouped into three categories, each entails varieties of
benefits.
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Cost-effective Analysis for CA-purchase

As mentioned earlier, one of the roles of mathematical models in this project is to allow one
to derive analytical solutions. The determination of cost requirements for acquisition is based
on assumptions concerning the cost-effective criteria.

The results of cost determination have shown the difference from the original allocation by
the system being designed. It is suggested that more budgets should be allocated to foreign
materials, especially foreign books, in comparison with the original allocation. The results,
however, are subject to modification after the trade-offbetween cost requirement and actual
budget levels.

Cost Analysis

The least total cost methodology is thought simple to apply and helpful in the cost analysis
of four functions. Calculation of labour cost or unit costs is also desirable if data are easy to
obtain.

In the costing, it is important to consider all the possible costs to the network to acquire or
to maintain functions over a five to seven year period.

To calculate labour costs for a particular operation, it is necessary to identify, preferably by
flowcharting, all detailed tasks in the operation.

Benefit and Effectiveness Identification

It is not easy to quantify all the benefits into money value. Thus it is important here to identify
the possible benefits and compare the benefits between programmes by both quantitative and
qualitative assessment.

Analytical Hierarchy Process

The summary of results from cost analysis and benefit assessment in literal terms is particu-
larly useful in making judgement and prioritising the elements of matrices.

According to the results of the process, three categories of benefits derived from comput-
erised system all received high priorities. While as for costs. system costs in computerised
system, operating costs in semi-computerised system and user costs in manual system received
high priorities. The final result favours a computerised system, i.e. the one with maximum
benefit/cost ratio.

It has proved what several researchers concluded in their papers (Matthews, Lancaster and
so on). For instance, Lancaster (1977) pointed out:
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" Automated procedures in libraries (networks) most likely will be cost-
effective where either a basic machine record, once created, can be used for many
different purposes, and/or the cost of development and maintenance can be shared
by a network or a processing centre." (p278)

However, the author would propose a semi-computerised system to the system being designed
since the financial and technological conditions in China for computerised system are not yet,
mature.

Computerised systems are the ultimate goal. But the expectation should not be excessive
since computers are not the answer to everything and they have limitations.

13.6 Data Collection for Analysis, Prediction and Validation

The importance of data collection at four stages of networking and planning should be fully
recognised. Then detailed plans for data collection need to be devised to meet the various
requirements (e.g. purposes, samples and time period etc.).

The difficulties faced in data collection should, however, be foreseen before the exercises.
Steps need to be taken to overcome or at least to buffer the difficulties.

The surveys made, each may serve multiple purposes in the "systems approach". And both
the quantitative and qualitative data gathered are useful sources for the construction of
descriptive and mathematical models.

However, data collection in Chinese circumstances, has been faced with some special difficul-
ties, which may be different from somewhere else. Among them are unfamiliarity with survey
methods, the fear o'f disclosing secrets and the lack of library records, etc.

Statistical analyses of the data collected are necessary. In this project, they have derived the
means, tested the hypotheses and significance thus made the models applicable and valid.

13.7 Further Research

The research presented in this thesis has been limited in the number of phases of system
development cycle it has emphasised. in the types of models it has constructed and in the
functions it has chosen to design for networking.

The implementation of such system(s) designed remains to be facilitated. Work on the optimi-
sation, prediction and validation of mathematical models, and simulation models are largely
unexplored. And other network functions must also be considered.
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13.7.1 Implementing the System(s)

The successful implementation of a new system or the reVISIOnof an existing one is the
ultimate goal of every information system study. For the specific network models designed in
this project, actions must be taken to facilitate their implementation.

Implementation involves taking the results from all the previous phases of the modelling pro-
cess and applying them to actually solving the problems that motivated the modelling effort
in the first place. Implementation is not just the final phase of the whole modelling process.
It actually must begin when the whole modelling process starts and continue throughout its
duration.

In this project, the following specific models needed to be implemented:

1. The overall Network System, with proposed objectives, organisational structure, and
desired functions etc;

2. The CA programme, which includes descriptive models for scientific allocation of infor-
mation resources nation-wide and province-wide, and cost-effectiveness models (mathe-
matical) for determining optimum coverage, roles for borrowing or buying, and number
of duplicated copies etc. in the network.

3. The ILL-UC System, which includes descriptive models for local ILL networks and their
two level back-ups, and mathematical models for turn-around time and cost-effectiveness
model for determining UC locations;

4. The IR System, which includes descriptive models for national and regional IR systems,
and cost-effective model (mathematical) for determining mode of IR and locations of
IR centres; and

5. The cost-effective-benefit network model for determining the most cost-effective pro-
gramme etc.

A successful information systems implementation program is usually composed of several
distinct phases or activities, each of which contributes directly to the achievement of the end
result. Among them are:

1. A system specification-the basic design document that defines the inputs, the processor
functions, the data file structure, and the outputs for the new information system;

2. The implementation plan-the activity schedule and the assignment of individuals or
groups responsible for carrying out each implementation activity;

3. Testing and checking-out the new system;

4. Training programmes for the associated personnel for information system testing and
check-out; and

5. A formal evaluation report after a suitable period of time.
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13.7.2 Further 'York on the Mathematical Models

Optimisation, Prediction and Validation (Mathematical Models)

As we may know, the greatest benefit of developing a mathematical model is derived from
the modelling process itself. This process requires that the individual or group involved in
developing a model of some system of interest come to terms with how that system actually
operates. The mathematical formulation of a model does not allow ambiguities such as
undefined variables or verbose, circular definitions. Thus one must succinctly and rigorously
state how system operates.

With a mathematical model, optimisation, validation and prediction are usually required.
As the author mentioned earlier, those works largely remain unexplored because of the lack
of required data and the lack of appropriate computer packages for computation within the
reach.

However, the concepts and possible approaches need to be explained. Given the initial model,
along with its parameters as specified by historical, technological, and judgmental data, one
next calculates a mathematical solution. Frequently, a solution means values for the decision
variables that optimise one of the objectives and give permissible levels of performance on
any other of the objectives. This is the process of optimisation.

Once a mathematical formulation is developed, it is almost always the case that data are
necessary for estimating unknown inputs and parameters of the model. This can potentially
involve expensive data collection efforts.

However, the model can be used to avoid much of this expense and also yield initial insights to
the operation of interest. This can be fulfilled by sensitivity analysis. In sensitivity analysis,
we can vary our parameter guesses by plus or minus 50% a.nd see what the model produces
with each of these variations. What one usually finds is that the model's output will be
sensitive to some parameter variations and insensitive to others. The practical implications
are important. If varying a parameter by plus or minus 50% does not significantly affect the
model's outputs, there is no reason to invest resources trying to obtain an accurate estimate
of that parameter. Because sensitivity testing is essentially a part of the validation process,
one must be careful to build his model in such a way as to make this process computationally
tractable.

Another important purpose of mathematical models involves the quantitative predictions
produced by models. If fortunate, one may find a new policy that is predicted to yield a
10% or 20% improvement in performance. If so, it is worth considering implementing such
a policy in the real world. On the other hand, if the best one can obtain is a 1% predicted
improvement, it may be best to leave things as they are. Therefore, prediction is important
in the mathematical modelling process.

There are enormous OR computer packages available nowadays. Janczyk e1 at (1988) re-
views fifteen Multiple-model OR packages, which are currently available for the IBM-PC and
compatibles. Of these fifteen packages, Decision Systems Support (DSS) seems capable of
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serving the purposes best in this project. It is operational for linear programming, integer
programming, goal programming and queueing etc.

Multi-objective Programming

In the thesis, the construction of models for CAP were based on multi-objective planning
approach. But only the single objective functions for CA were formulated. As we know,
in reality, most problems are multi-objective. Thus it is desirable to apply multi-objective
programming techniques to generate the alternatives, i.e. to optimise the solution.

Multi-objective programming and planning are concerned with decision-making problems in
which there are several conflicting objectives.

The approach represents a very useful generation of more traditional, single-objective ap-
proaches to planning problems. The consideration of many objectives in the planning process
accomplishes three major improvements in problem solving. First, multi-objective program-
ming and planning promotes more appropriate roles for the participants in the planning and
decision-making processes. Second, a wider range of alternatives is usually identified when a
multi-objective methodology is employed. Third, models (if they are used) or the analyst's
perception of a problem will be more realistic if many objectives are considered.

It is useful for explanatory reasons to make a distinction between multi-objective programming
and multi-objective planning. Planning is the process by which analysts perceive a problem,
define it, collect data about it, formulate it (perhaps mathematically as a model), and generate
and evaluate alternatives for solving it, leading to the end of the process when decision makers
choose an alternatives for implementation. Thus planning is defined as the sum-total of the
activities of analysts and decision makers from problem perception to project implementation,
Multi-objective. planning is problem specific and it is this characteristics that distinguishes
it most from multi-objective programming. Multi-objective programming models may be a
piece of the planning process: they address the generation and evaluation phases, Multi-
objective programming is a specific form of mathematical programming, a highly structural
and formal mathematical procedure for finding the optimal solution to a decision problem.
Multi-objective programming deals with optimisation problems with two or more objective
functions. (Cohon, 1978)

The general multi-objective optimisation problem with n decision variables, m constraints
and p objectives is

.Uax Z( ,1:J, X2, .... ,1:,,)

[ZJ (,1'2, ,1·2, ·'l:n),

Z2(,'l:J' X2, ,Tn).
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s.t.

i= 1,2, ...,m

Xj ~ 0

j=1,2, ...,n

There are several different approaches to multi-objective programming and planning problems.
The following are major ones:

1. Generating techniques (e.g. weighting method)

2. Techniques that incorporate preference (e.g. goal programming)

3. Multi-decision making methods (e.g. Analytical Hierarchy Process)

Simulation

Mathematical analysis sometimes is not powerful enough to yield general analytical solutions
to situations as complex as are encountered in information systems. The alternative is the
experimental approach.

The mathematical model of the information system is constructed. Such a mathematical
model is a detailed description that tells how conditions at one point in time lead to subsequent
conditions at later points in time. The behaviour of the model is observed and experiments
are conducted to answer specific questions about the system that 'is represented by the model.

"Simulation" is a name often applied to this process of conducting experiments on a model
instead of attempting the experiments with their real system, .,.

The definition of simulation describes system (for which simulation methods are appropriate)
as being complex, being subject to random fluctuations, and having relationships that are
difficult if not impossible to analyse mathematically. (McMillan & Gonzalez, 19(3)

The two applications of simulation are the design of systems and the analysis of system
behaviour.

Computer simulation has come into increa.sing widespread use to study the behaviour of
systems whose sta.te changes over time ....

Simulation can follow such procedures flowcharted in Chapter Four.

In the extension of this project, GPSS is suggested to simulate the ILL queueing system. By
simulation we can find out how long the queue will be under the different assumptions of
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configurations (e.g. centralised, or decentralised or hierarchical), resource allocations (e.g.
different number of staff or computer terminals etc.) and availability of UC (e.g. UC locally
available, or UC centrally available or non-UC available) in the system.

GPSS (which stands for General Purpose Simulation Systems) is a programming language
which is specially for discrete-event simulation. In discrete-event simulation, the system is
only studied at time points when changes of state occur. As a computer language, GPSS has
the following advantages:

1. It is easy to learn, even for those with no prior programming experience.

2. It is very powerful and flexible, in the sense that short programs written in GPSS can
simulate quite complex systems.

3. It has "automatic output" , i.e. in writing the program, one has merely to name a queue
that one is interested in and then the GPSS processor which interprets the program
will automatically collect data about this queue and output the relevant statistics at
the end of the simulation run.

4. It has "good diagnostics" i.e. if the program contains mistakes, the GPSS processor
will indicate the location of each mistake and the type of mistake, which simplifies
debugging.

5. GPSS is well documented compared to other simula.tion languages. (O'Donovan, 1979)

13.8 Design and Planning of Other Network Functions

Apart from the four network functions designed in detail in the preceding chapters, more
efforts need to be made to design and plan some other functions which are important to the
network.

Those functions may fall into either of the three categories identified in Chapter One. For
instance, continuing education, or training, whether for professionals within the network, or
for users in general is a function that serve patron directly; exchange of materials is a function
that serve library interests directly and the patron indirectly; and communication activities
such as publication, the- holding of meetings, etc. are functions that support the network
activities. Under the following heading, the author intends to list the important functions
and give the definitions to those functions.

13.8.1 Exchange of Material

Exchange of material is a useful co-operative method in building library resources. The
materials to be exchanged are either internal publications or duplicates. The channels for
exchange are either directly between libraries or indirectly through a central library. During
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the planning stage, an agreement must be reached among the network members to send one
another a copy of all the publications produced by their parent organisations, as well as a
copy of all their duplicates to the national or provincial focal point, which announces the
availability of the duplicates in its collection, or sends them directly to individual members.

13.8.2 Newsletters

Newsletters represent a well-received types of network publication because of their interesting
format and topical news content. On-going/planned network activities and recent network
publications are some typical news items.

Newsletters are prepared in the provincial focal point, based on regular contributions submit-
ted by network members who report on networking and information activities and on central
activities, such as workshops, announcements of publications, extracts of important articles,
training and user education programmes, and other topic.

13.8.3 Joint Directories

Directories are very important in networking. Directories may be subject-specific, focusing
on projects, personnel or staff, addresses, consultants and experts, training programmes,
research activities, educational institutions and other organisations engaged in agriculture-
related activities.

13.8.4 In-service Personnel Training

Training in skills development, with particular focus on network operations, should be offered
periodically. The need for training arises due to periodic increases in network membership,
personnel turn-over, the emergence of new trends and practices in library and network op-
erations, the introduction of new projects requiring new inputs from personnel, and other
related developments.

Training may also cover techniques for the development and the use of thesaurus retrieval sys-
tems, abstracting and indexing, techniques of information dissemination and writing/editing
for specific audiences, the monitoring and evaluation of document utilisation, and the man-
agement of networks etc.

13.8.5 \Vorkshops and Meetings

These activities are undertaken periodically to serve as a means of informing network mem-
bers of projects which may need their mutual assistance and collaboration, of problems re-
quiring their inputs, of guidelines for the standardisation of produces/operations, of policy
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revisions/reviews, of the network's progress and the problems that have yet to be threshed
out.

13.8.6 Standardisation Functions

This includes the establishment of minimum standards for each network function so as to
create a minimum level of compatibility within the network as well as among networks.

While standardisation is a difficult problem, it is really a "one-time" problem, with much
co-operation, debate, research and experimentation in the beginning, followed by a decision
and relative stability, subject only to periodic review and modification. Hence, it is a problem
area for the beginning of a network, but a routine function thereafter.

13.8.7 Marketing Function

Network functions and the tasks they accomplish must be known both to members as well as
to potential members. In addition, evaluation of present services and of the demand for new
services must be an on-going process. These, as well as fair and cost recovery pricing, are the
responsibility of marketing. The publication of brochures and other useful documents is also
within the marketing area.

13.9 Concluding Remarks

The following general conclusions about networking can be given:
, .

1. Co-operation, and networking require commitment to the ideal of improved service
through resource sharing. The attitude of participating libraries towards a co-operative
programme may be the most crucial fa.ctor in determining success or failure;

2. The strengthening of individual libraries must go hand in hand with any co-operative
programme. Co-operation can never be a substitute for a good local collection adequate
to meet basic everyday needs;

3. Co-operation requires money. Adequate and assured financial support is essential to the
success of any co-operative project; co-operative programmes should never be viewed
primarily as a way of saving money;

4. All participating libraries in a co-operative programme should benefit, including the
largest;

5. Computer-based networks offer promise for the future, but they present many unsolved
problems; and

6. Rigorous evaluation of co-operative programs is as essential as careful planning.
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Recommendations

14.1 Introd uction

No networks can be developed without recognising the importance of networking and without
true willingness to co-operate from both the related authorities and the potential participating
libraries. Networking could not be successful until certain conditions, psychological, techno-
logical, financial, become mature.

It is realised that this specific project will not be able to be implemented until it has ob-
tained the necessary supports and co-operations from the related authorities and potential
participating libraries and information centres.

Thus, an important task for those who have realised the importance and necessity of network-
ing is for propaganda urging the related authorities and potential participating libraries and
information centres to be prepared and to create the necessary conditions and environments
for the fulfilment of the idea of networking.

14.2 Recommendations to Authorities and Decision-makers

Authorities (including parent organisations) usually play very important roles in the promo-
tion of network development. They are usually involved in decision-making, policy-making,
funding and other important activities. Therefore, their recognition, attitude and motivation
are of vital.

To facilitate the development of library and information systems as a whole, and that of
networking in particular, the following steps need to be taken by the related authorities,
especially the Commission of Science and Technology and the Agricultural Departments at
different Levels:
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1. Objectives and Policies-Long-term overall objectives should be formulated by the cen-
tral government. And unified high-level policies, and local policies under the unified
policies should be worked out to assure the fulfilment of the overall objectives;

2. New Technologies-Measures are needed to facilitate the development of new technolo-
gies, l.e. computer systems, telecommunication systems and photocopying systems etc.

3. Investment-More investment should be put in the development of library and infor-
mation systems (e.g. expansion of services, enrichment of information resources and
introduction of modern technologies etc.) since information is intellectual investment,
which will bring out enormous benefits. In particular, networking needs financial sup-
ports.

4. Personnel Structure-Again, in general, both the quality and quantity of librarians and
information workers need to be improved. And their status should be upgraded. This
will provide a good manpower input to networks.

To sum up, it is very important that the upper level administrative organisations, and parent-
bodies of these information services provide good conditions for the work in libraries and
information centres, and give full support in terms of manpower, money and resources.

For this specific research, it is vital for the author to present the authorities at different
levels with the reasons why networking is one of most effective ways of improving library
and information services' performance and to convince them that the models constructed are
appropriate to be implemented. Much effort needs to be made and difficulties must also be
foreseen.

Modification needs to be made towards the preferences of the related authorities and partici-
pating libraries after the careful discussion with them. Once the design models aTe approved
by the related authorities, they are recommended to perform the following roles:

1. Policy-making

2. Investment

3. Organisation and management

14.3 Recommendations to Potential Participating Libraries

In the future network(s), nodes at different levels, of different sectors and with different
specialities, will perform different roles and have different responsibilities. Their future per-
formance should reflect the overall objectives of network] 5). The tasks should be undertaken
under the unified programmes.
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For instance, under the unified CA programme, the national centre should acquire documents
as comprehensively and exhaustively as possible. On other hand, it should avoid duplicat-
ing some highly-specialised and marginal materials to some particular specialities with the
specialised institutes. The latter are at a better position to collect these materials.

Overall, the potential participating nodes should work towards the fulfilment of the idea of
networking. And, once they have been networked, they should strive for the objective of the
network(s).

The following recommendations are made to urge the potential participating libraries and
information centres to improve their services and to get ready for networking.

14.3.1 National Centre

STDIC-CAAS is the national centre of the agricultural library and information system. It is
an important back-up for regional and provincial networks. To exert its best influence in the
national network, it should fulfil the following tasks well:

1. Acquiring, processing, storing and providing both foreign and domestic agricultural
documents systematically, comprehensively and exhaustively;

2. Analysis of, and research on the present situation of both foreign and domestic trends
and development level of agricultural production, science and technology, then providing
information for production, decision-making and key research projects;

3. Exploring agricultural sci-tech information resource, building databases and providing
IR and consultancy services;

4. Organising and publishing journals, books and translated works on agriculture sci-tech
theory, applied technology, information and sci-tech extension;

5. Organising and co-ordinating agricultural sci-tech library and information works, train-
ing programme and exchange of experiences nation-wide, and conducting co-operation
and exchange of agricultural information with other countries;

6. Carrying out researches on the theory and methods in agricultural sci-tech librarianship,
information science and publishing, and facilitating the modernisation of library and
information services.

14.3.2 Libraries and Information Centres in Specialised Institutes

To improve the effectiveness of their services and to exert the best influences in the future
national agricultural library and information network, the libraries and information centres
in the specialised institutes should
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1. Exhaustively and systematically collect and store both foreign and domestic documents
in the field, and provide consultancy services to different types of users in various forms
and through different channels;

2. Build up a solid document foundation, then process and report those collections, and
finally establish information retrieval system matching with the characteristics of spe-
ciality;

3. Strengthen the editing, printing, publishing and distribution capability thus improve
the quality of information dissemination and reporting, and consequently improve the
social effects;

4. Carry out investigation, analysis and research in the light of the major problems ap-
peared in the research, production, key research projects and developmental strategies
in the field and provide information for decision-making, plan-management and research
project processing;

5. Under the unified plan by CAAS, be in charge of the compilation and translation of
subject abstract and index journals, which lays a foundation for the development of
computerised information retrieval;

6. Establish a subject sci-tech information network and fulfil the role of co-ordination well;

7. Explore the channels for information exchange and carry out information exchange and
co-operations with relevant information services.

14.3.3 Information Institutes (or Divisions) and Libraries in Provincial Re-
search Sector

It is planned by the related authorities that the sci-tech information institutes (containing
libraries) in provincial academies of agricultural science will become the provincial centres of
agricultural documentation and information. They are. therefore, strong candidates for the
co-ordination and organisation of co-operative activities in the network. The centres should:

1. Broadly collect both foreign and domestic agricultural sci-tech literatures and meanwhile
pay special attention to local materials and try to establish collection and document
services with local characteristics and satisfy most information needs locally;

2. Organise the building up of local agricultural sci-tech databases based on the local
information resources and supplement the national databases in the computerised in-
formation retrieval system;

3. Carry out information investigation and SDI services, and thus provide scientific basis
and forecasting information for decision-making and processing of key research projects
in the province;
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4. Report the sci-tech achievements and disseminate sci-tech information efficiently and
effectively by utilising various channels and modern mean~ thus convert the informa-
tion into production forces quickly. At the same time, strengthen the dissemination
of information on rural marketing and technological economy and further promote the
development of rural commercialised production; and

5. Actively undertake those tasks assigned by the national agricultural sci-tech information
system, organise and co-ordinate the local information work, and set the programmes
for training, technical supervision and experience exchanging.

The agricultural research libraries or information services at prefectural level should:

1. Provide information mainly to agricultural research and technical extension on a
prefecture-wide scale;

2. Be stocked mainly with important domestic agricultural books and periodicals, and core
foreign agricultural books and periodicals; and

3. Be equipped with computer terminals so that they can retrieve information directly
from the national centre and provincial centre in the future.

14.3.4 Agricultural University Libraries

Agricultural university libraries usually have big collections. They should play very important
roles in the provincial networks. To tap the full potential, they need to:

1. Consolidate the bibliographic function, i.e, the collecting, sorting and processing of
bibliographic resources. And establish information retrieval systems to increase the
utilisation of documents and information;

2. Strengthen appropriate services for students and teachers; !

3. Improve the quality of the information-oriented journal, newsletter or current awareness
and the performance of information consultancy services;

4. Organise co-ordinating teachers to carry out agricultural information investigations, and
strengthen translation and compilation work;

5. Carry out information exchanges with relevant domestic and foreign organisations;

6. Undertake the task of teaching basic knowledge of information science and librarianship
for postgraduate students, senior undergraduate students and teachers, putting empha-
sis on information retrieval and utilisation: and create conditions to permit professional
training of on-job agricultural sci-tech information and libra.ry sta.ff; and

7. Carry out research on the theory and method of information and librarianship.
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14.4 Summary

Overall, attention needs to be paid by both authorities and potential participating libraries
to:

1. Adjusting and reforming the organisational structure of whole agricultural library and
information system and internal structures of individual libraries and information cen-
tres to extend the communications between different professions, sectors and levels of
libraries and information centres, and between librarian and information workers;

2. Enlarging the coverage of information resources, expanding the services and adjusting
the bias in the provision and dissemination of information in order to satisfy the in-
formation need with increased quantity and changed orientation. More practical and
marketing information should be provided; special attention should be paid to improving-
the services to the largest groups of users, Le. farmers;

3. Recruiting more qualified personnel: sci-tech information officers, as one part of re-
searchers, should possess knowledge of the speciality, foreign languages and librarian-
ship or information science. Experienced researchers, willing to move to information
work are ideal candidates. Besides, it is essential to provide opportunities for librarians
and information officers to be trained so that their knowledge can be continually up-
dated and improved, their views broadened, and their sensitivity towards information
increased. Additionally, librarians and information officers should have equal chances
as the researchers to be promoted and rewarded;

4. Facilitating the development of information means and paying attention to the applica-
tion of new technology in information work; and

5. Increasing the investments and budgets for sci-tech information-an investment in in-
telligence. It is important to allocate more budgets to create necessary conditions for
the development of information services.

The optimum pace of development of the system overall will depend very greatly on the
support from authorities, motivation of potential participating libraries. The author believes
that the above preparations will make the whole agricultural library and information systems
prosperous and enable the networks to succeed.

Once the related authorities and potential libraries accept the idea of networking and have
created a sound environment for networking, the author would recommend that

1. A provincial-scale subject network is more appropriate and efficient than others under
Chinese circumanst ancs:

2. Multitype network is feasible in a provincial subject network;

3. The network should be multifunctional but over-ambitious plans should be avoided;
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4. The conventional four functions, i.e. CA, ILL, UC and IR should be the priorities in
such a network;

5. Governance and organisation are vital; communications among sectors need to be im-
proved to facilitate the organisation;

6. Objectives including long-term and short-term, and high-level and low-level, should be
first identified; low-level objectives should be function-oriented;

7. The CA programme should reflect the geographical characteristics of agricultural pro-
duction and the focus should be put on highly specialised and expensive items;

8. Certain focal points with large stocks and UC services should be established to facilitate
ILL transaction;

9. The UC should start from union lists of serials and foreign publications;

10. IR should be centralised. The centre should make full use of national IR system(s);

11. Models constructed in this research are based on the consideration of cost-effectiveness-
benefits, which, thus, are appropriate to be adopted and implemented though they are
subject to some modifications; and

12. Overall, the network should consider to automate some operations though high degree
of computerisation is not realistic for the time being, etc.
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Background of Zhejiang Province

Zhejiang Province is situated in South-eastern Coast of China. It is in the middle of the
sub-tropical zone.'

In the North, Hang-Jia- Wu Plain is regarded as the most fertile triangular plain along the
Yangtse River; While the west and south are composite part of South-eastern hilly zone in
the China.

The administrative structure in Zhejiang can be described as follows:

1. Seven major cities directly administered by the Provincial Government;

2. Four prefectures;

3. Ten cities administered by prefectural governments;

4. Eighteen districts administered by city governments; and

5. Sixty-seven counties.

Populations and- Distribution

According to the data from the Census in 1982, the total population in the province has
reached 40m. The population density is 382 persons per square kilometre, which is 2.6 times
greater than the national average-lOS persons per square kilometre. It ranks ';". seventh in
China in terms of population size. The distribution of population, however, is rather uneven
among the areas, which is affected by the following factors:

1. Natural topography;

2. Economy;
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Table A.1: Distribution of Population ill Zhpjiallg

Prollliloni PI'oPOI'ti0n Prolusioll ProPGl'ti on

'9rioulturt, AniMal Husbandry 62.41~ Publio ISrrvicfs 6. S~r.or.stry and FIsh.ry
~trlth, Sports I111n., TiMb.r 1.82r.
tart 0.74r.

EI.otrioity, Gas I ~at'r 6.26Y. Eduoation I Culture 1.96~
lIanutaotur. 23.Se:.c Sol.no. I ltohnol09v 0.10'1.

O.ologioal R.oonnaisJano. 6.6i'r. Bln~ I Insuranc. 0.18~
Construot! on 2.99y. OOlltrnM.nt hpartM.nts 1.12r.

Trlnspotatlon I postotrio. 1. 81r. Cotfll'rohl" Food Procfss3.24r.
Othtrs 0.6~r.

3. Culture; and

4. Transportation etc.

The distribution of population along the professions lias been estimated in the Census and is
listed in Table A.l.

It can be seen clearly that vast majority of the population are engaged in agriculture, animal
husbandry, forestry and fishery. And in the above areas, population concentrates much on
agriculture. It occupies 91.48 per cent. Of the population who a.re enga.ged in agriculture, an-
imal husbandry, forestry and fishery, there are about 12,539 scientific and technical personnel.
This type of population is distributed in five main sectors (Table A.2).

The characteristics of the population in Zhejiang Province C(l1I be sununariscd as

1. Dominant position of agricultural population:

2. Low proportion of population engaged in coustructiou , transportation, post and
telecommunication, business, and public services; and

3. Lack of specialised, technica.l personnel.
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Table A.2: Distribution of Sci-tech Personnel ill Agriculture (Zlteijinag)

SUBJICT t«IKBIJI PROtoRl IOf!

SEED I PLANt BREEDING 6~8 10.11"
CULtIVATION 1,445 21. 56;1,
SOIL I FERTILISER 395 5.89"
PLANT PRorECTION .

714 10.651.
:N~~~~R~Ull~NDRV 1,213 18.10'1.
conOH I FABRES 161 2.40'1.
SILK-UORN 663 9.891.
TEA 308 4.59y.
FRuns 205 3.06"
r~~I~~u~~aL 388 s.79"OtHERS ~33 1.951.

tOtAL 6,703

Major 'Characteristics In Economic Structure

The economy of Zhejiang is mainly based on Agriculture and Light Industry. In the latter,
collective and small size enterprises occupy the superiority position. Zhejiang is a comprehen-
sive agricultural production area with high level technology but limited lands and resources.
It is one of the highest yielding area in China. III the plain area, the land is fertile and is the
base for major staple food (e.g. rice) and cash crops. While the vast mountainous areas and
extensive oceanic areas give varieties to the Forestry and Fishery Productions.

•
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Appendix B

Explanation of CA Mathematical
Models

Material Accessibility

Here, the author intends to explain each variable in the formula.

The variable I is quite straightforward; it denotes the number of title classes. The classes can
be defined according to the divisions of classification or popularity levels(or level of usage).
For example, in this project, 11 classes have been decided according to the sub-classes of the
class, agricultural science in the Chinese classification scheme. And five popularity classes
decided according to the usage study (survey).

J denotes the number of participating libraries in the network. In this project, 28 libraries and
information centres at national, provincial and prefectural levels have been chosen. Among
them are research, university, public and other type of libraries.

T denotes the total number of titles universally available. The data can be collected from
some bibliographies or some published statistical data. In the case of Chinese books, the
data has been collected by counting the number of titles disclosed and listed in the National
Bibliography of Agricultural Sciences: 1949-1985. The degree of the comprehensiveness and
completeness has not been evaluated. However it is the most comprehensive Chinese bibli-
ography on agricultural sciences the author could possibly find. The data about the total
number of foreign books published in the world have been found from some published papers
or Book News. Although this is a controversial issue, we can choose the data with closeness
to the others and the data disclosed in more authoritative sources.

Utdenotes the average number of requests on the titles universally available. In theory,
the data can be obtained by collecting the request data on the titles both accessible and
inaccessible in the network. The latter can be, somehow, the request data on ILL from other
libraries outside the network. However, it is not so easy to get complete data for the latter case
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B. Explanation of CA Mathematical Models

in practice, especially under the circumstance when the ILL systems has not been so popular
and formalised in China. Nevertheless, we can assume a value under the consideration of
both the request data on the popular books and less popular books etc ..

Iij denotes the number of items in class i to be allocated to library J, which is the control
variable in the formula.

Uij is defined as the average number of requests on class i from library J. The gathering of such
data involves the following procedures: 1) using a library catalogue, and dividing books into
groups according to their classes; 2) checking the books of every five books in the catalogue
and counting the borrowing records in a year time in the due date label of each book checked;
3) presenting the data in the table according to the frequency of borrowing; 4) calculating the
average number of requests on each class. Thus, the average number requests 011 the titles of
each class can be obtained.

CL';=l 'Lf=l Iij) is defined as the total number of items in the network, which includes the
duplicated copies of the same title.

0% is defined as the average rate of collection overlap between libraries, which can be deter-
mined by the analysis of the data. from the investigation on the degree of collection overlap
and the standard (if there is one, more accurately the common cases).

In, here, denotes the minimum title requirement in the network, which can be determined
by the consideration of both the total number of titles universally available and the present
situation of those participating libraries. A reasonable proportion can be derived.

0;%, with the similar characteristics to 0%, denotes the average overlap rate of class i between
libraries.

IF is defined as the lower-level title constraints of each class, i.e. the minimum title require-
ments for each class. It can be the existing number of titles the network holds. If it is too low,
we can determine a proportion of the total number of titles in each class universally available.

IF is defined as the upper-level title constraints in class i. In most case, the total number
of titles in each class universally available can be used as this constra.ints. However, if the
value is too high by judging, for instance, the total number of foreign books on agricultural
science published in the world, we can decide a proportion of that number. In reality, China
was only able to introduce a small proportion of foreign books annually, saying around 20 per
cent in 1986 for the whole country. While the regional network will be able to acquire even
less proportion of that.

Ci':.1=1 'L!=l I,)) x 0,70 is defined as the number of items overlapped in each class, And

[Lf=l 'L/=l Iij - ('L~=1 Iij) x O%J is defined as the total 1I111l1berof titles of each class to be
acquired in the network .. which will be determined after optimisation.

'L!=1 Iij denotes the number of items librarv j is going to acquire. which includes the title
overlap with other libraries,
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B. Explana.tion of CA Mathematical Models

Ij is defined as the minimum title requirement for library j, which will assure the minimum
satisfactory level. It can be decided by the consideration of the present status of those
participating libraries and the standard collection size.

c denotes the average cost of each title in each class. Vie assume that there are two cases
when optimisation is carried out. In the first case, the average cost of each class is the same.
In the second case, the average cost of titles in each class is different. The data about cost
can be collected by survey methods. If there is no statistical significance between classes, we
can assume that the average costs of the titles among the class are the same.

Bj is defined as the budget constraints of library j for purchasing the titles of I classes. The
data can be collected again by survey methods.

Geographical Accessibility

It is noted that with an uniform distribution, both the probability of initialising an ILL
request and the probability for node k to satisfy the request, i.e. number of relay times are
equal among the nodes. Therefore, no matter how different the number of the requests from
different nodes are, the result of the Expected Average Distance for any type of request are
the same as the product of relay times and two probabilities. If we assume that resource
distribution is skew one, consideration of the number of the request is necessary.

When one copy of title i is circulated in the network, the Expected Distance is i», two copies,
D2 and m copies D'":

We intend to minimise the Expected Distance to sa.tisfy a request of any type, which can be
expressed as

.Min{Dlx1 + D2'J.·2 + ,.. + Dmxm}
S.t.

Xl + X2 + ... + Xm = 1

c
1
Xl + C

2
X2 + ... + cffiXm < B

XI; = {lor O} k=1.2.3"".n

Local Availability

Examining the for mula, we can find t hat

where
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C1,

B. Explanation of CA Mathematical Models

pI, is the average probability of dissatisfaction when one copy
of each title in class i is circulated;
is the average probability of dissatisfaction when two copies
of each title in class i are circulated;
is the average probability of dissatisfaction when n copies
of each title in class i are circulat.ed;
are zero-one integer variables;
is the conversion co-efficiency between the cost for one copy
of each title in class i and the probability of dissatisfaction
when one copy is circulated;
is the conversion co-efficiency between the cost for two
copies of each title in class i and the probability of dis-
satisfaction when two copies are circulated;
is the conversion co-efficiency between the cost for n copies
of each title in class i and the probability of dissat.isfa.ction
when n copies are circulated;
is the unit cost of one copy of ea.ch title in class i;
is the cost of two copies of each title in class i;
is the cost of n copies of each ti tle in class i;

p2
I

pr',

The conversion co-efficiency reflects the priority of the designer on the measure of the Prob-
ability of Dissatisfaction.

The steps of computation can be summa.rised as follows:

Step 1: rank P,l + c1 , p2 + c2 and P" + cn into a vector with a.n increasing order according~ 1 ttl

to their values;

Step 2: rank the costs into a vector with an increasing order;

therefore,

1/ _ [pI + 1 p2 + 2 P" + n]'1 - i Ci i Ci' .. i Ct

\1 = [Cd C'2 C"n]
2 """

Step 3: compa.re the elements of Vector 2 with budget constraints, Bi; until the situation
when C is greater than Bi . Thus, we can find the optimum va.lue from Vector 1.
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Appendix C

Major Factors relevant to the
Design Of ILL System- identified
by Line

Geography and population

A very large country whose population is concentrated in a few urban centres creates far fewer
problems for library services than a country of a similar or smaller size whose population is
widely scattered in small towns: fewer libraries are needed in the former cases, and the
telecommunication system required can be relatively simple.

Constitution

A country with a federal constitution that gives a high degree of autonomy to states or
provinces may find centralisation less feasible and acceptable than one with a non-federal
constitution.

Stage and nature of development

Not only will the volume of demand per head of population normally be far greater in de-
veloped than in developing countries, but the nature of demand is likely to be significantly
different, with a greater emphasis on agriculture and medicine in most developing countries,
and a higher level of demand for pure science and very recent publications in developed
countries.
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C. Major Factors relevant to the Design Of ILL System- identified by Line

Education and research

One would expect the average level of literature requested on ILL in developing countries
to be rather "lower" than in developed countries, but one would also expect this to be a
temporary phenomenon; as local libraries improve and the level of education become higher,
the level of literature requested is likely to become gradually "higher".

Communications

In most countries, mail will be used for the great majority of requests and loans.

Although an adequate system of communications is of course essential if ILL is to take place
at all, within certain limits speed of transmission may not be critical. Studies in several
developed countries have shown that the most serious delays occur not in transmission but
in requesting and supplying libraries.

Book production

Users in the more productive countries are clearly likely to find more of the literature they
require in their local libraries, or available elsewhere in the country, than users in countries
that produce little. It is also easier for such countries to ensure adequate provision of at least
a fair portion of literature required on ILL.

Library resource

The strength of existing library resources, and money available for developing new resources,
are clearly two critical fa.ctors, which depend in the first case largely on history and in the
second on economic development. While a developed country may be prepared to make
available substantial additional resources to have a fast ILL service, if necessary duplicating
the resources of other libraries, in developing countries the emphasis may have to be on
maximising the use of existing libraries.
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Appendix D

DC Compilation and
Cost-effectiveness

Issues in Compilation

Selection of Contributing Libraries

A specialised catalogue will include, and probably concentrated on, the holdings of specialist
libraries, but notifications of strong collection in the subject in question in other more general
libraries would also be desirable. A general catalogue on other hand would have as a basis
the holdings of large libraries, which provide the largest number and widest spectrum of
publications, and supplement them with smaller research and special libraries which will
contain additional items.

Regardless of the value or size of the collection of a particular library, a major criterion in
deciding whether to include a library in a UC is its ability and willingness to supply items on
ILL. Comprehensiveness of coverage may appear to be an ideal, but the belief that "the more
libraries included in the UC, the more comprehensive the catalogue" is false. The aim should
be an optimum number of libraries that between them can supply an optimum percentage of
book in the country or region.

Types of Union Catalogue

UC can be classified according to its contents [i.e. for serials or monographs); its subjects (i.e.
comprehensive or specialised) and its media, (i.e. cards, or book, or microform or computer
tapes)

As for its media, i.e. its physical forms, there are card catalogue, printed catalogue or machine-
readable data base giving access via.a terminal, printed or microform products. When consid-
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D. UC Compilation and Cost-effectiveness

ering the physical form the UC should take it may be useful to consider their advantages and
disadvantages (attached). Decision, therefore, can be made through a careful cost-effective
comparison.

Form of Entry

The form that entries in UC should take depends upon the intended use of the catalogue. If
it is to be used also a bibliographic or cataloguing tool, then the entries will of necessity be
extensive, and aim to be complete and accurate. The cross-references that will be necessary
will only increase the size and decrease the manageability of the catalogue; staff time will
increase as entries from contributing libraries are made to conform to the established standard,
and as ILL request are searched for in a large and complicated catalogue. The liability to
error is also likely to grow. The requirement for entries in a UC that is to be used only for
ILL purpose is much simpler. The basic requirement is for entry under author and title, with
date and edition providing supplementary aids to identification where necessary.

Content of Bibliographic Record and Compilation

The content of bibliographic record usually includes bibliographic information, and holding
and lending informa.tion.

Aspects needing attentions

During compilation, the following aspects needing attentions:

Arrangement

The arrangement of the UC should facilitate rapid access and efficient use. The preferred
print or display for the main sequence is usually alphabetic for the western languages items.
As for Chinese, either in the order of number of ra.dicals or alphabetic order for phonetic
alphabet.

Access Points

Access points other than title can include author(s), subject headings, key-words, cross refer-
ence, and ISB~ etc. These should be provided by means of indexes or be integrated into the
main sequence with the a.im of giving multiple approaches appropriate to the items covered
and aiding the user who has at hand an imprecise title citation. Where the DC is created in
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D. UC Compilation and Cost-effectiveness

an automated environment, the creation of multiple access points creates less work than in a
manual environment.

Filing System

In order to use the UC successfully, the filing arrangement must be understood.

Comparison among different Media of UC

1. Card Catalogue

• can constantly be kept up-to-date by interfiling new information without re-
sequencing the file.

• the basic material for the creation of the card catalogue are inexpensive;
• a highly sophisticated infrastructure is not necessary to the library;
• possible access points in a card catalogue in theory are unlimited; in practice,
references and added entries are limited by the amount of work required to produce
them and by the physical amount of space they take;

• it is possible to produce a printed catalogue from a card catalogue and vice versa,
recognising that this is a labour-intensive process;

• the card catalogue is bulky in size;
• access is limited to those on site;
• information cannot be transferred easily;
• duplicate copies of the catalogue, to protect the information from loss or destruc-
tion, do not exist; and

• changes to cataloguing rules present major problems for the coherence of the cat-
alogue.

2. Printed Catalogue

• the printed catalogue is portable;
• it may be produced in multiple copies and widely distributed;
• it cannot be kept up to date unless derived from machine-readable data;
• when frequent supplements are produced, this involves the user in multiple
searches;

• the number of access points is limited by space and resource: and
• the librarian may have less control over the technical details of the production of
the printed catalogue than a card catalogue.

3. Machine-readable data ba.se

• the machine-readable data base can be kept up to date.
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• information can be stored compactly;

• the tape of the data can be duplicated and widely distributed;

• changes to catalogue roles can sometimes be accommodated by writing programs
to change elements of the record automatically;

• card catalogue, printed catalogue, microform catalogues can all be produced from
the data base; in addition, the data base can be consulted on-line or off-line; and

• if so programmed, can admit searches via a terminal. not only by access points,
but by a, combination of access points. Similar, can admit searching by keyword;

4. Microfiche

• microfiche is compact and lightweight;

• the support is inexpensive;

• it can be updated frequently when derived from machine- readable data;

• it can be distributed cheaply through the postal system;

• special apparatus is needed for viewing;

• where dependent upon a machine-readable data base, i.e. Computer Output Mi-
croform (COM), see also related points above; and

• where dependent upon filming card or printed catalogues, see also under those
heading.

Cost-effectiveness of UC

We assume that there are two major kind of costs involved for UC service irrespective of
forms

1. Setting-up cost, CJ (including cataloguing, compiling and printing etc.)

2. Staff cost for UC consulting, Cf.

Thus the unit cost of a request being satisfied by staff at node j is

Cf = staff hour(Sj )/per request x salary rate/per staff hour

If Rj requests enter node j per year, the staff cost at node j annually will be

And total staff cost per year in the network is
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D. DC Compila.tion and Cost-effectiveness

Therefore, the total cost of having DC in the network is

J J

~CfRjxj + ~CJXj
j=l j=1

or
J

"2)Cf lJ-j + CJ)x j
j=l

Some effectiveness measures can be set as goals

1 J
(Goal) R ~ Sjhjxj ~ E(Handling Efficiency)

)=1

And it will subject to staff constraints.

Thus, we intend to minimise the total cost of DC services in the network and the whole
formula can be expressed as:

J
Min{~(CfRj + CJ)Xj}

j=1
1 J

(Goal); L Sjhjxj > E
)=1

J

(Goal) ~[TjXj + Tj(l - XJ] < T
j=l

s.t.

1 J
- ~ Sx· < 5J ~ J J-

)=1

o ~ SjXj ~ SXj
Xj = 0 or 1,

j = 1,2, ... ,N.

where
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J is number of nodes;
C~ is the setting-up cost of UC services at node j;

JRCj is the unit staff cost for UC consulting;
Rj is number of ILL request for UC consulting at node j;
Xj is control integer variable of UC availability;
R is the total number of UC consulting request in the network;
Sj is staff hours available at node j annually;
hj is average number of request handled per staff annually;
E is minimum handling efficiency;
13 is the expectation value of two- body transaction time from node j;
TJ is the expectation value of three-body transaction time from node j;
S is staff hour constraints in the network.

The nodes with high arrival rate, high handling efficiency, easy accessibility and cheap staff
costs will have the priority to keep a UC and carry out a service for DC consulting.
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Appendix E

Determination of Purchase Costs
for CA Programme

Here the author intends to take the ZALINET as a case study and go into the details of
the flow by clarifying the terms used and explaining the procedures of quantification of some
values. Table E.1 presents a summary of the data about the number of items universally
available, the number of items accessible in the system and the reasonable target of stock or
acquisition. The data were achieved by data analysis from two major sources: a) published
data and statistics and b) survey data.

Number of Items Universally Available

By the number of items universally available, the author means the total number of publi-
cations which has been published in the world for a certain period. In other words, such a
number of publication are available and accessible in theory. In the most cases, the data on a
specific subject will be more interesting when working on specialised library and information
network. For instance, in this project, only the data on agricultural sciences are of concern.
And the data were collected by the division of form and language.

1. Chinese Book and Periodicals
In the case of the total number of Chinese Books on agriculture the data were gathered
by counting the number of titles listed in the Chinese National Bibliography of Agricul-
ture, Forestry, Animal Husbandry and Fishery 1949-1985, which is claimed as one of
the most comprehensive bibliographies on agriculture science available in China. While
the data about the number of Chinese periodical published was adopted from the da.ta
estimated by Jiang. The Data in the blanket includes the internal publication, which
are not distributed through conventional channel. i.e. subscription from post offices.

2. Foreign Book and Periodicals
The data about the number of the foreign books published for 30 year has been found
from several published papers or "Book News". Though, it is still somehow a contro-
versial issue, we can choose the one which is more likely to be publicly recognised and
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E. Determination of Purchase Costs for CA Programme

Table E.1: Summary of Data about No. of Items Universally Available

forMS CHIHESE
BOOKS

CHIHESE
PERIODICALS

FOREIGtl

BOOKS
FOREIGH

PERIODICALSQuan tl t!l

liD. OF ITEMS
UHIVERSALLY 19,0e0 471 3M.ece 'flOe-SOea
AVAILABLE (2,291>.

HO. OF ITEMS
ACCESSIBLE 15,2ee 35£1 e,eoa 250
IH THE SYStEM (1,232).

DESlnD 1S eS0 46~ 37 sea 1 ~eo
StOCK VEL (9t 0"1.) (95. xl (It 5x) (1~. 5::)

HO.OF HEll itEMS 7000-8000UHIV[RSALLY 1,1fl0 450 10.000
AVAI ABLE, p.a.

HO. OF HEll ITEMS 250ACCESSIBLE 9fla 3Se 3tJO
IH tHE S~StE"

DESIRED 1 M5 462 1 250 1 NlO
AC~UISltIOH (9tEW (9S.0"I.) (it 5x) (i~.5x)
LE EL ,

* Data in th! Blank!l includ~s publications subscribed not frOMPost offic!
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acceptable estimation or which is disclosed in more authoritative sources. It has been
estimated that about 10,000 foreign books and about 7000 to 8000 type of periodicals
on agriculture or relevant to agriculture are published annually in the world.

Number of Items Accessible in the System

By the number of items accessible in the system, the author means the number of items which
the libraries to be networked have already collected and stored. In a network environment,
those items should be accessible by its users from different locations. The number of items
accessible in the system were collected by survey methods, discussed in Chapter Eleven. The
determination of overlapping rate was also based on the survey.

Reasonable Acquisition Target

By Reasonable Acquisition Targets, the author means the acquisition targets that is reason-
able to achieve in order to improve the accessibility and availability of stock. They usually
represent comparatively high proportion of publication universally available, thus to satisfy
the most requests placed upon the network by its users. The determination of reasonable
acquisition targets should be based on at least one of the following:

1. Published data about publication on specific subject universally available;

2. Present stock situation of libraries to be networked;

3. Situation of other systems either in China or in other countries;

4. Citation data and usage data.

Once we have gathered some of the above types of data, we should be able to derive the
reasonable acquisition targets by the analysis of those data. One simple way is assuming a
reasonable percentage of the number of items universally available. Here, 95% has been cho-
sen as a standard for Chinese materials while 12.5% for foreign material. The latter is based
on the data disclosed by Zhang. It has been estimated that only about one-eighth of foreign
publication is introduced into China annually. Since acquisition of 12.5% of foreign publi-
cations is affordable by the national level, it is certainly a reasonable target for a provincial
level to strive for under the present circumstance.

Distribution of Demand on Reasonable Acquisition Targets

A. Books

The classes are divided in accordance with the popularity, that is, how many times the items
have been borrowed during a period of time, for example, one year. Data were collected by
taking some samples and counting the due date label of the books. Class S, i.e. Agricultural
Science in Chinese National Classification Scheme, was chosen as the sample and the drawer
oflibrary card catalogue were used aside and then the dates stamped during one year (August
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1986 - July 1987) on the date due label of every "fifth" item on the catalogue were counted.
The status of the items are divided as follows: 1) NA, Le, number of items not available at the
time of counting; 2) 0, 1,2,3,4,5, i.e. number of items loaned zero times, once, twice, three,
four and five times. When counting the total times of the loan, the status of "not available"
was ignored since it causes some inconformity with Poisson distribution. Then from the raw
data, the average number of request of 11 subclasses of Chinese and Foreign books and the
proportion of demand on different popularity classes in 28 libraries have been both calculated.
Two sets of data have been processed by a statistical software package called Microsta. Chi-
square tests have been carried out to t.est the conformity with Poisson Distribution, and to
derive the average number of request on 11 classes and average proportion of demand on
popularity classes.

By averaging the proportion of demand in 28 libraries, we, therefore, get the proportion
of the demand on the different popularity classes in the network (Column I). Then the
actual distribution of total demand-18,813 and 5,651 on Chinese book and foreign book
respectively-were calculated (Column II). Proportion of the stock with different popularity
were estimated(Column III). Examining the two sets of proportion, we can see that they
conform with the Bra.dford Distribution, i.e. small proportion of core stock satisfies large
amount of user's need. Total stock were summed upon the stocks of 28 libraries. Then the
distribution of the stocks along the popularity cla.sses was calculated (Column IV). The two
sets of proportions along the popularity classes are the average based on statistical analysis
of the data surveyed in 28 libraries. They should be somehow reliable and represent a com-
mon situation since there is no significant difference tested by Chi-square test (Table E.2 &
Table E.3).

Therefore, by using the same sets of proportions, we should be able to work out the number of
the demand on the reasonable acquisition target and the distribution of reasonable acquisition
target along the popularity classes.

B. Periodicals

It is noticeable that the data collection and estimation of the demand on periodicals usually
vary from that for the books. According to Line's finding. i.e. 20-80 rule, we know that
around 20% of periodicals contribute almost 80% of literature on specific subjects. This rule
can be used to help the selection of periodicals in the network environment. However, in
order to make micro-level decision about the overlapping degree for different group of titles,
more detailed distribution need to be worked out. Some published citation data and usage
data were used to serve the purpose.

Table E.4 presents the distribution of demand among the groups. The division made follows
the principles of Bradford Law

Overlapping Degree

Here it is useful to recall one of the four criteria for CA.-Geographical Accessibility. TIle
criteria intends to give out an optimum overlapping degree. i.e. the solutions about how many
libraries will collect one specific title or one specific group of titles. In other words, how many
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Table E.2: Proportion of Demand along Popularity Classes (Chinese)

Prop. Ho. of Prop. Mo. of Ho. of Ho. ofDtM~nd on DUlrtd
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Table E.4: Distribution of Demand arnoug the Croups (Chinese)

(Chin,.,)
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copies of a specific title (exclusive of duplicated copies within a library) will be collected by
the network.

In Chapter Seven, the author has described and explained the analytical solutions of geo-
graphical accessibility. Table E.5 & Table E.6 presents the results of the product of average
relay times and number of request, corresponding with different number copies, saying one,
five, ten ... , up to 25, which increases by five. Then, the author further decides a measure as
a reasonable product of relay times and number of request. The measures should be different
between Chinese and foreign materials since the latter are far more expensive and should be
acquired at less quantity. The measures determined for Chinese and foreign materials are
±5.16 and ±7.62 respectively. The higher the product in the same popularity class is, the
less copies will be available and the more relay times will be needed. It is obvious that too
many relay times is not desirable to the users. Here we need take a consideration of cost-
effectiveness about the policy to be adopted. By comparison with the reasonable measure, we,
therefore able to work out the overlapping degree for each popularity classes. If we multiply
overlapping degree by the number of titles in the class at the reasonable acquisition target,
we can obtain the number of items at different class. By summing them up, we have the total
number of items. Finally, we derive the average overlapping degree through dividing the total
number of items by the total number of titles.

Average Number of Items Per Node

If we divide the total number of items (excluding duplicated copies) in the network by the
number of nodes, we, therefore, have the average number of items per node, which will help
the determination of the duplicated rate and the total number of items (including duplicated
copies).

Duplicated Rate

To work out this measure, we need again to recall the performance criteria-Local Availability.
To guarantee a reasonable local availability (probability of satisfaction in local libraries ). we,
sometimes, need to have multiple copies for a specific title or a group of titles in the local
libraries. But what the policy should be adopted for different popularity classes needs a
consideration of cost-effectiveness. As mentioned and described in Chapter Seven, a reverse
measure-probability of dissatisfaction has been chosen. Table E.i &. Table E.8 present the
result of the probability of dissatisfaction under the assumption of one, two and three copies.
Then the author takes the average number of items per node, and distributes it according to
the two sets of proportions, i.e. proportion of demand, and proportion of stock. Based on
same method as the one for the overlapping degree, the author, therefore, decides a reasonable
measure for probability of dissatisfaction. Again such a decision should be made in accordance
with the consideration of cost-effectiveness. The measures marked with asterisk * are chosen
as an tolerable probability of dissatisfaction for each popularity classes. Therefore, the author
is able to work out the duplicated rates for each popularity classes if multiplying the duplicated
rates by the number of titles in different classes. And by summing them up, the author obtains
the total number of items per node (including duplicated copies), finally average duplicated
rate can be derived through the total number of items per node diving by the number of titles
per node. In the case of periodicals, either Chinese or Foreign, "Non- duplicate" policy will
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E. Determination of Purchase Costs for CA Programme

Table E.5: Product of Average Relay Times & No. of Requests (Chinese)
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E. Determination of Purchase Costs for CA Programme

Table E.6: Product of Average Relay Times & No. of Requests (Foreign)
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E. Determination of Purchase Costs for CA Programme

be adopted in the local library level.

Total Number of Items Accessible in the Network (including overlaps and dupli-
cations)

This number can be calculated simply by multiplying the average number of items per nodes
with the number of nodes.

Average Price

Table E.g presents the average price for different forms of documents

The average price listed above were derived based on the statistical analyses of several sets
of samples of price data for each forms. For each set of sample, around 100 price data were
gathered on a random basis from either bibliographies or book-seller news or Ulrich Directory
etc.

The total cost of purchase, therefore, can be estimated simply by multiplying the total number
of items by average price. -
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C. Determination of Purchase :;osts for C:\ Programme

Table E.7: Probability of Dissatisfaction (Chinese)
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E. Determination of Purchase Costs for CA Programme

Table E.8: Probability of Dissatisfaction
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E. Determination of Purchase Costs for CA Programme

Table E.9: Average Prices for different forms

Forms CB FB CP FP
Average Price (Yuan) 3.00 77.00 10.3 170.00

\
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Appendix F

List of Data to be Collected

A. Resources

1. Total collection size in the network (actual collection size of each node, annual
growth rate of collection at each nodes);
* Total network collection size in previous year x annual growth rate

2. Number of staff available at each node (professional, experienced, inexperienced
and clerical etc.)
-+ Total No. of staff in the network

3. Funds available at each node (proportions);

4. Equipment and machine available at each node
e.g. photocopying machine, microform reader and terminals etc.

5. Staff available for each co-operative activities.

B. Activities

1. Acquisition
-How many new items acquired a year (distribution of each subject)

2. Lending·
- Level of total demand on each popularity classes, proportions of book collection,
and proportion of demand;
-Average length of loan period and circulation times a year;
-User requests on each popularity class from different nodes;
-Total number of requests at different nodes and in the network being designed;
-Number ofILL transactions in the network and at each nodes (original requests,
referral requests (if any) and terminative requests handled a year);
-A \'erage turn-around time.

3. IR
-Frequency of IR searching batch

4. UC
-Number of UC locating requests at each node.
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C. Operations

1. Proportion of budget for each co-operative activities;
2. Number of staff involved in each activities;
3. Average time taken to satisfy a request;
4. Average time to locate a item in UC
5. Unit cost per ILL request handled at different nodes;
6. Unit cost per UC consulting request at different nodes;
7. Average time taken to satisfy a searching requests by manual, or off-line or online

for SDI or retrospective searching; and
8. Costs of each mode of searching.

D. Background

1. Total number of titles universally available;
2. Bradford distribution of literature on specific subjects;
3. Potential Users of network & User distribution among categories and geographical

location;
4. Subject coverage of the network;
5. GeographicaI distribution of nodes; and
6. Communication means.
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-:_~ "__:'!'!! 7.1. SUM or LIBMRY pmORMAttClUmms

~ALOHG THE ADnINISTRATIVE LEVEL)

NAtIONAL PROVINCIAL PREFECTURAL TOTAL

Mo. Prop. No. Prop. No. Prop. Ho. Prop.

, 1 (~.6x) 1 3.6:c
18

11 1 <12.~X) 1 3.6"

12 1 <12.~") 1 . 3.6"

13 1 (12.Sx) 1 (S.6x) 2 7.1"

14 1 (~e.8:() 1 <S.6") 2 7.1"

1~ 1 <12.5,,) 1 3.6:C

U 1 (58. ex) 1 <12.5,,) 1 (5.6,,) 3 18.7"

17 2 (11.1") 2 7.1"

18 2 (U.1,,) 2 7.1X

19 1 <12.5,,) 4 <22.2,,) 5 18.'"
28 :

21 2 us.eo 5 (27.8:<) 7 25.~

2l

. 23

24 1 <5.6x) 1 3.6X
-

3 8 18 28



ItmlX lOa LIIMIY nALUAUOIt

ADnINJSTRilCATEGORY -TIVE LEVEL srOCK BUDGET BOOH/USER USER/STAFF TOtAL
LEVEL LEVEL

CHRRI R PROVIHCIAL , 4 5 1 16

HAHS E PREFECTURAL 8 6 5 3 21

HARI R PREFECTURAL 5 ,- 4 2 17

HAl E PREFECTURAL , 6 , 3 19

JARI R PREFECtURAL 8 1 5 1 21

JAS E PREFECtURAL 4 5 4 3 . 16

JCRI R PREFECTURAL 9 1 4 1 21

i

JHAJU R PREFECtURAL s , 1 2 14

JHAS E PREFECtURAL 5 6 5 1 11

LARI R PREFECtURAL 9 7 5 3 24

LAS E PREFECtURAL 7 6 5 1 19

HARI R PREFECtURAL 5 . 7 a 1 15

NAS E PREFECtURAL a 4 a . 1 9

SARI R PREFECtURAL 9 7 4 1 21

SAS E PREFECtURAL 6 , 5 2 19-



IIGE)( lOR LIIlARY IVALUUIOti

ADnIHlStRACAtEGORY srOCK BUDGEt BOON/USER USER/STAFF tOtAL-rIVE LEVEL. LEVEL LEVEL

tASI R PREFECTURAL , , 4 , 1 19
"

. tAS E PREFECtURAL 3 5 3 2 13

fJU It PROIJIHCIAL* 5 5 3 1 14

WARl It PREFECTURAL , 5 5 2 18

liAS E PREFECTURAL 5 , 5 2 18

2AAS It PROUINCIAL 3 4 5 . , 1 13

ZAB E PROUINCIAL , s 5 5 " 22

ZAD A PROUICIAL 5 , 5 5 21

2ARI R PREFECTURAL 9 , 4 1 21

2"80 R PROUINCIAL , , 4 1 19

2AU E .:PROVINCIAL 2 3 4 3 12

2f. P PROUlelAL 1 1 4 5 11
.,._

ZICRI It; PROUINCIAL 5 , 4 1 16



J = 1

y
!

A~LI'lcaL SOLaflONS rot '"I,OlJlCflUI or
GIOQIAP1UcaL ACCDlIIILJ tV (IXPICtD IISrAHCl)

whtn '" = 1 whtn M = 5 wh.1t '" = 18
J IJk

plJk 'Lk x .Jk 'iJk P~Jk x IJk pl~k pl~k x DJk,

1 8
2 1 8.031 8.831 8.185 8.185 . 8.318 8.318
3 2 8.831 8.0i4 8.151 1.,384 8.242 , 8.484
4 3 8.831 8.111 8.132 8.396 8.1'8~ I~414
5 4 8.83'1 8.148 8.U8 8.44e 8.896 8.384
6 5 8.831 1.185 1,,8" 1.458 8.858 8.UI
1 6 8.831 8.222 8.814 8.444 8.8n 8.ue·
8 1 8.831 8~as, 8.861 8~428' 8.eat' 8.148
9 8 8.831 8.296 1.848 8.384 8.811 8.888

18 s 8.831 8.333 1.838 8.342 8.885' 8.845
11 18 8.831 8.378 8.829 8.319 0.883 8~838
11 11 8.831 8.487 8.823 8.216 8.8M 8.8U
13 12 8.837 8.444 8.811 8.221 8.881 8.M2
14 13 8.837 8.481 8.813 8.15'
15 14 8.831 1.'18 8.889 1.135
U 15 8.837 8.'55 8.096 8.896
11 16 8.831 8.592 8.884 8.8U
18 11 8.031 8.629 8.183 8.854
19 18 8.831 8.'" 8.882 8.8a8
28 u 8.03? 8.?03 8.881 8.828
at 28 8.837 8.148
aa at 8.e3? 8.71'1
23 22 8.83? 8.814
24 2a 8.83? 8.151
25 24· 8.83'1 8.888
26 25 8.83' 8.925
21 26 8.831 8.962
28 2' 8.831 8.999

"",.rlg,R.llv '1"11. 13.986 4.'48 2.538



J = 1

_LII IcaL lOUIt! 0ftS 1'01 tHl 0J.RCt IVI ('Ir

GIOGIAft I caL acauI IILltr (mlCtD tIStlHCl)
(a)

whtn ,..= 15 whtR ,.. : ae whtn ,..= 25r DJk
riJk PiJk x 'Jk P~Jk P~Jk x DJk plt PUk x DJkiJk

1 8
2 1 8.556 8.556 8.141 B.141 8.9a6 8.926
3 2 8.256 8.584 8.199 B.1'" 8.811. 8.142
4 3 1.113 B.339 B.184 1.848 B.Be3 B..ae9
5 4 B.841 8.188' I.B1B 8.841, 5 8.B18 1.89' B.882 e.818
1 6 8.883 I.B18
8 1 8.802 8.&14
9 8 1.881 B._

10 9

11 18

12 11
13 12
14 13
15 14
16 15
11 16
18 11
19 18

at 19
21 28
22 at
23 22
24 u-
25 24
26 25
21 26
28 21

Avyrlf.Rt IV Ti,..u 1.111 1.333 1.8n
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.~ -:;la.,.(b) Cost R.qull't ... nt tor l.allh ForMS

(alt.r Colt Analysis)

I0talHo. ofteMs

Cost

Proportion

CB FB CP FP

8,636 3,648 ',927 1,318

24,108 288,288 61.848.1 222,70S

4.1:< 47.,,, !EI.4:< 37.9"

TOTAL COST: 588,136.1

I0talHo. ofteMs

Cost

Proportion

CB FB CP FP

10,977 2,240 3,699 1,439

32,931 172,488 38,899.1 244,630

6.'" 35.3x 7.S" 50.1y.

TOTAL COST: 489,148.7
* SUMMary of th, Aoquisitlon COlts In 28 Llbrarl,s



r .

I la.l. Dur~tion of Acquisition Functions pe~

Uni t ONU in lich Shit GNu

Activit~ Duration of Activit1 fer Unit Order
Description for .ach Grad. Staf TiM. in ninut.s)

A B C D Total

Selection 0.12 1.28 0.64 2.04
Ord.rlng 8.15 8.98 2.62 2.58 6.33Routin.
Checking 8.16 8.16 3.69 2.98 6.91Arrivals
FundAccounting 8.96 1.02 3.05 4.98BookAccessioning
Book 0.58 1.8e 1.50DistributionRoutin.

Total 0.43 3.33 8.41 9.53 21.16

Labour
Cost 0.28 1.33 2.88 2.48 6.89

.'.



10.4.
Time Sheet for Random Time Sampling

NAME------------------------

DATE-----------------------

NO.----------------------

ACTIVITY: OBSERVATION TIMES

Verifying --------------------_. -

Locating

Mailing or telephone enquiry

Unpacking

Notifying users



.r=- ;-::P.. 19.5Ca) UHIr COST or IHTERLIBMRY LOAH

(Borrow-in, by nail)

hqutst Library

Cost It~
TiM.Distribution Originals

Ce.37HR) CYrn)

Photocopits
(Yen)

Processing Cost + Overhead
uerifying IConsu ting UC 20.0"1. .O.881 0.081
TransMi Hi ng

0.061the Request 15.0'1. 0.061
Unpacking the Loan 18.0'1. 0.041 0.841
Notifving Users 12.0'1. 0.049 0.849
Returning the Loan 15.ex 0.061

Sub-total 72.0"1. 0.293 0.232

Other Processing
Referral Routing 8. e'I. 0.033 e.033
Personal tiM' 10.ex 0.041 0.041
Others 18.0'1. 0.041 e.041

Direct Labour Total 100.0'1. 0.408 0.345

naterial I EquiPMent
TranSMissionMachin,
POltag, 0.32 0.ea
Envelopu, Labels 0.08 0.03

11attriat Tohl 0.411) 0.11

Fringe B,n,fits (5x) 0.0a 0.02
19tal~ per requfst 0.828 0.475111e -



f_.
I /'

,
~ ::~2' ~9.)(b) UNIt COST or IHTERLIBRARY LOAN

(Borrow-in, transiMitted b~ telephone)

Request Library

Cost IteM
TiMeDistribution Originals

(6.33HR) (Yen)
Photocopies

(~en)

Processing Cost + Overhead
Verif~ing aConsu ting UC 21.1x a.aa1 a.aB1
TransMi tUng 13.2X 0.051 13.651the Request
Unpacking the Loan 16. 5:~ 0.041 13.041
Notir~ing Users 12.sx 0.049 _ 0.049
Returning the Loan 1s.Ix 0.661

Sub-total '73.0"1. a.2B3 0.222

Other Processing
Referral Routing 6.1:: ' 6.023 8.623
Personal TiMe 10.5Y. 13.041 a.641
Others 1e.Sx 6.041 a.641

Direct Labour Total 1013.0"1. a.3aB El.32'

Material a EquipMent
TransMissionMachine 13.22 0.22
Postagl! 6.24
Envelopes, Labels 13.04

Material Total 13.50 13.22

Fringe Benefits (5x)
6.62 0.62

Total, per request 0.96S a.s6?filled --



, z;----- _? 1~..r. (0) UHIr COSt or IHTDLIBMRY 1.0011

(Borrow-in, transiMitted by t.l.faosiMile)

Rfqu.st Library

Cost It.M
TiMDistribution Originals

(0.33HR) (Ven)
Photocopi es

(Y.n)

Processing Cost + Ov.rh.ad
Unifying IConsu ting UC 28.5" 6.881 8.1381
TransMittingthe R.qutst 12.2X 8.849 13.048
Unpacking the Loan 10.3x 0.041 8.841
Notifying Users 12.3" 0.849 8.049
R.turning th. Loan 15.4" 0.861

Sub-to~l 76.7:< . 13.280 0.219
Oth.r Processing

R.f.rral Routing 9.4X 8.823 0.823
Personal tiM' 113.3:< 13.041 8.041
Othtrs 18.3:>: 8.041 8.041

Direct Labour Total 1813.ex 13.395 0.334

Material I EquiPM.nt
TransMission 13.79 13.79Machin.
Postage 13.24
EnlJeloPIS, Labels 13.64

Material Tohl 1.86 13.79

Fringe hnlfi ts (5,,)
13.02 0.82

rotal~ per r.qu.st 1.475 1.134filIe .-- -



-- 1'1.$".(d) UHIT COST or IHTDLIBRARY LOAH

(Loan-out, by Mail)

Resourcp Library

TiM.Distribution Originlls PhotooopiuCost IteM (0.50HR) (Yen) (Yen)

Proc.ssin; Cost + Oy.rhead
U@rifyin; 16.0Y. 0.061 0.061
Checking sh~lyts 113.ex 6.061 0.061
Pa;ing 15.0Y. 0.092
Copying 25. ex 0.153
Mliling the LOin 5.ex 8.631 0.831
Recording 5. it!. 0.031 0.031
Unpacking the Return 5.0:< 0.031
Reshelving 5. ex 13.031

Sub-total 86.0Y. 0.246 0.429

Other Processing
Ref.rral Routing 5.0'~ 0.031 0.031
Per-sonal TiMe 8.ex 6.049 6.049
Oth.rs 7. ex 0.043 0.043

Direct Labour Total 100. ex 0.369 0.552

Material I EquiPM.nt
TransMissionMachin.
Postage 0.24 0.16
Enyelopes, Label s 0.10 0.10
Photocopier, Pap.r I 13.50
Toner

Material Tohl e. 34 0.76

Fringe Bfn.tits (5~O 13.03 0.03

Total, per request 0.739filled 1.278-- --



·;~ l&.b.(&) r~5Mi5Sitn .1 Inttrli~ LOan Rrqutsts

R,quut L.ibruy

nai I 3 Min 10 dalls 8.141 ~ign d'i1ru of Hiyhi liollUphic R. iabilitylocurlCV

Ttlephon. 4.8 Min 7 dalls 0.318 Vari aH. durft Hi hof rcouraoy. R,Yiability(r. at.d to skill (r.lahd tolev.l of' staff) skill level)

hl.facsMi It 3.3 Min 7 days 8.847 Hign d('·;"".of L.ss r.liabilit~accurlo'! (SOM. pOllitil! Y(varilt on in lost trlnSM 55 on)rudability)

Labour tiM' Av.rli' Totll transMissiontranSMit Tyrn-jround Cgst P'r AccuracyP,r R,qu,st TI~ P.r R.qu,st R,qu,st
Rtliabilitll ofTranSMi ision

110dt>

"od. of
TransMi II ion

,- . ~::,: 1&.6. (b) Calculations or rNJIsMission Custs

Request Libruy •

l1ail

Postage Ptr R,qu,st COlt
Labour Cost Phon. hl.copitr

Per Request
TranSMissionCOltP,r Request

lIod. of
TransMission

0.08 0.061 = 0.141

hl.phon. 0.098 0.22 0.318
TelefacsMile 0.067 0.78 = e.847



Text cut off in original



10·7

OFF-LINE AND ON-LINE SEARCHING

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Type of
Searching

No. of Topics
searched

Response
Time

cost
(Yen)

Effectivenes~
(Recall Ratio;

-----------------------------------------------------------------------~
off-line 700 every 2 mnth

a ba tch
30-45 90%

on-line 40-50 . 100

-------------~----------------------------------------------------------

IR Qy Manual (AGRIS & CAB)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Subject No ..of topic

Searched in
1987

staff type
involved

time cost effectiveness

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Sl 19 4:1

reserva 5:1S3 7 -tion charged 3
2-3 by No. searchesS4 33 mainly mnths of Key per week

RS words
S5 24 5 some used

SO! Response
S6 31 time

max.O.S 100S8 38 month Yen/day
Total 153



" -c~:. 111.8. Soal. CoMParison

Inttnsit'J ofiMPortance D.finition Explanation

1
3

Equal iMPortanct Two actiyiti.s contribut •• qually to the objective
Ueak iMportance Experl.nc. and judgMent sli9htl~ favour on.of one oyer another activity oy.r another
Ess.ntlal or Exp.ri.nc. and JudgM.nt strongly favour on.strong iMportance activity oytr anoth.r _
V.rll strong or~eMonstrahdiMPortance

An .ptlylty is fayour.d v.ry Itfo~;JY ovtranoth'fllts dOMlnanc. d.Monstrat.d in practice

5

9 Absolut. iMportance The ,Yid,nc. fayourjng one activity over anoth.r
11 the highut posl1bl. ord.r ofaHimation

Int'rMediat. valu.s Uh.n cOMProMis. is n••d.dbetween adjacent
value s

2,4,6,8

R.ciprocalsof lbov.nonzero
If activity i hason. of the abovenonz.ro nUMbtrs assignedto it when cOMpared withactivity J, then j has thereciprocal yalue whenoOMpar.d with I

A rtasonlbl. aSSUMption

Rltionals Ratios arising frOMtht scale If consistency were to be forced byobtaining n nUMerical values to spanthe Matrix

Adopted froM Saaty



A

"r)t~li.9. (I) JudgMnt KatriolS tOl' Btn.1i h

3 0.54

2 0.38
0.16

1 1/3 1/5 e.ll
5 1 1/2 0.31

3 2 1 0.58

1 1/3 1/3 0.14

3 1 1 0.43

1 1/2 3 0.33

2 1 3 0.53

1 1/3 115

3 1 1/2

5 2 1

0.11

0.31
0.58

1 1/3 1/5 8.10

3 1 1/2 0.31

total B,n,fits Hi'rlrch~ C.R.H.<e.l (iood)

1/3 1/3 1 0.14

3 1 1 0.43

B1 1 2

B2 1/2 1

B3 1/3 1/2 1

1 1/2 1/3 0.16

2 1 1/2 0.30

3 2 1 0.54

e.l?

-. . 1'1.9. (b) Jud91tfnt Matrices tor Costs

-
A

-
B2
-B3

1 4 4 0.67

1/4 1 1 e.17

1/4 1 1

- - - -B3 C1 C2 C3 Eig
1 3 5 0.65

1/3 1 2 e.23
1/5 1/2 1 e.12

-
D3 0.14

- - - -C3 D1 D2 D3 Eig

1 3 4 0.63

0.e?

1/3 1 2 0.24

-C2

1 1/3 5 0.28
3 1 ? 0.65

1/4 112 1

115 1/? 1

- - - -C1 D1 »2 D3 Eig
1 1/4 1/8 0.07

4 1 1/4 e.22
8 4 1 0. ?1

5 2 1 0.58

3

e.08

1 5

115 1

1/? 1/3

-C2
0.73

0.19

1

1

e.25

1 1/2

2 1
1/2 1

- - - -
C2 D1 »2 D3 Eig

Total Cost Hierarch~ C.R.H.<0.1 (good)

e.2S
2 0.50

1



10 • /0

f';f-H' -1
ENTER THE# FACTORS IN SECOND HIERARCHY LEVEL:N1= 3
ENTER CRITERION NAME :01
ENTER THE UPPER TRIANGULAR PART OF THE MATRIX, WITHOUT UNITY
ELEMENTS IN THE MAIN DIAGONAL.

FRACTTIONAL ELEMENTS LIKE 1/3, ARE ENTERED AS -3
ENTER UPPER TRIANGLE
ROl-<!1 : 2 3
ROW 2 : 2 0
4 ITERATIONS D= 3.263354E-06

CRITERION::01
WEIGHT:
·53'3~:;145
.2'36'3615
.1634241

LAMBDER(MAX)= 3.009209 CONSISTENCY INDIX= 4.604221E-03
ENTER THE # OF FACTOR IN LEVEL 3 OR 0 TO END;N2~ 3
ENTER # OF FACTORS IN LEVEL 3 RELATED TO ELEMENT 1 OF LEVEL 2 3
ENTER ALL FACTORS IN LEVEL 3 RELATED TO ELEMENT 1 OF LEVEL 2
123

ENTER CRITERION NAME :02
ENTER UPPER TRIANGLE
ROl'!1 : -2 3
ROW 2 : 3 0
6 ITERATIONS D= 2.30958E-06

CR ITER ICJN::02
WEIGHT:
• 33~"251~:i8
.5278:363
·13'3648

LAMBDERCMAX)= 3.053617 CONSISTENCY INDIX= .0~G8085
Et~TE R H (JF~ FACTO RS IN LEtJE L 3 RE LATEr) TO E LEt""'EJ'~T :2
ENTER ALL FACTORS IN LEVEL 3 RELATED TO ELEMENT 2
1 2 3

ENTER CRITERION NAME :03
ENTER UPPER TRIANGLE
ROW 1 :--3 -5
ROW 2 : -2 0
4 ITERATIONS D= 4.842878E-07

CR I TEr'H ON =03

DF LE\')EL .- '-'~- ,_j

Dr: LEVEL ,-',..:.:.

WEIGHT:
·10'34523
.308'3'357
• 5815~'j2

LAMBDERCMAX)= 3.003696 CONSISTENCY INDIX= 1.848102E-03
ENTER # OF FACTORS IN LEVEL 3 RELATED TO ELEMENT 3 OF LEVEL :2
ENTER ALL FACTORS IN LEVEL 3 RELATED TO ELEMENT 3 OF LEVEL 2
1 :2 3

ENTER CRITERION NAME :04
ENTER UPPER TRIANGLE
ROW 1 :-3 -5
ROt..; :2 : -2 (I

4 ITERATIONS D= 4.842878E-07
CR ITER I(IN=04
'WEIGHT:

·10'34523
.308':;'357
.58155:2

LAt'1BDER(i'1f';X:> = 3.0036'36 CONS ISTEf\jCY IND I>:::1.E348102E --03
LEVER 3 RELATED TO LEVER 2
WEIGHT' :
.53'36145
• 2':16':1615
.1634241



TABLE B
.33 . 1 . 1

ee-.-', ,., ':'
• ..... J...:.:. • ~ • ,..)

·13 .50 . 50
COMPOSITE PRIORITIES FOR LEVEL 3
.22'38206
.4270852
.3430'3':+2

ENTER THE # OF FACTOR IN LEVEL 4 OR 0 TO END;N2= 3
ENTER # OF FACTORS IN LEVEL 4 RELATED TO ELEMENT 1 OF LEVEL 3
ENTER ALL FACTORS IN LEVEL 4 RELATED TO ELEMENT 1 OF LEVEL 3
123

ENTER CRI.TERIoN NAME :05
ENTER UPPER TRIANGLE
ROW 1 : -2 -3
ROW 2 :-2 0
4 ITERATIONS D= 3.352761E-06

CRITERION=05
WEIGHT:
.1634241
.296'3614
.5:3'36145

LAMBDER(MAX) = 3.009209 CONSISTENCY INDIX= 4.604459E-03
ENTER # OF FACTORS IN LEVEL 4 RELATED TO ELEMENT 2 OF LEVEL 3
ENTER ALL FACTORS IN LEVEL 4 RELATED TO ELEMENT 2 OF LEVEL 3
1 :::

ENTER
HHER
ROl'J1
ROl'J2

CRITERION NAME :06
UPPEF~ TRIf-"INGLE
: -3 -~~
... _.-:,· ..:.. o

4 ITERATIONS D= 4.842878E-07
CRITERlm~:::OG
l,lJEIGHT:
• 1(Yj4~~2:3
• 308'3'j~j7
.581552

LAMBDER(MAX)= 3.003696 CONSISTENCY INDIX= 1.848102E-03
ENTER # OF FACTORS IN LEVEL 4 RELATED TO ELEMENT 3 OF LEVEL 3
ENTER ALL FACTORS IN LEVEL 4 RELATED TO ELEMENT 3 OF LEVEL 3
123

ENTER CRITERION NAME :07
ENTER UPPER TRIANGLE
ROW 1 : -3 -3
ROl,lJ2 : 1 0
1 ITERATIONS D= 7.450581E-08

car TER ION =07
WEIGHT:
.1428571
.4285715
·428571~.5

LAMBDER(MAX)::: 3 CONSISTENCY INDIX= 0
LEVER 4 RELATED TO LEVER 3
WEIGHT':
.22'9820(·:;
.4270852
.3430'342

.14

.42
.42

COMPOSITE PRIORITIES FOR LEVEL 4
· 13=D 171
.3472557
.51'34272

ENTER THE # OF FACTOR IN LEVEL 5 OR 0 TO END;N2= 0
$$CONSISTENCY OF ALL HIERARCHY= 1.479706E-02

·16 ·12':;1 ,..,· ·.»0:::-.-, 58·...J..;j ·



, 100
(:_ 110

120
121
133
134
136
138

'- 140
150
160

~
170
190..~

T'",' 192
195. -. 197

~ 198
200

....'.; 210
215

"''.'5' 220
,. 230• <:
;~~t 240

250
260

:~ 270
.., 280~

290
2- 300
~.~ 310,,~-.

320
330
340
342
344

t· ... 350f '\~ ..., 355"
360

'~ 370
375
3.8 a
390
400
410
420

,.:: 430
, . 440"'-~

450
460

,-. 465
470

,:.,,"OFLEVEL"
:; 480. '

~ 482
485
490

F LEVEL" ;

\ ,"'.

10 . II

:LPRINT"AHP-1"
:REM X/H/D/Z
:DIM A(10),N(10)
:DIM B(10,10)
:DIM W(10), Q(10)
:OIM C(10,10), U(.10)
:DIM R(10), Z(10), Y(10)
:DIM 0(10,10)
:FOR 1=1 TO 10
:READ R(I)
:NEXT I
:DATA 0,·0,0 .58 ,0 .90 ,1 .12, 1 .24,1 .32,1 .41,1 .45,1 .49
:L=2
:FOR 1=1 TO 10
:NEXT I
:REM CSIZE 2
:REM COLOR 0
:LPRINT"ENTER THE# FACTORS IN SECOND HIERl\RCHY LEVEL:";
:INPUT Nl
:LPRINT"Nl="; Nl
:LET Sl=N1
:FOR 1=1 TO Nl
:A( I)=0
:W(I)=O
: U ( I )=0
:NEXT I
:GOSUB 1015
:FOR 1=1 TO Nl
:A(I)=W(I)
:NEXT I
:REM T9=TOTAL RANDOM CONSISTENCY FOR THIS HIERARClICHY
:REM: T3=TOTAL CONSISTENCY OF THIS HIERARCHY
:REM RO=RANDOM CONSISTENCY TABLE
:T3=0
:T9=0
:L=L+1
:REM COLOR 0
:LPRINT"ENTER THE It OF FACTOR IN LEVEL ";L"OR 0 TO END";
:INPUT N2
:LPRINT ";N2="; N2
:IF N2<1 THEN 1000
:FOR 1=1 TO N2
: W( I ) =0
: U (I) =0
:FOR J=l TO N1
:B(I,J)=O
:NEXT J
:NEXT I
:FOR N6=1 TO Nl
:PRINT
:LPRINT "ENTER It OF FACTORS IN LEVEL"; L; "RELATED TO ELEMENT"; N

; L-1;
:INPUT N3
:LPRINT "; "; N3
:PRINT
:LPRINT "ENTER ALL FACTORS IN LEVEL"; L; " RELATED TO ELEMENT";N6
L-l

1



500
510
515
520
525
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
593
596
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
704
705
706
710
730
732
734
736
738
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
915
916
917
920

:FOR 1=1 TO N3
:INPUT N (I )
:LPR1NT N(I);
:NEXT I
:LPR1NT
:IF N3>0 THEN 570
:REM ONLY ONE ELEMENT RELATED
:B(N(1),N6)=1
:GOTO 650
:Sl=N3
:GOSUB 1015
:TJ=T3+A(N6)*C8
:T9=T9+A(N6)*R(N3)
:REMONLY RELATED ELEMENTS HAVE WEIGHTED VALUES
:REM COLOR 0
:REM CSIZE 2
:FOR 1=1 TO N3
:B(N(I),N6)=W(I)
:NEXT I
:NEXT N6
:LPRINT "LEVER"; L; "RELATED TO LEVER"; L-1
:LPR1NT "WEIGHT':"
:FOR 1=1 TO Nl
:LPRINT A(I)
:NEXT I
:REM COLOR 2
:LPRINT "TABLE B"
:REM CSIZE 1
:FOR 1=1 TO N2
:FOR J=l TO Nl
:SU8A=8(I,J)
:SUB8=INT (8(1,J)*100)
:SUBC=SUBB/I00
:LFRINT SUBCi
:NEXT J
:LPRINT
:NEXT I
:FRINT
:REM COMPOSITE
:FOR 1=1 TO N1
:FOR J=1 TO N2
:B(J,I)=B(J,I)*A(I)
:NEXT J
:NEXT I
:FOR 1=1 TO N2
:89=0
:FOR J=l TO Nl
:S9=89+8(1,J)
:NEXT J
:A(I)=S9
:NEXT I
:REM COLOR 1
:REM CS1ZE 2
:LF 2
:LPRINT "COMPOSITE PRIORITIES FOR LEVEL"; Li " . "

2



~ TY" i
~;:
-s»

"-

:-.;.

I
I.'
l_

926 :REM COLOR 3
930 :FOR 1=1 TO N2
940 :LPR1NT A(I)
950 :NEXT I
960 :PR1NT
970 :N1=N2
980 :GOTO 350
983 :REM COLOR 2
990 :REM CONSISENCY OF THIS HIERARCHY
1000 :LFRINT " $$CONSISTENCY OF ALL HIERARCHY="; T3/T9
1005 :PR1NT
1010 :STOP
1015 :REM CSIZE 2
1020 :LPRINT "ENTER CRITERION NAME :";
1030 :INPUT C$
1040 :LPRINT CS
1045 :1F L>2 THEN 1070
1050 :LPRTNT "ENTER THE UPPER TRIANGULAR PART OF THE MATRIX, WITHOUT

1055 :LPRINT " ELEMENTS IN THE MAIN DIAGONAL."
1060 :LPR1NT "FRACTTIONAL ELEMENTS LIKE 1/3, ARE ENTERED AS -3"
1070 :r.FRINT "ENTER UPPER TRIANGLE"
1080 :FOR 1=1 TO 81-1
1085 :REM COLOR 1
1090 :LPRINT "ROW"; I; ":";
1100 :FOR J=l TO 81-1
1110 :1NPUT U(J)
1115 :LPR1NT U(J);
1120 :NEXT J
1125 :LPRINT
1130 :FOR J=1+1 TO Sl
1140 :C(1,J)=U(J-1)
1150 :NEXT J
1160 :FOR J=1+1 TO Sl
1170 :1F C(1,J»O THEN 1190
1180 :C(I,J)=-(l,O)/C(1,J)
1190 :C(J,1)=l!/C(1,J)
1200 :NEXT J
1210 :NEXT I
1215 :PR1NT
1220 :FOR 1=1 TO Sl
1230 :C(1,I)=l
1240 :NEXT I
1270 :T4=0
1280 :FOR 1=1 TO Sl
1-290 :S=O
1300 :FOR J=l TO Sl
1310 :S=S+C(1,J)
1320 :NEXT J
1330 :lI(1)=S
1340 :T4=T4+3
1350 :NEXT I
1360 :FOR 1=1 TO S1
1370 :1I(1)-=1I(1)/T4
1380 :NEXT I
1390 :K=O

3



1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1645
1650
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1950
1960
1970
1980

:T4=0
:K=K+1
:FOR 1=1 TO S1
:S=O
:FOR J=1 TO Sl
:S=S+C(1,J)*U(J)
:NEXT J
:W( I)=8
:T4=T4+S
:NEXT I
:0=0
:FOR 1=1 TO 81
:W(1)=W(I)/T4
:O=D+ABS (W(I)-V(1»
:NEXT I
:IF K>100 THEN 1630
:1F 0(.00001 THEN 1630
:FOR 1=1 TO 81
:U(I)=W(I)
:NEXT I
:GOTO 1410
:LPRINT Ki "ITERATIONS D="i D
:REM CSIZE2
:REM COLOR 3
:LPRINT "CRITERION="; C$
:C8=(T4-S11/(Sl-1)
:LPR1NT "WEIGHT:"
:FOR 1=1 TO Sl
:LPRINT WeI)
:NEXT I
:LPR1NT "LAMBDER(MAX)="i T4; "CONSISTENCY INDIX="i C 8
:PRINT
:RETURN
:END

4
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5ur ve yon Lib r a r y & I n for mat ion Ce n t.il r 5 tat i s tic s
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~ft
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19871f-loJl

Qiaoqiao Zhang
Dept. of Sci-tech Information
China National Rice Research
Institute
Hangzhou

10 October 1987

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am reading for Ph.D in the Dept. of Infotmatlon Science,
The City University London. My research project i~ to
design and plan a provincial library ~nd information
network model .for China. The project requires a large
amount of data first to assess and describe the present
system (s), then to test the theoret ical mod e1 constructed,
and finally to predict and propose the fut~re development.
It .would be very appreciated if you could fill in the

.questionnaire enclosed and send me back by 10 December to
the above address.

Sincerely Yours,

Qiaoqiao Zhang
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SU~VEYS ON LIBRARY AND INFORHATION CENTRE ST1\TISTICS

1. Name of Library or Information centre:-------------------------------
2. Type of Library or Information Centre

a. University and College b. Research

c. Public d. Others

If 'others', please specify _

3. Stock of library or Information centre

a. Book, copies; Book added in 1987, copies-------------
of which,

Chinese book, ___________ copies: Foreign Language book, _______ copf,e s •

b. ~eriodicals, titles: Periodicals added in 1987, title.-------- ----------
Of which,

Chinese periodicals, titles;
Foreign language periodicals, titles
Bound back issue, copies

c. Newspapers, . types•
"

d. Internal'publications, ______________ types

4. No. of staff and structure of staff

a. Total No. of staff, __________________~persons

of which,
Administration, Acquisition and Cataloging,

*Circulation, Inforr.1ation wozk ,

Internal publication & Archives, _____________ , Other,

*includinq issue desk & reading room

b. Structure of staff

1. Education
Postgraduates, .persons; University graduates, persons----~ --------~
vocational school graduates, persons

Hiqhschool graduates, persons; Lower than highschool,---------' oe r so:_____ .J'

i1. Speciality
Information science or Lihrarianship, persons;

Agricultural Science, ____ --'persons;

1



computer science, ________~persons; Social science, ________~persons;
Others, ________ ~persons.

iii. Age

20--39 years old, persons; 40--59 years old,--------' __________~persons;
.Over 60 years old, ______---'persons.

Acquisition of book, Yen; Subscription of periodicals,------ ___ Yen;

5.· Expenditure and Income of services (1986 or 1987)

Source of budget:

Local Government, Yen; Parent Body,------- Yen;------
Other Income, Yen.
(such as photocopying, please specify)

Expenditure:

Binding, Yen: Photocopying,----------- Yen.--------
Overheads, _________ Yen.

6. Exchange of Internal Publications

a. Exchange internal publications, ____ titles, copies------
with organisations nation-wide, p.a.-------

b. Exchange materials, _____ titles , copies with------- --------
organisations internationally, p.a.

7. Modern Facility and Equipment owned by Library and Information Centre

a. Photocopying nachine, b. Microform reader,

c. Computer and terminals, d. Audo-visual system,

e. Others, _____ (please specify).

8. Types of Union Catalog~ kept and participated

Keeping a. ; b.

Participating, a~ _______________ ; b.

2



9. User needs (including circulation, ILL, and IR)

a. Total No. of potential users,

Total No. of cards issued,

b. Circulation,

____________copies.times circulated, p.a.

____________ ~ersons.times served, p.a.

c. See separate pages

d. Information Retrieval

No. of topics searched, p.a.-----------------
Of which,

On-line, ____________topics:

Off-line,

Manual,

___________topics
____________topics

Please return to Qiaoqiao Zhang, China National Rice Research Institute

Hangzhou, P.R. China

3



-c·='!b~~· 11..2.. IHIJIAHG AGJUCULTUJtALLIIMRY StAnnJCS (1)

NODES Ho". ot Ho. or
USII'S Sblf

Book Stook Periodioal Budgets
ere r Iotal Uf*

CHRRI R 266 7(10) 5.945 3.373 273 378 ".000 47.800

HAHS E 328 3 4.588 1.125 236 38 8,8ee 1.180
"

HARt R 147 2 12.'58 gee 210 35 6,5ee 6.eee

HAS E 450 4 14.50e 2,125 363 45 9,eee 8.55e

JARI R 89 2 2.841 458 135 49 3,eee a,ee0

JAS E 585 4 43.250 1.158 478 22 15,eee 13,5e0 .

JeRI R 5O 2 3,508 521 23f. 4e 4,50e· . 3,7ee

JHARI R 68 1 13.eee 1,812 U:i 21 6,0ae 5,518

JHAS E 291 6 13,28e 1,389 410 35 8,a88 7,358

tAR I R " a 2,6e8 411 155 28 4,ee8 3,168

LAS E 4ee 3 6,125 926 218 n 6,eee 5,ie0

HARI R 103 4 16,808 4,8e0 218 38 3,588 3,0a8

HAS E 1388 12 136,831 1,511 938 104 58,0a8 55,911

SARI R 41 1 2,421 516 2eo 28 3,5e8 3,108

SAS E 625 18 9,50e 1,529 655 52 9,8ee 8,300



(COHT'D)

ZHIJIAHG AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY StATIStICS (~)

Ho. or Budg@ts
total U11fHODES Ho. or

Users

&ok Stock
C r

Ptriodicals
C rStalr

TARI R 93 2 6,2513 894 ,192 52 4,eee 3,see

TAS E see 6 S3,20e 2,S0e 1,552 4S le,eee 9,e00

TRI R lS0 5(15) 15,400 4,670 220 200 48,eee 30,eee

UARI R 217 3 S,455 845 265 24 13,000 5,se0

UAS E 330 4 1O,665 1,lS5 694 40 9,500 S,S00

ZAAS R 1,400 9(30) 44,a96 1,904 1.312 348 70.000 65,909

ZAB E 6sa 3 7,7013 3,3013 395 55 8,0ee 6,5013

ZAD A 80e 2 10.0ee 1.e00 450 30 . 5,000 4,5e8

ZARI R 56 2 2,629 529 116 18 3,580 3,250 '

ZASO R 103 3 8,200 1,020 23e 68 S,8e8 4,568

ZAU E 6,6B0 51 320.0013 65,e08 3,169 1,213 260.0013 220.0013

ZTCRI R 109 3 9,2513 1,10e 370 S0 6ise0 5,5013

Total.

OTHERS
7L
ZlSTI
CountyLtv,l

lS,e69 162(55) 782,808 111,859 13,962 3,09~ 63S,Se8 549,925

P 39,0e8 153 2.883xla' le8,48e S,a28 4,990 1.976x10' 1.097xla'

a 12e 3,see 3,SOe'8ge,aee 22e,e0e

\.



OYERLAP QE FOREIGN PERIODICALS
BETWEEN [lK ~ LIBRARIES

1.English

CNRRI ZAAS ZAU TRI ZL ZISTI
CNRRI 160 229 72 88 106

(58.0'\) (67.0'\) (26.1'\) (31.9'\) (38.4'\)

ZAAS 160 173 82 125 147
(56.7'\) (45.8'\) (32.5'\) (44.3'\) (52.1\)

"

ZAU 229 173 79 135 158
(18.6'\) (14.1,\) (8.7'\) (14.8'\) (11.3'\)

TR1 72 82 79 72 54
(45.9\) (52.2\) (50.3\) (45.9\) (34.4\)

ZL' 88 125 135 72 160
(38.9\) (55.3\) (59.7\) (31.9\) (70.8\)

Z1STI 106 147 158 54 160
(32.8\) (45.5\) (48.9\) (16.7\) (49.5\)

2.Russlan
CNRRI ZAAS ZAU TRI ZL ZISTI

CNRRI 9 11 6 5 10
(60.0\) (73.3'\) (40.0\) (33.3\) (66.7\)

ZAAS 9 37 7 10 25
(25 •.7\) (88.6'\) (20.0\) (28.6'\) (71.4'\)

ZAU 11 31 6 15 30
(7.3\) (20.7\) (40.0\) (10.0\) (20.0\)

TRI 6 7 6 3 6
.(37.5\) (43.8\) (37.5'\) (18.8\) (37.5'\)

ZL 5 10 15 3 3
(16.7\) (33.3\) (50.0\) (10.0\) (10.0\)

ZISTI 10 25 30 6 3
(22.2\) (55.6\) (66.7\) (13.3'\) (6.7'\)



3. Japanese

CNRRI ZAAS ZAU TRI ZL ZISTI

CNRRI 26 28 15 11 14
(51.0\) (55.0\) (29.4\) (28.2\) (27.5\)

ZAAS 26 40 22 12 24
(38.2\) (58.8\) (37.9\) (30.8\) (35.3\)

ZAU 28 40 20 18 26
(16.6\) (23.7\) (11.8\) (46.2\) (15.4\)

TRI 15 22 20 8 12
(55.6\) (81.5\) (74.1\) (20.5\) (44.4\)

ZL 11 12 18 8 21
(28.2\) (30.8\) (46.2\) (20.5\) (53.8\)

ZISTI 14 24 26 12 21
(20.0\) (34.3\) (37.1\) (17.1\) (30.0\)

4. Summary:

CNRRI ZAAS ZAU TRI ZL ZISTI

CNRRI 195 268 93 104' 130
(57.0\) (78.4\) (27.2\) (30.4'\)(38.0'\)

ZAAS 195 250 111 147 196
(21.8\) (66.1\) (29.4\) (38.9\) (51.9\)

ZAU 268 250 105 168 216
(21.8\) (20.3\) (8.5\) (13.6\) (17.5\)

TRI 93 111 105 83 72'
(46.5\) (55.5\) (52.5'\) (41.5'\) (36.0\)

ZL 104 147 168 83 184
(35.3\) (49.8\) (57.0\) (28.1\) (62.4\)

ZISTI 130 196 216 72 184'
(32.2\) (48.5\) (53.5\) (17.8\) (45.5\)
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SURVEYS ON INTERLIBRARY LOru~IN THE LIBRARY

Name of the Library: . __

1. The Scale of the Interlibrary Loan Nett'lork

With how many
agreements?

libraries and information centers, there are ILL
-.;._--

Loan:
Requests received, titles------ items-------~v
Requests handled, ________ titles items

Borrowing:
Request sent, title-------- items--------~
Requests satisfied, titles items----------- -------------~

a. Manpower involved, manhours------__;
part-time, manhours

full-time, rnanhours-------
b. Other cost of ILL, Yen (including photocopying, postage, paper----------- and envelop etc.)

c. Income of ILL services, Yen----

3. t'1aysof ILL (Please tick one)

a. The whote process carried out by Library Staff r:J
(such, .. consulting UC,.contacting with resource library and conveying
documents to user, returning documents to resource library)

b. The whole process completed by users themselves r::J
c. Users' consult uc and library contact with resource library r==J

4. Channels of ILL transaction

a. mailing o
ob. telephone

c. interchangable library card issued' c:J
If 'c', please give the number of interchangable library card issued-------

1



5. Average turn-around time of an ILL transaction

Average. tiMe to satisfy a request, __________________~days

Of which, processing tine

a. borro\"ing-in:

verifying and consulting UC, minutes

Mailing request, minutes

unpacking document, minutes

notifying users, ______________~minutes ,

b. loan-out

verifying, ________________~Minutes

packing and mailing, ____________~minutes

recording, minutes-------- __;

If a reproduction is offered,

paging, ____________~minutes

copyinq, minutes

6. Response to the cases when handl~ng ILL 4requests

a. when the items required by request library are not in collection

; rejecting the request 0 II relaying the request c=J
b. when the items requested are on-loan by local user

i waiting in queue c=J iirejecting ~he ILL request r=JU:ecalling c==J
c. when both local request and ILL request for a specific item are posed

(under the circumstance of reservation)

i treating equally(First-coming, First served} c=J
,i" local user priority 0
;i;ILLrequest priority 0

Please return to Miss Qiaoqiao Zhang, China National Rice Research Institute
H~ngzhou, P.R. China
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.-- 11. £,. ~sults of SUI'V'y en ILL In lARS

Satisfaction Rat.

No.of R.quists No.of Riquists No.of Riquists No.of Riquists Plaol to Sattstv
Handl,d Satisfi.d· Dissatisfi,d Canc.ll.d B S H 0

46 90.0:< 4 1.8:< 1 2.0:< 36.3~ 45.51. 18.21. 0:<

61 11.0:< 19 21.8X 1 1.1" 10.~~ 65.er. 20.BY. 5r.

tiM' Duration of two SiMpl,s
* Hoy.86-Au9.81
** Jan.84-Jun, 84

B: Beijing
S! SMnghal

H: HangIlw
O! others "

SiMPI.s (5 Days 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40' )40 AY,rag,(days)
15 1 1 5 1 1 -21.3

11 1 1

t 12 8 1 'II. 6 24.8

1 1 6 29.4

SUM 1 2

Proportion Satisti,dlDays

SiMpl.s 1-5 1-10 1-15 1-20 1-25 1-30 1-35 1-40

(1) 6.1:< 13.31. 53.3" 93.3" le~

(2) 3.er. 5.9:'.11.8:< 52.9" 58.8=< 10.6:< 10~

(1)+(2) 3.0:< 9.1~ 12.1:<48.5:< 12.1:< 15.8" 81.8" 100'1.

Costs ot Photocopying

SiMpl,s 0-0.50 0.51-1.00 1.01-1.50 1.51-2.00 2.01-2.50 2.51-3.00 AY,ra9'
(hn)

51 2 (3.9") 1 (13.1,,) 19 (31.3") 12 (23.5r.) 9 (11.61.) 2 (3.9,,)

81 8 (9.2,,) 14 (16.1r.) 28 (32.2x) 20 (23.er.) 9 (10.3,,) 9 (9.2,,)

51+81 10 (1.2") 21 (15.2X) 41 (34.1=<) 32 (23.2:'.)18 (13.0Y.)18 (12.")

AYtrlCl' 0.018 0.114 0.426 0.406 0.293 0.198 1.46 .- . -

...
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SURVEYS ON THE COMPILATION OF UNION CATALOGUE

Name of Organisation in Charge

Name of the Union Catalog compiled

l. Types of Union Catalogue

a. Foreign 0 a. Foreign 0Periodicals b. Chinese 0
Book b. Chinese 0

Forms: 0 "a. cards
b. books 0
c. microforms 0
d. losen-files 0
e. others (Please specify) . 0 -,.

2. How many participating libraries and to what level were included?

libraries, up to ievel--------------- -------------

3. HON many items are covered in the Union Catalogue?

Periodicals, titles~ Book,,------ _______________ titlesJ

Proceedings, ________________titles; Report, titles.-------------
Others, _____________ items(Please specify)

4. How much investment(including money, manpower, and other resources) has been
made for it/them?

Money, _____________ yen;

Manpower,

Cataloging, man-hours------------
c:ompiling, man-hours----------___;

'.

Others, man-hours-------------
material,

c:ards, .Yen-------
Paper, Yen---------

Printing cost, Yen----------- \

l



Number of copies sold, _

cost, yen

5. How many copies have been sold? And how much does each cost?

6. How long does it take tocomplete the Union Catalogue?

Time spent, _____________ (months/years)

Please return to Qiaoqiao China National Rice Research INst~tute,.Hangzhou, P.R. CHIna
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INSTANT C?UESTIONNAIRE

December, 1987

Dear sir/madam,

Would you please complete the questionnaire when you leave the library so that

we could get some knowledge of what your needs are?, Thanks for your co-operation.

Yours faithfully

Library of ....

1. Name:

Job Title

Suject area

,2. How many items have you borrowed and read during this visit?

Borrowed,

book items------ Back issue of periodicals iterr--------
Read,

Book items------- periodicals items------
others ..iterns(please specify)

3. ,__Have you borrowd or read what you initially intended to?

Yes 0 no 0 Partially failed t~ c=J
(Please give the number _

4. For what reasons did you fail to get those?

On-loan 0 Hot far .Loan 0 Not in collection 0
Missing 0 Mis-shelving D others 0

(Please specify

5. If they are not in collectiory, do you want; to acquire them vian U Ii 7:1,1, :" ItL_} ,
Intrlibrary LOan? (You may tick ~ore than one box)

The material is not so important. c=J
It takes too long time to get it. c=J

1



It is too troublesome.

There is no Union Catalogue to find out the location information

Interlibrary loan service is not available.

The item can not be located in the Union Catalogue.

Please return to the library staff. THanks again.

\
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o
oo
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON INFOru·1ATIONNEED AND BEHAVIOUR OF USERS

1. Name: Title:

Speciali ty:

Please note that when you answer the questions from 2 to 7, you are suggested to
rank the items listed in accordance with the frequency or degree of usage. (1) is

the most frequent used item. You need not mark any symbols,on the items you do

not use.

2. Languages of Documents

please rank the following languages you use

Chinese D English 0 Japanese 0 Russian 0
Germany 0 French 0 other 0

If 'other', please specify

Please rank the following types of documents YOll read

3. 7ypes of documents

Chinese Periodicals 0 Chinese Books 0
Internal publications 0 Foreign periodicals 0
Foreign Books 0 Patent Document 0
Reference books 0 Proceedings 0
Reports 0 Standards 0

4. SUBJECTS & ORIENTATION OF DOCUl1ENTS
Please rank the following subjects and orientations of document you read

Your own subject 0 Please specify,

Relevant subject 0 Please specify,

Comprehensive material 0 Informationa material 0
5. Decades of Documents published

Please reank the following decades of documents you have read,

80'S 70'S o 60'S

o before 40'S

o
O.sO'S

o
D·- 40'S

1



a. Abstracts & Indexes 0 b.

c. Current ]\wareness 0 d.

e. New Books & New Periodicals 0 f.

g. Academic Conferences o h,
i. Recommendation by Library Staff

6. Approaches to find a CLUE to the documents you need(please ~ank the following

Subject Catalog c=J
Library Card Catalog c=J
Citation & Reference of Papers c:J
Private Correspondence I I

j. Other 0 If "other: please specify,

Please rank the following causes

7. Causes to make you fail to obtain the documents you need

o
oo
o
D
o

a. Failure in finding the documents of specific subjects and relevant
subjects

b. Not in the collection of the local library

c. Language barrier in understanding the clues

d. Not in the collection of some central library and big libraries

e. No way to know where the documents. are collected,i.e.
no location information

f. No Interlibrary Loan services provided

8. What is the percentage of research or teaching time you spent
consulting and reading documents?

less than 10\ o
o over 40%

10-20\

30-40\
o
o

o20-30\

9. When you fail to borrow the documents collected by the local library,
what will you response?

a. Giving up entirely D
b. Wishing the library to make a reservation for you c=J
c. :ishing library to recall the users who is holding the document c=J
e. Other 0

If 'other', please ?pecify,-----------------

2



10. When you find out that the documents you need are not in the collection
of the local library, what will you response?

a. Suggesting the library to acquire or subscribe the documents o
o
o
oo

b. Requiring the library to carry out ILL service

c. Giving up

d. Asking friends to borrow the documents from other library

e. Other,
If 'other', please specify,---------------------

/1. 1:2

~

Response
No. of Questionnaire No. of Questionnaire Rate
sent Responsedp

20th Dec. 1987 85 48 56.5%
. .

-- 10 Jan. 1988
.,
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4.

~

One's Own Relevant COMprehensive Informational
Others

Subject Subject f1aterial Material
k

1 38 1 1 1
"

2 20 8 6

3 8 18 6

4 4 4 13 2

5 2 1 15

Total 38(10) 33(7) 32(7) 27(4) 17(2)

Rank

s.

~

Before
80'S 70'S 60'S 50'S -40'S 40'S

k

1 40

2 33 - 1

3 1 -_ 26 3

4 15 10

5 1

6 \

Total 40(10) 34(7) 41 (5) 14(3) 1
\

Rank . -
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Text cut off in original



7.

Causes Failure in Not in the Not in the No Nay to No InterLanguage
Collection Barrier Collection know the -library Loc

Finding of the in searching Of the location Services
Local References Central Information Provided

Rank Library Library

1 12 21 "
2 2

2 6 5 2 5 5

3 2 5 5

4 1 2 2

5 1

6

Total 20 26 4 14 14
(3) (3) (2) (1) (2)

Rank

8.

~
10% 10-20% 20-30% 30-40% Over 40%

_.
Persons - - -

16 12 9 4 2
-'

(39%) (29%) (22%) (9.8%) (4.9%)
--



9.

~

Giving up Wish to make t-ash the OthersLibrary toR
s

Entirely a reservation Recall

1 4 19 16 1

2 1 2 4 1
~

3 1 14

4

Total 6 21 20 16

Rank

10.

Response Sllgge,$~.f.nqthe RequirinE the Asking friendsLibrary to licrary 0 Giving up to borrow OthersAcquire or provide an from other
Rank Subscribe ILL service~ library

1 24 22 1 9 1

2 3 5 3
00

3 2

4 1 , 3

5

Total 28 30 1 14 1
--- - .

Rank



I .

/I.'~ LIST OF QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEW

*Summary from the interviews with ten
library directors

1. As we well know, with the rapid growth of publications and
inflation, two conflict trends, tighted budgets of

~information services and increased demand on information
have made library directors seek for the way of relief.
What do yor think are the efficient ways and measures to
buffer the conflicts and to improve the effectiveness of
services?

a. It is necessary to have careful consideration
in acquisition work and well-planned budget
allocation.

b. It is important to set up multi-channel in
checking work, contacting with and getting
feedback from other department. .

c. Acquisition work should not be limited to few staff.
It should be open to users.

d. There is a demand on carrying out some reform
in traditional circulation methods in order to
increase the usage (e.g. current Awareness,
Multi-entries catalog).

e. It is urgent to solve the problems of money,
manpower and other resource shortage.

f. It is imperative to establish various types of
co-operative and resource-sharing network.

2. Don~t you think that networking is one ~f the best ways of
relief?

Yes. 6 No. 2

3 persons have not answered

3. DO you think that'it can be expected in the near future to
establish some libFary and information network on a large

1



scale? .
within the Seventh-Five-Year plan(l986-90)
within the Eighth-Five-Year Plan(l990~95)

*5 people are not so optimistic, they think
that it is not realistic to expect such formal
and well organised network in the near future.

*2 people think that it will be possible to
build such network soon if the government
urges upon the government officers, library
directors and library staffs the importance of
networking. And all make a common effort to
fulfil the objective.

*3 people have no responses

4. what do you think are the favourable conditions of and
constraints to establishing an Agricultural Library and
Information Network under the circumstance of the present
library and information system?

FAVOURABLE CONDITIONS:

Our social systemare based on public ownship,
which is a condition of great advantage in
building library networks to share the
resources.
CONSTRAINTS:

A. Realisation Constraints
Some do not realise the importance of
networking;
Some insist on developing the libraries into a
"Big and complete" or "Small but .comprehensive"
ones and trying to satisfy all the demand of
their users by their own collections( it is
impossible!). So they show indifference
towards the co-operative acquisitions and
interlibrary loan etc.
B. Technological Constraints
a. Lack of modern technology e.g. computer
system, tel ecom m un icat ion and ph 0 tog rap hi c

2



system are not so developed.
b.Technical incompatibility between the
libraries and information centres, and othersystems
c. Imbalance of technological development
among the libraries and information centres
C. Funding Constraints
Tighted budgets in individual information
services. Even some increase in funds can not
catch up with the inflation.
D. Administration Constraints
The relationship between each level of nodes
are not rigid hierarchical in terms of
administrative supervision.
The structure of the libraries in China is
basically vertical-oriented, i.e. the
libraries are classified into four types:
public Library System, under the
aem lnCs t ratTon-of -M"ln-fst ry 0 f CU I t u re;
University and college Library system, under
the adm inistrat fO'n01comrTiTsSTonOtEOucat ion;
Academic Library(Research) System, under the
Academy-of sc ience (or Agrlcu1tura1 Science);
And Technial Library System. The libraries are
also administrated by local governments. So
the libraries usually get the technical
supervision and administraive supervision from
different bodies. The disadvantage of the
overall system can be seen that the libraries
are treated as an administrative units, which
confines the libraries to exert a mu Lt i »

functional effect. Futhermore, because there
are little connections among libraries of
various systems, those divisions of libraries
according to the administrative ares seem to
be not suitable at all for the country with
such big population.
General speaking, the attitudes towards the
networking from various level of libraries are
somewhat different. They can be summarised as
follows:

a. The libraries possessing big collections are
afraid of being taken advantages. They intend
to close the door to other small libraries.

3



b. Some middle-size libraries have the concept of
"small-scale peasent economy" in management.
They are only willing to co= ope rate with
bigger libraries and get more benefit fromthem. .

c. Some small-size libraries put too much
dependence on the big libraries withou trying
their own best to satisfy their own users.

5. what influences do you think the network will have upon
your libraries or information centers and could you rank them?

1) putting on too much work-load on library staff
* 5 people think so (1)

2) increasing the probability of user satisfaction
* 2 people think so ( 2)

3) increasing the usage of library collection
* 2 people think so ( 4 )

4) buffering the economic difficulties of library
* 2 people think so ( 5 )

5) putting an economic burden on library
* 1 people thinks so ( 2 )

6) improving the effectiveness of library or information
centres

* 3 people think so ( 6 )

7) encouraging and stimulating the staffs
* 1 people thinks so

8) others, please sepecify

6 • w h i c h 0 f t he f 0 1 low i n g net work s cal e san d
configurations(structures) do you prefer?
TYPES:
1) comprehensive Sci-tech Information Network

4



(including all subjects, e.g. provincial sci-tech
Information Network)

2) Subject Information Network
(e.g. Agricultural Library and Information Network,
including Agri.Research, Education, Administration,. .
production and Marketing)

* 2 people think so

3) Information Network in a System
(e.g. University and college Library and Information
Networks)

* 3 people think so

4) Subject within same system
(e.g. Agricultural university Library and Information
Network)

* 5 people think so

ADMINISTRATIVE & GEOGRAPHIC SCALE:
1) nation-wide * 2 people think so
2)
3)

region-wide * 5 people think so
province-wideL

4) parts of province * 3 people think so
5) prefecture-wide

LEVELS:
1) national, provincial, prefectural, and county

---- Four Level
2) provincial, prefectural, and county

5



Three Levels
* 5 people think so

3) provincial, and prefectural
TWO Levels

* 2 people think so
4) national, provincial, and prefectural

Three Levels
5) provincial

---- One Level
* 2 people think so

6) national and provincial
---- Two Levels

*1 people think so
7) others, If "other", please specify
CONFIGURATIONS:

l) hierarchical
* 7 people think so

2) ring
* 2 people think so

3) star
* 1 people think so

4) other
If "other", please specify

7~ AS far as a provincial Agricultural Library & Information
Network (including the libraries in AgrL Education,
Research, Administration, production~and Marketing of
prov Inct al;' prefectural and county levels) is concerned,

.
which of the following organisations do you think is/are

6



ideal co-ordinating organisation(s)?

(1) Agricultural Department of Provincial Government
Administration

* 3 people think so

(2) Agricultural University(College)
---- Education

(3) Academy of Agricultural Science
Research

* 1 people think so
(4) provincial Central Commission of Library Association

---- comprehensive
(5) provincial Association of Agricultural Libraries and

Information Centres
subject(suggesttoestablish)

* 1 people think so
(6) Executive Group, with Full time staff in charge;

committee,consisting of the Directors of big libraries
subject(suggesttoestablish)

* 4 people think so
(7) Nat ional Research Inst itute, or Institute of Chinese

Academy of Agricultural science
Research

* 1 people think so
(8) Agricultural Information and Documentation centre

subject(suggest to establish)
(9) Others, please specify

8. what co-operative activities do you think should be
carried out in the network?

7
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(1) co-operative Acquisition
* 6 people think so

(2) Interlibrary Loan
* 7 people think so

(3) compilation of Union catalogue
* 7 people think so

(4) Establishment 0 f Agr icultural rnformatLon Retr ieva1
system{including publishing Agri.Secondary Sources,
building Agri. Bibliographic Databases and Databanks)

* 4 people think so
(5) widespreading Exchange of Material

* 5 people think so
(6) .Editing and Translating Foreign Agri. Literature on a

co-operative basis
* 3 people think so

(7) compilation of Agri. Reference Book on a basis of co-
operation

* 1 people think so
(8) Other, please specify

9. where do you think the funds for co-operative activities
should come from?

(l) participating libraries only
*··2 people think so. They think the big
libraries should pay more.

(2) government investment
* 2 people think so

8
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(3) from both above sources(please suggesting a
proportion)

* 4 people think so
(4) Funds from provincial Central Commisson of Libraries

and Cultural Department of provincial Government
* 2 people think so

(5) other, Please specify
.,

10. HOW do you think the nodes should contact with each other?

(1) free flow of information and transaction among the
nodes

* 2 people think so.
(2) cross the systems when nodes are at same levels

* 2 people think so.
(3) lower level nodes cross the system through the

centres of the same system
* 2 people think so.

(4) establishing centres throughout national, provincial,
prefectural levels, contacting with nodes in other
prefecture, provincial through the centres

* 4 people think so
11. HOW do you comment on the present status of ILL services

in nation-wide or regionally?
ILL started in 1956 in China. In 1957, the
Government lauahed "National Co-ordinating
programma of Libraries", which promoted the
development of this co-operative activity.
Nevertheless, it was impeded a great deal during
the culture Revolution. Now it is at a stage of
recovery. Comparing ILL in China with that in
USA, UK and other advanced count~ies, we are

9



admittedly left behind. The present status can
be summarised as follows:

a. The scale of ILL are rather small. It is only
carried outin partial areas. There have not
formed a large-scale, saying provincial, ILL
system, nor ILL Network.

b. There lack of necessary plan and co-ordinating
organisation for ILL. So it is in a losen.and
disorder structure.

c. There lack of strict rules to follow. people
ignor the effectiveness of ILL. So, ILL is quite
superficial. -

10
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HEADER DATA FOR: C:RCBM LABEL: rb
NUMBER OF CASES: 28 NUMBER OF VARIABLES: 11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

.62

.83

.75

.95

.62

.82

.56
1. 20
1.50
• B4
1. 20
.85

1. 00
.77
1. 00
1. 00
.65

1.00
.80

51
.70
.83
.B8
1. 50
.79
1. 50
.72

1.60
2.00
.87

2.50
.86

2.00
.82

1. 20
2.00
.68
1.30
1.00

B')
1.50
.82

1. 80
.65

1.00
.80
.'30
.62

52
.72
.92
.98
.65
1.00
1. 20
.66
.44
.70
.60
.64
.82

1. 30
.56
.34
.80
.67
.52
.40
.66
.52
.56
.66
.63
.75
.38
• ',9
.62

53
1.50
1. 20
1.50
1. 00
1.00
.88

1.50
1.00
1. 50
1.50
1. 20
1.80
.78

2.00
1.2r)
.88
t. 20
1.00
1.00
1. 50
1.00
1. 55
1.20
1.00
1.00
1.80
1.50
6)

s4
2.00
I.20
1. 50
1. 50
1.20
1. 20
I.20
I.20
1.00
2.00
1.50
I.50
1.00
I.80
1. 51
t. 00
I.BO
1. 20
1.20
t. 51
1. 20
t. 50
1.1)1)

1. 73
1. 20
1.20
1.20
1. 50

s5
2.50
1. 24
2.00
l.80
.93

1. 00
1.50
.88
t. 00
1. 20
.88

2.00
1.00
1. 50
I.20
1.20
1. 20
.B8
.85

1. 50
1.00
1.10
1.00
.51
I.00
1.00
t. 80
.72

RCBMN

s6
.82
.80
.00
.88
.78

1.20
.86
.82

1.30
1.33
1.50
1.50
.88

1.20
. '38
1. 20
1.20
1.20
1.10
t. 50
1. 40
1.60
.88

1.80
.86

1. 50
1. 40
1.00

HEADER DATA FOR: C:RC8M LABEL: rb
NUMBER OF CASES: 28 NUMBER OF VARIABLES: 11

28

1.20
.73

1. 21
.80
.88
.70
.90
.64

NO. Nl'll'lE
1 5

:2 51
:3 s2
4 53
5 5'~"

6 55
7 55
8 57
'3 513

10 5'3
11 - f3

N
28
28
:28
28
28
28
28
28
:28
28
28

1'1EAN
.8818

1. 1'371
.5304

1.2275
1.3'343
1. 178'3
1.1450
.5668
.6'314
.4257

1• 1507

p

STD. DEt..r,
· 31 ~:i.:J.
.6313
.2G87
• 3~221
• :2f36:2
··lEA·5
.3'315
·607~5
.44'35
.4678
.354'3

sJ
.4&
.50
.00
.00

1.30
.10
.00
.25
.OCI
.00
• r;s
.00
.44
• (1(1

· ('0
1.20
1.54
1. 30
.00
.78
.80
.~2
·~;j

t. :iO
.21
.92
· f.3

t. tlO

58
.88

1.00
,00
.86
.00
.44
.66
n

1.20
.00
1. 20
.96
.63
.88
.'12
.88
.00
.72
.60
1.20
I.60
1.20
1.0(1
.00
.86
.as

,(1)

M I 1\1I t·ll.Ji'l
.4·:1-00
· ~:;200
·~~:800
·E,200

1.0000
• ~:.; 1. 00
. (lOOn
.0000
.0000
.0000

S'1
.52
.40
.00
.82
.00
.20
.38
.66
• '30
.00
.72
.58

1.00
.96

1.50
.45
.00
.00

1.20
.66
.20
.40
.40
.00
.25
.35
.00
.00

13
t .80
1. 00
1.20
1.50
.88

2.00
I.20
I.00
.%

1.00
1.80
.90
.50
.88
.79

1.00
1.01)
1.0t)
.88

1.18
.77
1. 21
1.1)(1

1. 00
1. 50
1.0n
1.19
1. 20

t,! (\ X I t'l Ut'l
1.8000
a, 0000
1.5000
2.0000
2.0000
2.5000
::~:.0000
1..8000
1 • f~.OOO
1 ..!30(iU
:2.:2000



HEADER DATA FOR: C:RC~FMI LABEL: rc
NUMBER OF CASES: 28 NUMBER OF VARIABLES: II

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

[0
It
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21

2

5

.55

.44

.39

.88

.47

.76

.50

.82

.38
I.00
.88
I.00
. so
.S8
• SO
.80
.S6
.88
.40

1.22
.50

23
24,,~.....
26

is

51
.60
.55
.42

1. 00
5·,...

.56

.44
1. 00

4"...
.88
.76
.88
.54

1. 00
.36
.88

1. 00
I.00
.33.•

.43

.20

.67

.41
1.00
.52
1. 21
.44

.87

.44

.'12

.50

.40

.44
.S5

52
.55
.64
.70
.75
.88
.36
1. 00
..82
.33

.40

.50

.33
I.20
.40
. '1'1......
.40
.10
.50
.87
.20
.23
.24
.23
.20
.20

53
I.00
I.00
1.00
1. 00
I.20
1. 00
1. 00
.52
1. 00
.30
1. 00
I.00
.88
.88
1. 00
.88
I.00
1. 00
1.00
1. 00
.35
.88
.83
I.20
I.00
I.00
1.13
1.00

54
1. 20
.98
.80

1. 20
1. 00
.88
I.20
.62

1. 00
.89
I.00

55
1. 50
1. 00
I.00
1. 00
1. 20
I.00
.60
.88
I.00
I.00
I.00
.88
I.00
.88
I.21
1. 00
. '30
.76
.30
.88
.78
.8S
.82
.85
.88

56
I.00
1.00
.88
.86

1. 20
1. 20
1. 00
1. 20
.60
.98
I.00
I.00
.10
.72
.86
.72
I.00
1. 00
1. 00
1. 00
I.00
I.00
I.20
1.1B
.53
.B
.38
o·~.U4

57
.35
.40

.00

.00
I.20
.62
.00
.00
.00
.50
.00
.33
.00
.00
.70
.68
.a8

1. 20
.00
.36
.67

.12
1.20
.20
I.SO

--------------------- DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS ---------------------

.76
I.00
.90

1. 21
1. 00
.88
.82

1. 52
.72

1.00
1.13
1. 00
I.00
.8S
I.55
I.21
1.~o

,53
1. 50
.50

HEADER DATA FOR: C:RCSFHl LABEL: rc
NUMBER OF CASES: 23 NUMBER OF VARIABLES: 11

rIO. riAME
1 s
2 s 1

5 54
6 55
i s6
8 s7
3 s8
1C :2
11 13

29

28

'04U

1.0:04

p

MEArI
.55,13
.5i04
.4807
.:3718

.34']9

.9523

.H43

.5523

.3346

.8382

STD. DEV.
.2443
.2670
.2800
.1281
.2173
.2203
.IS53

...,_..".,
.....tr;,j
..",.,',

1';;'1 ::!V

.2701

MINIMur
.3800
.20(1)
.1000
,520;:J
.6200
.5no(

,', ,',r, "
1\' ,Il_; '.

MAXIMUM
1.2200
1.2100
[.2000
1.2(1)0
1.5500
1.5000

1.1J00
1. ::::}O(!
1.5I)i)(I

58
.82

1.00
.88
.86
.00
.72
.00
.55
.40
.92
.00
.77
.40
.33
I.00
.50
.57
.50
.00
.50
.33
.88

1. 19
I.00
.76
.00
.50
.00

.89

.78
1.00
1. 00
.50
.05
.00
.00
1.00

59 13
I.20
1. 00
1. 20
1. 50
I.23
1. 20
.88
.30
.75
.82

C'C'.JJ
.44
.55
.25
.00

.00

.44

.22

.55

.00 .76

".,• uu

1. 50
1.00
.60
.75
.52
.88
.70

1. 00
1. 00
.67
.87
.44
1. 00
.76
.75
.75

.10

.00

.14

.00

.00

.00

•



/1·/7 PROBABILITY Q.E. UNSATISFACTlPN

-------------------------------------------------------------
Probability of Return Rate(Uij)
Unsatisfaction

Library -------------------------------------------------
CB FB CP FP CB FB CP FP-------------------------------------------------------------

CAAS 10% 40% 5% 30%
ZAAS 20\ 45\ 10% 45\ 2 2 4 4
ZAO 25\ 50% 25\ 50% 24 24 18 18
ZAU 15\ 30\ 10\ 35\ 3 3 6 6

CNRRI 20\ 20\ 10\ 25\ 4 4 6 6

ZAB 25\ 45\ 15\ 45\ 4 4 6 6

TRI 15\ 40\ 10\ 35\ 6 6 8 8
ZL 5\ 25\ 15% 25\ 8 8 12 12
HARI 15\ 45\ 20\ 45\ 4 4 6 6

HAS 10\ 40\ 20\ 45\ 12 12 24 24
HAHS 20\ 50\ 25% 50% 12 12 24 24
JAR! 25\ 50\ 15\ 40\ 3 3 6 6

JAS 15\ 40\ 10\ 50\ 24 24 48 48
NARI 15\ 35\ 15\ 40\ 24 24 48 48
NAS 10\ 35\ 10\ JO\ 12 12 24 24
WARI 15\ 45\ 15\ 35\ 4 4 8 8
WAS 10\ 40\ 10\ 40\ 12 12 24 24

..------------------------------------------------------------



PROBABILITY oz UNSATISFAC'UON

(2)---------------------_ .._------------------------------------
Probability of Return Rate(Uij)
Unsatisfactlon

Library -----------------------------------------------
CB FB CP FP CB FB CP FP------------------------------------------------------------

TARI 15\ 40\ 20% 40% 3 3 6 6

TAS 10\ 35\ 10\ 35\ 6 6 6 6

LARI 15\ 50\ 15\ 45\ 4 4 6 6

LAS 10\ 45\ 10% 45\ 12 12 24 24

ZARI 20\ 50\' 20\ 50% 6 6 12 12

JHARI 15\ 45\ 15\ 45\ 6 6 6 6

JHAS 10\ 40\ 20\ 45\ 8 8 8 8

SARI 15\ 45\ 15\ 45\ 3 3 6 6

SAS 20\ 35\ 15% 35\ 12 12 12 12

JASO 15\ 35\ 15\ 30\ 6 6 6 6'

ZTCRI 10\ 40\ 10\ 30\ 4 4 8 8

JCRI 10\ 35\ 15\ 35\ 8 8 12 12

------------------------------------------------------------
Average 15\ 40\ 15\ 39\ 8 8 14 14
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------------.---.-.--..-.-----------rr::EQUEt,lC'r'D ISTr.::IBUT IONS - -.--..---- --.-.-.--.-.----.

HE,c\DEF.:0/, T i~' F(]F.::C: I?CBF "I t Lf.',DEL:r- '::
NUMBER OF CASES: 28 NUMBER OF VARIABLES: 11

VtiRI(~BLE: 1. 5

p

·00 :

20 :

40 :

·60 :

·80 :

1·()0 :

1·20

.2(1

.40

.GO

.80
1.00
1.20
1.40

TOTAL

(1
F'EF.:CE~H

.00
7.14

4E,.43

.... CUMULATIVE ...
FREQUENCY PERCENT=====CLASS LIMITS==== FREQUENCY

o .00
:2 ,--:...:_

13
1 3.57

15
16

53. 5~7

.-,
..;_

32.14
7.14 '":'7.c., I

57.14
8':).2'3
'JG. 4~_J

100.001
28

3.57 28
100.00

=====CLASS LIMITS==== FREQUENCy .
·00 : 2C)
~::O : ·40
40 GO
·£:,0 ·8080 : 1·(-)0

1 00 1·20
1 20 .' 1 40·

.--:' 1 -
~ I _._._--

1:::: :.-=: :::: :::: ::: :::: 7_-:: :~-:: :C'" =::::::::: .:: ::: ::::::: ::: ::: :::: ::: ::: ::: ::: :~-:::::::: ::: 7:: ::: :::

1 : ===
3 :====================
:2 :=====
1 : ==



'.·AGREGAtIUE rREQUEHCY DIStRISUtlOH

CHINESE BOOI<S FOREIGH BOOI<S TOTAL
VALUE

FREQUEHCY PROBABILity FREQUEHCY PROBABILIU FREQUEHCY PROBABILITY

.ee ( .28 25 8.4y. 25 8.0'/. 58 9.2r.

.20 ( .40 9 3.0',( 21 6. iy. 30 4.9r.

.40 ( .68 19 6.4:< 48 12.8Y. 59 9.6:<
, .68 ( .88 45 15.1" 43 13. ire 88 14.4r.-

.80 ( 1.e8 59 U.7" 88 25.6" 139 22.7"

1.00 ( 1.28 34 11.4" S3 16.9:< 8i 14.2y.

1.20 ( 1.48 48 16.1:< 23 1.3y. 71 11.6:'.

1.40 ( 1.68 34 11.4:< 27 8.6y. 61 18.0'/.

1.60 ( 1.88 4 1.3:< 4 0.1:'.

1.88 ( 2.08 11 3.7:< 11 1.ax

2.0e ( 2.20 9 3.0Y. 1 0.3:< 10 1.sx

2.2e ( 2.40 0

2.40 ( 2.68 2 0.1" 2 e.3:'.

TOTAl. 299 313 leo.ElY. 612



11 •.2./

------------- ------- ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - .
HEADER DATA FOR: C:RCBM LABEL: rb
NUMBER OF CASES; 28 NUMBER OF VARIABLES: 11

RANDOMIZED BLOCKS ANOVA

rcbmn
SOURCE SUl1 OF SQUARES D.F. MEAN SQUARETREATMENT 27.133 10 2.713BLOCK 4.275 27 .158ERROR 41. 472 270 .154TOTAL 72.880 307

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE --

HEADER DATA FOR: C:RCBM LABEL: rb
NUMBER OF CASES: 28 NUMBER OF VARIABLES: 11

TWO-'tlAYANOVA

rcbmn
SOURCE SUM OF GQUAREG D.F. MEAN SQUARE
COLS 22.747 10 2.275
ROWS 1.742 10 .174

INTERACTION 15.073 100 .151
ERROR 18.755 121 .155
TOTAL 50.316 241

F RATIO
17.665
1.031

F RATIO
14.676
1.124
.972

PROB.
.OO·OEf 00

.42G7

PROB.
.OOOE+OO

.3502

.5556



i 1.2 I

SUHMA R'x' OF THE RESULTS BY ANASL'iS I S OF unnr MrCF:

REQUEST ON REQUEST 0"
CHIHESE BOOl< FORErGtI BOOI<

OIIE-UA'r' AIIOVA
1) I

10 U)
Va 297 2?7

FUT10 17,615 17.533
,..
rll,l(Io; 1.33 1. 83

liADOMISED BLOel<Af10VA
rREAT~E!IT

IJ ieI H)
U2 270 27()

c 1:'.665 19.845
, RAT I 0

e 1.83 1. 33
, II. liS

Btoel<
lJ
I ?" 27~(

Lr
2 27e 270

FUT10 1.031 2.447
FIl•n 1. 52 1.5Z



POISSON DISTRIBUTION

~·!EANFATE OF OCCURRENCE = 1.04

CUMULATIVE
X F (X ) F'ROBABILITY
0 .35345 .35345
1 .36759 .72105
2 .19115 .91220
3 .06626 .97846
4 .01723 .99569
5 .00358 .99927
6 .00062 .99989
7 .00009 .99999
8 .00001 1.00000
9 .00000 1.00000

E(X) 1.04000
STD. DEV. = 1.01980
VARIANCE = 1.04000

POIsson DISTRIBUTION

MEAN RATE OF OCCURRENCE = .75

CUt·fULATIVE
x P(X) PROBABILITY
0 .47237 .47237
1 .35427 .82664
2 .13285 .95949
3 .03321 .99271
4 .00623 .99894
5 .00093 .99987
6 .00012 .99999
7 .00001 1.00000
8 .00000 1.00000

E(X) = .75000
STD. DEV. = .86603
VARIANCE - .7,)000

POISSON DISTRIBUTION

MEAN RATE OF OCCURRENCE = .35

CUMULATIVE
X P(X) PROBABILITY·
0 .70469 .70469
1 .24664 .95133
2 .04316 .99449
... .00504 .99953J

4 .00044 .99997
5 .00003 1.00000
6 .00000 1.00000

E(X) = .35000
STD. DEV. -c: .59161
VARIANCE = .35000



------------------ CRu:.;s'rl\B/ CHI-SUUAHE TES'!'::;-------------- _
(_;I_lUL>NESSOF FIT TEST

orinter

CLASS
1
2
3
4
5
6

TOTALS

F'RE(lUENCIES
OBSERVED EXPECTED

57.00 48.00
22.0U 39.3)
25.00 16.14
3.00 4.41
2.00 .90
.00 .15

108.99

PROPOl;.TION S
OBSERVED EXPECTED

.5229 .4404

.2018 .3512

.2294 .1481

.0275· .0405

.0183 .0083

.0000 .0014
1.0000 .9999109.00

CHI-SQUARE= 16.142, D.F'.-:o3, PROB.= 1.060E~03

KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV GOODNESS OF FIT TEST

CLASS CORRESPONDING TO LARGEST DIF'FERENCE: 1

D MAX = .0825

CROSSTAB / CHI-SOUARE. TESTS

GOODNESS OF FIT TEST

printer

F'Rr-:OUEN('I c:: PROlJORTIONS
CLASS OBSERVED EXP ECTEL) uBSERVED EXPECTE:U

1 62.00 ') U . 40 .4526 .3S79
2 30.00 50.40 .2190 .36)'9
3 32.00 25.19 .2336 .1839
4 5.00 8.40 .0365 .0613
5 8.00 2.10 .0584 .0153
6 .00 .42 .0000 .0031
7 .00 .07 .0000 .0005

TOTALS 137.00 136.99 1.0000 .9999

CHI-SQUARE= 31.263, D.F.= 4, PROS.= 2.706E-06



.c, . 11 • .23< h) an-SQUAB 'IESTS fOR 'IHI REQUEST DATA

(IHCLUD IHG ZERO GROUP EST II1ATIOH)

Tuts Chinn. Book For.ign Book

Dati. Chi-Squar. D.F. Prob. Chi-Squart D.F. Prob.Set

CHRRI 1.326 6 .9322 4.432 6 .6184

HAHS 7.~45 6 .2734 2.~66 6 .6329

HARI 1.441* 5 .8376 16.693 6 .1236

HAS 8.267 6 .0823 8.30~* 5 •08U}

JARI 3.178 6 .5286 9.364 6 .0526

JAS 5.409 6 .368 9.ili8 6 .0559

JCRI 3.066* 5 .80e5 3.423 6 .4897

JHARI 2.949* 5 .70a 10.261* 5 .0362

JHAS 3.811 6 .4323 3.685* 5 .4503

LARI 3.174* 5 .6732 6.650* 5 .2480

LAS 6.654* 5 .2471 6.354* 5 .1742

HARI 10.174*, 5 .0784 2.853* 5 .7226

HAS 4.618 6 .3297 13.014* 5 .0232

SARI 12.643* 5 .0132 3.385* 5 .6408

SAS 8.295* s .81308 6.~79* 6 .1370

*' tHE AStERISN I1EAHS tHE ZERO-TRUNCAtED POISSON DISTRIBUTION



an-SQUAg. TlStS lOR THE uqUlSt tAtA

(2)
(INCLUDING ZERO-ESTIMATION GROUPS)

Ttsts
Chineu Book For.ign Book

~lta Chi-Squar. D.F. Probe Chi-Squar. D.F. Prob ••t

TARI 8.285* .0817 3.312* .5070

TAS 11.10&* .0494 5.322* 5 .3778

TRI 3.629 .4586 2.575* .6313

!jARI 10.543* .0612 6.077* .1935

UAS 4.916* .4262 6.082 6 .1931

ZAAS 6.043* .1968 5.379* .2586

ZAB 3.848 6 .4281 3.158 6 .4418

2AJU 6.656* .1552 5.657* .2263

ZASO 3.694* .5942 8.703* .1215

ZAU 8.365* 5 .1372 6.998 6 .1364

ZTCHI 3.854 6 .5786 2.373* .7955

* THE ASTERISK MEAHS tHE ZERO-TRUHCATED POISSON DISTRIBUTIOH



ii.2._)

GDSE.H VED CUtHrr,ATI VP.
FRSOIJE1lCI E;; FELATIVE Fn.JCr)UENCJ [0:::;

CLASS GROUt' 1 GROUP 2 GROUP , GfWUP ..,
L L •

1 477 437 .2627 .239~, ...
2 601 625 .593G • C_:, B 1 ~1

3 J94 447 .1310() .t1200
4 239 213 .9422 • (J·1 J G
5 85 7F. .9890 .9852
6 20 22 1.0000 .'),':173
7 o c, 1.0n08 1.Or)on

TOTALS 1816 1n:~ c,

:': D t·l A X = . 0 2 3 7

CR I T J cr.L V l\ L If P. AT. 0:, L E VE L
CRITICAL VArJ,rE AT .01 LFVP.f.

. (1.1~,1
• (I f~. : 7

CHT-SQUARE 1 . ) c. ::: , D . F. - .". [' 1 ~ . \ R. = p~ ',' ~1f)



_ -=-.-?_ .. 11. if<b) )(OLMOGROlJ-SMI RttOIJ resr FOR tHE REQUESf MfA

Tuts
Chinu. Book For. ign Book

Dtlu Criticll Critical Dtlax Critioal Critical
hta Value at Valu. at Ualu. at Value at
S.t 0.0S Lev.l 0.01 L.v.l 0.05 Level 13.131Level

CHRRI .13101 .11139 .1369 .0312 .1451 .1?93

HAHS .0255 .1e?4 .132? .13429 .21338 .2S?0

HARI .13649 .0656 .8910 .0552 .1960 .2299

HAS .0208 .0590 .0128 .0288 .1555 .192e

JARI .6166 .1288 .1592 .1211 .2484 .3669

JAS .131365 .e5?3 .8?e8 .13494 .1434 .1??1

JCRI .0314 .0882 .11389 .0495 .2225 .2?49

JHARI .13785 .0?24 .8895 .0766 .1521 .18?9

JHAS .8255 .eS8? .8725 .0412 .14134 .1134

LARt .8210 .1150 .1420 .0462 .2193 .2?09

LAS .0416 .1423 .1?58 .0294 .0901 .1113

HARI .0256 .e?e9 .0816 .1141 .1690 .2088

HAS .13140 .0553 .0683 .02?? .1033 .12?6

SARI .13332 .13943 .1165 .133139 .13922 .1139

SAS .02134 .13621 .0?67 .04e? .1184 .1463



,XOLMOGOROU-SMIRHOU TlSt FOR REQUESt DATA
(2)

ruts ChintSl' Book Forl'iin Book

Dnax Crlticll Crt tical Dnax Critioal CrltioalData Va u. a Va Ul' a Va u. a Va ue aS.t 0.05 L.v.l 8.01 L.v.l 0.05 L.v.l 0.61 L.y.l

TARI .0358 .0731 .0903 .0222 .1541 ' .1903

rAS .0156 .0608 .0751 .0821 .1282 .1584

TRI .0183 .0714 .0882 .0146 .1012 .1251

~ARI .0362 .0831 .1026 .0367 .1924 .237?

liAS .0155 .0839 .1036 .0913 .1503 .1856

ZAAS .6316 .0556 .0687 .0886 .0565 .0698

ZAB .0123 .0636 .0?B5 .0136 .10Bl .1335

ZARI .0381 .1031 .1274 .060? .1944 .2401

ZASO .0203 .0916 .1206 .0336 .0791 .0984

ZAU .0372 .04S0 .0556 .0065 .0513 .07ea

ZrCRI .0585 .0811 .1001 .0146 .1716 .3120 '



_co~ : 11.2', (a) Obul'"II4 Working TiM' ot ILL.._
- >'!~ . 11.2' ,(a) Obsl~1Il Worki nl (Borrow-in, Ihi 1)~~

Ti..e(ZAAS) (Two Ilules, 50 Obsel!"lltions)

(Two !luis, 90 Observations) Activitw P.rctntage of
TiM. Observtd

Activity TiM! DurationObs.rv.d
Dtscription (Min) Proc.ssing Cost

Vtrifytng I 20.0'1. + 3.9:t,Consu ini UC
S.l.etion 2.04 + 4.SY. TransMi tUng 15.0'1. + 1.0'1.- th. R.qutStOrdtri n'lRoutin. 6.33 + 2.5:< Unpackin'l the Loan 10.0'1. + 1.5y.-Ch.cking 6.91 + 5.9:< Noti fv ing Uurs 12.0''' + 2.0'1.Arrivals -R.turnin'l tht Leln 15.0'1. + 3.0:<
Fund Other Proc.ssing
Acco~~tin'l 4.98 + 3.5y. R,f.rral Routin'l 8.0'1. + 2. sxBook -Accessioninq Ptrsonal TiMt 10.0'1.
Book 1.50 + 4.2Y. Others 10.0:< + 3.er.DistributionRoutint

" ,r. 11.2' (b) Obs,~.d Working Ti~ of ILL
(IAAS) .(Loan-out, by Mall)

(Two Uetks, S8 obStrvltions)
P,rcenhg. oftiMt Obnrvtd

ProcfSs ing Cos t
V.rify ing 10.6:< + 4.2"-Checking shtlv.s ie.6:< + 5.2:<-Paging 15.6:< + 3.2:< •-Copying 25.6:< + 5.9:<-
Mailing the LOin 5.ex + 0.9:<-
R.cording 5.6:< + 3.8"-Unpacking the Rtturn 5.0'1. + 1. 2:<-
Ruhtlving 5.0'1. + 3.2Y.-

Other Proctssing
R.f.rtal Routing 5.ex + 2.7"

Pusonal TiM.
Others ? • 0'1. + 3. 2:<


